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In the coming fi ve years we are undertaking bold, innovative 

and radical steps to build onto what has been achieved thus far.  

We will be digging deeper into the potential we possess, and 

exploiting the opportunities that exist for partnerships with national 

and provincial government, state-owned enterprises as well as 

the private sector.

All this we will be doing to serve better our people, be they 

permanent residents or visitors just passing by. 

CLR MONDLI GUNGUBELE

EXECUTIVE MAYOR

Clr Mondli Gungubele
Executive Mayor

It is the same GDS 2025 that constituted our plan to make local 

government work better, as articulated in our ANC Election 

Manifesto for the 2006 Local Government Elections.  Against this 

roadmap we have sought to transform Ekurhuleni in terms of its 

infrastructural, economic, social and institutional outlook.  We go 

into detail on all these in the report.

All said and done, local government is about delivery of quality 

basic services delivered to the people.  It is about the timing of 

those services, and, it is about the manner in which those services 

are delivered.  In a word, local government is about people.  

During the period under review, we have experienced a marked 

increase in the number of people we have had to deliver quality 

basic services to.  The number of the poor, unemployed and 

economically marginalised has increased.  The situation was 

made worse by the global economic recession that characterised 

a major part of the period we are reporting on.

At a more macro level, the period has seen us consolidate the 

identity of the City of Ekurhuleni.  We have welcomed and played 

host to hundreds of thousands of soccer fans, who had arrived 

via our own OR Tambo International Airport to witness the highly 

successful 2010 FIFA World Cup.

Our Growth and Development Strategy (GDS) 2025 forms the backbone of this report, which we are presenting to the people of 

Ekurhuleni, Gauteng, South Africa and the world.

Introduction by the Executive Mayor
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The Growth and Development Strategy of the Metro is the blue 
print of growth and development in the region by the Metro, with 
set key performance areas.

These key performance areas - infrastructure transformation, 
economic transformation, social transformation and institutional 
and good governance - are achieved through specifi c identifi ed 
focus areas, in an effort to uplift the lives of our communities.

Milestones and achievements since March 2006 include the 
implementation of an additional 3kl of free basic water to indigent 
households - this means 9kl of free basic water and free basic 
sanitation per month. On the electricity side, all Tariff A users 
receive 100 units of free basic electricity - which is twice the 
national requirement.

The national water and sanitation targets have been met with all 
households having access to at least basic water by 2008 and at 
least basic sanitation services by 2010.

During the past full term over 200km of street lights were switched 
on for the fi rst time, a roll out of more than 11 000 solar water 
heaters to hostels and other lower income residences.  

In keeping with staying green, Ekurhuleni purchased a dredging 
machine at a cost of R7 million that has already made a huge 
dent in fi ghting the hyacinth problem that plagues our dams and 
lakes.  In just over a year that the machine has been operational, 
two dams, the most affected, have been cleaned with others soon 
to follow.

Ekurhuleni is proud to say that for the past two consecutive years 
it has been awarded both the Green and Blue Drop certifi cation, 
showing that our water adheres to the strict water quality that 
meets national and international standards.  Already it looks 
promising that we will see this same status bestowed on us into 
the start of the new term of offi ce.  

The World Soccer saw investment of a different kind that will 
have a positive impact on Ekurhuleni for many years to come.  
While we were not a hosting city, we certainly did not take a 

This full term report shows milestones and achievements of the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality over the past fi ve years.

Foreword from the City Manager

back seat when it came to welcoming visitors – both tourists and 
investors – to the region and the country through the OR Tambo 
International Airport.  The soccer spectacle assisted with much 
needed development leaving a true legacy in our area that can 
only benefi t the community.

Added to this is the improved accessibility to Ekurhuleni and 
what it offers through our road networks thus showing a major 
investment into the infrastructure of the region.

Two unqualifi ed audit opinions have been attained from the 
Auditor General for the past two fi nancial years. Ekurhuleni also 
achieved its fi rst municipal bond in 2010.  The year 2009 saw this 
municipality successfully implementing the Property Rates Act 
with less than 5% objections received on property values, and 
being resolved within a very short period of time.

In keeping with the uplifting of our communities, clinic hours 
have been increased, new clinics built, as well as libraries and 
fi re stations.  Added to this 20 customer care centres within the 
customer care areas have been opened bringing services closer 
to the people and offering a one-stop service to our residents.

The ground work has been fi rmly laid over the past term of offi ce, 
making way for the new offi ce bearers to build on this framework 
in making Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality a force to be 
reckoned with, as we endeavour to make inroads are our key 
performance areas.

KHAYA NGEMA
CITY MANAGER 

Khaya Ngema
City Manager
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1. Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality

FULL TERM REPORT MARCH 2006 - APRIL 2011

1.1 Introduction 

Covering an extensive geographical area, from Germiston in 

the west to Springs and Nigel in the east, the Metropolitan 

Municipality of Ekurhuleni was established in 2000.  Ekurhuleni 

was established as one of six metropolitan municipalities resulting 

from the restructuring of local government in 2000.

The former local administrations of the nine towns in the East Rand 

– Alberton, Benoni, Boksburg, Brakpan, Edenvale/Lethabong, 

Germiston, Kempton Park/Tembisa, Nigel and Springs – were 

amalgamated into the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality 

(EMM), along with two other councils – the Kyalami Metropolitan 

Council and the Eastern Gauteng Services Council.  Ekurhuleni 

is now 10 years old and has come a long way in consolidating its 

systems and processes for the sustained delivery of services in 

the region.

Ekurhuleni has a total surface area of ±2 000km² that 

accommodates a population of ±2.8 million (source: Global Insight 

Regional eXplorer version 524).  This constitutes ±5.6% of the 

national population and makes up 28% of the Gauteng population.  

The population density is approximately 1 425 people per km², 

making Ekurhuleni one of the most densely populated areas in 

the country and province. By comparison, population density in 

Gauteng is 605 people per km² and 40 people per km² in the 

country.

Economy in Ekurhuleni is larger and more diverse than that 

of many small countries in Africa, including all the countries in 

Southern Africa.  It accounts for nearly a quarter of the Gauteng 

economy which, in turn, contributes over a third of the national 

Gross Domestic Product.  Ekurhuleni contributes ±7% to the 

country’s spending power and ±7.4% to the nation’s production.  

In most respects - per capita income, unemployment, poverty, 

average wages and other indicators of human development - it is 

similar to the rest of Gauteng.  

There is, however, one important structural difference: many of 

the factories for production of goods and commodities are located 

in Ekurhuleni. Manufacturing in Ekurhuleni accounts for just below 

20% of the GDP of Gauteng.  In Ekurhuleni itself, manufacturing 

accounts for some 28% of total production output.  Due to this, the 

largest concentration of industry in the whole of South Africa (and 

in Africa), Ekurhuleni is often referred to as ‘Africa’s Workshop’.

The downside of the strong manufacturing sector is that 

globalisation has a defi nite impact on the structure of production 

and on the demand for labour.  Ekurhuleni, although not benefi ting 

from direct capital investments as a result of the automotive 

sector developments in the country, continues to play the role 

of the workshop of, for example the economy, with production of 

structural steel and fabricated metal products serving as inputs 

into other areas’ economies. 

Ekurhuleni has a network of roads, airports, rail lines, telephones, 

electricity grids and telecommunications that rivals that of Europe 

and America – a fi rst world infrastructure supporting a well 

established industrial and commercial complex.  Ekurhuleni can, 

in fact, be regarded as the transportation hub of the country.  The 

municipality is home to the OR Tambo International Airport, the 

busiest airport in Africa.  OR Tambo International Airport services 

the entire continent and links to major cities throughout the world.  

Similarly, many of the world’s leading airlines fl y into this airport.  

Some 14 million passengers pass through this airport each year. 

In addition, a number of smaller domestic airlines connect OR 

Tambo International Airport with cities throughout South Africa.  

The country’s largest railway hub is in Ekurhuleni (Germiston) 

and links the city to all the major population centres and ports in 

the Southern African region.  A number of South Africa’s modern 

freeways and expressways connect Ekurhuleni to other cities and 

provinces.  The Maputo corridor development, South Africa’s most 

advanced spatial development initiative, connects Ekurhuleni with 

the capital of Mozambique and the largest South African Indian 

Ocean port.  

Direct rail, road and air links connect Ekurhuleni to Durban, 

the biggest and busiest port within South Africa.  As part of the 

preparation for the 2010 Soccer World Cup, a number of strategic 

roads around the OR Tambo International Airport were upgraded 

to promote the movement of goods and services.

The Blue IQ projects, situated within Ekurhuleni, include the 

Wadeville-Alrode Industrial Corridor with linkages to the largest 

logistical hub, the City Deep container terminal, the planned 

Gautrain rapid rail link to Johannesburg and Tshwane and the OR 

Tambo International Airport Industrial Development Zone (IDZ). 

The latter aims to cluster light manufacturing, more especially in 

benefi ciation, and develop an aero space park.  

The EMM’s annual budget is in the region of R21 billion, of which 

about R2 billion is being budgeted annually for capital projects 

in line with the priorities set in the Integrated Development Plan 

(IDP).  This expenditure is dedicated to upgrading facilities and 

removing infrastructure backlogs that were caused by apartheid, 

as well as the maintenance and replacement of old infrastructure.  

Some areas are more than 100 years old and need specifi c 

attention in terms of maintenance.

Ekurhuleni is spread over 15.6% of Gauteng’s land mass, houses 

5.4% of the country’s population, and 29% of the Gauteng 

population.  Migration into the area is a key challenge.  This is 

visible in the number of informal settlements and informal trading 

activity. The Household Satisfaction Survey 2010 records 896 117 

households; this is likely to increase when taking migration into 

account.  

The average annual population growth rate within the metropolitan 
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area was 1.8% over the period 2001 to 2009.  This exceeds both 

the national and Gauteng growth fi gures for this period.

Ekurhuleni has a resident population of approximately 2.8 million 

people, of which 48.4% is economically active.  One in every fi ve 

people employed in the formal economy in Gauteng works in 

Ekurhuleni.  The area contributes approximately 7.7% to national 

production and has a share of approximately 7.76% of national 

employment. Over the period 1996 to 2009, Ekurhuleni’s economy 

grew by an estimated average of 2.7% per annum. Ekurhuleni 

contributes approximately 21% to the total economic output of the 

Gauteng province. The Annual Gross Value Add (GVA) for 2009 

is 4.9%. 

Table 1.1: Ekurhuleni key comparative statistics

Key Statistics (2009 estimates) Ekurhuleni Gauteng National

Region area (sq. km) 1 928 16 579 1 221 246

Population 2 189 148 8 227 355 41 780 470

Population density (number of people per sq. km) 1 425 605 40

Economically active population (as % of total pop.) 48% 51% 34%

Number of households 896 117 3 245 182 13 450 567

Average household income (Rand, current prices) 151 687 171 477 123 570

Annual per capita income (Rand, current prices) 49 482 55 480 34 237

Gini coefficient 0.63 0.63 0.65

Formal sector employment estimates 759 252 3 803 366 10 414 401

Informal sector employment estimates 95 100 454 690 2 120 611

Unemployment rate (official definition) 27% 22% 24%

Percentage of persons in poverty 27% 25% 41%

Poverty gap (R million) 1 477 5 232 47 285

Human development index (HDI) 0.65 0.66 0.57

Index of buying power (IBP) 0.08 0.33 1.00

Economic output in 2009 (R’ million current prices) 137 980 738 122 2 176 598

Share of economic output (GVA % of SA in current prices) 6.3% 33.9% 100.0%

Economic output in 2009 (R’ million constant 2005 prices) 103 154 558 139 1 594 337

Share of Economic output (GVA % of SA in constant 2005 prices) 6.5% 35.0% 100.0%

Economic growth performance 1996-2009 (GVA % growth pa constant 2000 prices) 3.0% 3.8% 3.3%

Source: Global Insight Southern Africa - Regional eXplorer estimates

Table 1.2: Population, output, employment and economic growth in South Africa’s major cities

City Population1  in 2009
Contribution to National 

Economic Output2  in 
2009 (%)

Share of National 
Employment 2009 

(%)

Average Annual 
Economic Growth3  

(%), 1996-2009

Ekurhuleni 2 747 027 6.3 7.3 3.0

City of Cape Town 3 497 101 12.9 11.1 3.2

Nelson Mandela Metro 1 050 931 3.0 2.7 2.4
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City Population1  in 2009
Contribution to National 

Economic Output2  in 
2009 (%)

Share of National 
Employment 2009 

(%)

Average Annual 
Economic Growth3  

(%), 1996-2009

eThekwini 3 468 084 10.0 8.4 3.5

Tshwane 2 345 906 10.0 9.7 3.1

City of Johannesburg 3 888 182 16.5 15.0 3.4

Gauteng 10 030 161 33.9 36.5 3.8

National economy 48 547 167 100.0 100.0 3.3

Source: Global Insight Southern Africa - Regional eXplorer estimates

At sub-national or local level, the production, or Gross Geographic Product, is measured in terms of Gross Value Added by Region 

(GVA-R).  In 2009, economic output in Ekurhuleni came to R103.2 billion (in constant 2005 prices), contributing 6% of total production in 

South Africa.  The metropolitan area’s gross value added per capita was R37 551 (in constant 2005 prices), which compares favourably 

to the national average of R32 841 (in constant 2005 prices).

Figure 1.1: Relative size and growth of metros

 

Source: Global Insight Southern Africa - Regional eXplorer estimates

1 IHS Global Insight’s total population estimates for the Ekurhuleni metro 

area for the year 2001 is only 1 present lower than that of Census2001. Major 

differences are due to geographic areas (Global Insight magisterial district 

based areas versus Census2001 municipal area estimates).

2 Measured as share of Gross Value Added by Region (GVA-R) of the provincial 

and national Gross Value Added (GVA) in constant 1995 prices. Please refer to 

Appendix C – Technical notes for details on GVA-R.

3 Measured as the growth rate of GVA-R over the period.
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Figure 1.2 shows the sizes of the economies of South Africa’s metropolitan areas in terms of GVA-R per capita in 2009, along with the 

average growth rate in GVA-R over the period 1996 to 2009.

Figure 1.2: Ekurhuleni GVA growth trend 1996 to 2009

 

Source: Global Insight Southern Africa - Regional eXplorer estimates

From 1996 to 2009, the economy of Ekurhuleni registered the second slowest growth, averaging 3.0% per annum, followed by the 

Nelson Mandela Metro with 2.4%.  However, this annualised growth is misleading, as it is evident from Figure 1.2 that the growth trend 

over this period was quite volatile – reaching both lows of –3.3% and highs of +10.9% over the 12 year window shown.  

The high growth in 2001 and 2002 was mainly due to the exchange rate movements of the South African Rand and its effect on the 

mining and related industries.  Construction, transport, trade and fi nancial services also benefi ted from the depreciation of the Rand 

and contributed to the exceptional growth over this period.  The opposite holds true for 2009, when local currency strengths resulted in 

a slowdown of growth in the various economic sectors.  This serves to illustrate that the economy of Ekurhuleni is relatively sensitive to 

exchange rate movements.  Tshwane grew at an average rate of 3.1% per annum and the City of Johannesburg at a rate of 3.4% per 

annum over the same period.
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Figure 1.3: Sectoral contributions to GVA in Ekurhuleni, Gauteng and National (2009)

 

Source: Global Insight Southern Africa - Regional eXplorer estimates

Based on 2009 estimates of sectoral output in Ekurhuleni, it is evident that the manufacturing sector is making a large contribution of 

27.6% of gross value added to Ekurhuleni’s economy.  This is signifi cantly higher than in the national economy, where manufacturing 

only has a 15.2% share of GVA.  In comparison with the other metropolitan areas, it is only in the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan area (at 

32.3% - major contributors are the automotive sector and the Coega development) and in eThekwini (at 28.0% - also the transport (port), 

automotive industry as well as paper and oil industries) where manufacturing makes larger contributions to GVA.

Since information used to derive economic activity estimates are in most cases reported by company head offi ces, combined with the fact 

that many manufacturing operations have head offi ces in the Johannesburg and other metropolitan municipalities - while the production 

plants are located in Ekurhuleni - one necessarily needs to interpret the economic performance estimates in this context.  This may imply 

that some of the estimates obtained for Ekurhuleni may be on the conservative side.

1.2 Vision, Mission, Values and Strategic 
Priorities

1.2.1 Vision

In order to address numerous challenges and to direct Ekurhuleni 

to build into a better area to work and live in, the following long 

term vision was developed:

The Smart, Creative and Developmental City.

1.2.2 Mission

Based on the above vision, a mission statement was developed 

as a way of ensuring achievement.  The mission statement is:

Ekurhuleni provides sustainable and people centred development 

services that are affordable, appropriate and of high quality. We 

are focused on social, environmental and economic regeneration 

of our city and communities, as guided by the principles of Batho 

Pele (people fi rst) and through the commitment of a motivated and 

dedicated team.

1.2.3 Values

In pursuing the vision and mission, the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan 

Municipality is committed to upholding the following core values:

• performance excellence;

• integrity;

• community centeredness;

• transparency; and

• co-operative governance.
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1.2.4 Strategic Priorities

The following seven strategic development priorities were 

identifi ed by the EMM and form the foundation of achieving the 

vision:

• promoting good governance;

• fi ghting poverty and underdevelopment;

• urban renewal;

• job creation;

• safety and security;

• partnership against HIV and Aids; and

• enhancing public participation.
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2. Institutional Arrangements

CHIEF WHIP

WARD
COMMITTEES

SPEAKER

Mayoral Committee

Executive Mayor

MMC: City Development

MMC: Finance

MMC: Community Safety

MMC: Infrastructure Services

MMC: Health

MMC: Economic Development

MMC: Housing

MMC: Environmental Development

MMC: Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture

MMC: Corporate Services

COUNCIL

RULES COMMITTEE

Other Committees

• Development 

Tribunal

• Audit

• MPAC

• Gender

• Grants in Aid

• Public Participation 

and Petitions

2.1 Political Oversight

The Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality has 

implemented a Mayoral Executive and Ward 

Participatory System of local governance 

which ensures that governance is taken right 

down to community level, and that all citizens 

within the metropolis are represented in 

decision-making.  This increases residents’ 

sense of belonging, accountability and 

empowerment and actively involves them 

in all issues dealt with by the metropolitan 

municipality.

The municipality comprises of 175 councillors, 

of both elected (88 ward representatives) and 

proportional (87 councillors) representation.  

Each of the 88 ward councillors chairs a ward 

committee as part of the Ward Participatory 

System that brings participation down to 

community level.

Ward councillors play a central role in 

the communication process between 

the communities they represent and 

the Council, reporting back regularly 

through ward meetings and assisting the 

community in identifying needs and priority 

areas of development which feed into the 

municipality’s planning processes.

The Executive Mayor heads up a team of 13 

full-time councillors comprising the Executive 

Mayor, a Mayoral Committee of 10 members, 

a Speaker and a Chief Whip of Council.

Political oversight of the administration is 

ensured via Section 80 committees in control 

of the different portfolios in Council, which is 

refl ected to the right:
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2.2 Administrative Structure

EMM went through an institutional review process as proposed in its Turnaround Strategy.  The process has progressed and a new organisational structure was approved on 25 November 2010.  The structure 

has three main components, these being:

• Seven departments providing institutional management;

• Four corporate services departments; and

• 13 service delivery departments.

Institutional Management

City Manager

COO Service 
Delivery Support

Institutional 
Strategy, M&E 
and Research

Urban 
Management

By-law 
Enforcement

Urban 
Management

Urban 
Renewal

Customer 
Relations 

Management

Call Centre 
Management

Intermediary 
Management

On-line 
Management

Walk-in 
Management

Enterprise 
Programme 

Management

Communications City Secretariat
Executive 
Support

Internal Audit
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2.3 Infrastructure Transformation (Physical 
Development)

Ekurhuleni lacks a clear city identity and primary core urban 

areas with clearly identifi able central themes.  A new approach to 

planning, economic and urban regeneration, as well as sustainable 

development, is essential in any attempt to develop the area and 

create a unique identity.

The former nine East Rand towns and large vacant land parcels 

in the mining belt around the urban core, create a fragmented 

spatial distribution and cause an inequitable city.  This leads 

to low development densities with historically disadvantaged 

communities situated on the urban periphery.

Many areas in the city have challenges with transportation linkages 

and inadequate mobility.  This is due, in part, to high levels of 

congestion on the national and provincial road network and 

freeway interchanges and large parts of the planned provincial 

road system not having been built.  There are also inadequate 

linkages between certain nodes in the EMM, as well as a lack of 

integrated public transport nodes and systems.  A fair percentage 

of the municipal road network is still gravel and, although there is 

a good rail network, it is underutilised.

There is an ageing and trading services infrastructure which is 

subject to frequent breakdowns in many areas. Many communities 

have inadequate access to basic services due to infrastructure 

backlogs experienced in township areas and informal settlements.

Due to mining activities, urbanisation and industrialisation, 

environmental problems such as dolomite, informal settlements, 

industry and pollution, Ekurhuleni is characterised by large areas 

of degraded environment.  However, some unique environmental 

opportunities, such as rivers and wetlands, ridges and agricultural 

potential have also been identifi ed.

Many areas in the city are in a state of decay, performing poorly 

and in need of urban renewal, but at the same time present an 

opportunity to capitalise on existing infrastructure to build vibrant 

urban communities.
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The electricity energy infrastructure, however, is in a good 

condition and annual refurbishment budget allocations have 

seen the refurbishment backlog declining signifi cantly.  Electricity 

reliability indices are at very favourable levels.

2.4 Economic Transformation

A greater degree of sustainable diversifi cation is required of the 

local economy as it is presently dominated by the manufacturing 

sector.  

As is the case elsewhere in South Africa, unemployment is high at 

34.3% and policies to promote labour absorption and job creation 

will be of crucial importance to the future of the city.

Of critical importance is the improvement of skills levels to attract 

and support local economic growth, as technical skills levels are 

low and not compatible with the skills requirements of the local 

economy.  

The OR Tambo International Airport ensures that Ekurhuleni 

serves as a gateway to Africa and opportunities for the local 

development and promotion of tourism, will be explored.  This 

includes opportunities for business and retail tourism, as well as 

the Klipriviersberg, wetlands and bird sanctuaries.

No city can survive without new investment in physical, economic 

and social infrastructure.  Therefore, investment promotion and 

facilitation must be a key focus area to attract entrepreneurs and 

address the varying levels of investment throughout the Metro.

Broad based economic transformation, as well as entrepreneurial 

activity, will be promoted at every opportunity.

2.5 Social Transformation

With ±27% of the local population living in poverty and the 

current unemployment rate at ± 27%, the levels of poverty and 

unemployment in Ekurhuleni are unacceptably high.  This needs 

to be addressed in a sustainable way.  The majority of people 

living below the poverty line live on the urban periphery, far away 

from job opportunities and social amenities.

Many people in Ekurhuleni still live in overcrowded informal 

settlements without adequate access to engineering and social 

infrastructure.  The creation and promotion of sustainable 

human settlements is, therefore, an important priority.  There is 

a housing backlog with 134 000 informal dwellings in informal 

settlements and 36 000 backyard informal dwellings.  This is 

constantly worsening as the infl ux is set to continue and many 

informal settlements are situated on land not suitable for housing.  

Well-located land suitable for housing development is not 

readily available.  Past subsidy schemes have resulted in mono-

functional, non-sustainable areas.

High levels of HIV and Aids and other poverty related diseases, 

such as TB, are experienced in the poor communities and access 

to health care is inequitable.  There is a high rate of infant and 

child malnutrition.

Crime and domestic violence rates are unacceptably high, and a 

higher level of safety and security for the inhabitants of the city will 

be pursued.  Various risks such as airports, gas pipelines and old 

mining areas have the potential for causing disasters.

The city is characterised by inadequate and inequitable provision 

of parks, sport and recreational facilities, public places and 

cemeteries, which are poorly maintained.  Green areas are 

fragmented and disjointed with no central theme.

2.6 Economic Profile

In order to go somewhere, you fi rst need to know where you 

are.  Local government has a need to assess the demographic, 

economic, and socio-economic status quo, as well as to measure 

growth and development on a sub-national level and, more 

specifi cally, on local metropolitan municipality levels.  This type of 

information and estimates are needed for activities such as:

• policy and strategy decisions;

• economic planning;

• market development; and

• infrastructure planning, development and delivery.

The economic profi le overview of Ekurhuleni serves to inform 

decision makers regarding the characteristics of the Ekurhuleni 

economy.

Ekurhuleni’s key demographic and socio-economic characteristics 

are summarised in the following table and placed into context 

when viewed with the Gauteng provincial and South African 

national picture.  
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3. Growth and Development Strategy (GDS) 2025

The Growth and Development Strategy 2025 is focused on four key performance areas and are defi ned as:

• infrastructure transformation; 

• economic transformation; 

• social transformation; and 

• institutional transformation and good governance. 

The socio-economic and spatial challenges caused by apartheid’s social engineering cannot be solved over the short term – they call for a strategic (involving choices and priorities) and long term response.  

Both locally and internationally, city development strategies have become a way of attempting to deal with the increasing complexities confronting city governments in this era of globalisation, increased 

competition, rapid urbanisation and accelerating change. 

With the above in mind, the EMM embarked on a process to formulate a long–term development strategy.  During 2004 research was undertaken on national and international best practice examples, as well 

as on key success factors relating to city development strategies.  This led to a strategy being formulated in early 2005.  

The following is a high level summary of the status of development in Ekurhuleni.  These key performance areas will be achieved by means of specifi c identifi ed focus areas.  
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3.1.1 Focus Area: Clear City Identity

2025 Agenda: A well-developed and vibrant core economic area 

which imparts unique character and identity to Ekurhuleni.

(a) Milestones

• Increased development and investment in the core economic 

triangle of Ekurhuleni:

 º Gautrain construction and related development adjacent 

to the OR Tambo International Airport;

 º successful development of the R21 (Albertina Sisulu) 

corridor;

 º successful development of the Government Precinct in 

Germiston; and

 º subsidy linked housing development in the mining belt.

(b) Achievements

• Metropolitan Spatial Development Framework (MSDF) 

formulated guiding spatial development;

• three Regional Spatial Development Frameworks (RSDFs) 

approved;

• eleven Local Spatial Development Frameworks (LSDFs) 

approved, including the R21 (Albertina Sisulu) corridor and 

the Germiston LSDF, and

• core economic triangle study approved in terms of which 

Boksburg, Kempton Park and Germiston the core economic 

hub.

• Gautrain and linkages

 º Gautrain construction and related development adjacent 

to OR Tambo International Airport.

 – OR Tambo precinct, which includes the OR Tambo 

International Airport, OR Tambo route, the memorial 

park, Leeupan wetland project and the OR Tambo 

house (which is of national imperative), has been 

adopted as a 2010 legacy project to promote 

tourism and contribute to a city identity.

 – identifi ed Gautrain Rhodesfi eld Station as 

an economic node for major mixed land use 

development which would feasible for business, 

tourism promotion and Meetings, Incentives, 

Conferencing, Events (MICE). Already three 

proposals have been received in this regard.

 º the Gautrain link from Sandton to the OR Tambo 

International Airport, which traverses through the 

Ekurhuleni area, was completed in time for the 2010 

World Cup.  This project included the construction of the 

Rhodesfi eld Station;

 º LSDF plans are being drafted for the development of 

the Rhodesfi eld areas surrounding the station.  Several 

large township applications have been received and 

developers are starting to show serious interest in the 

area;

 º the SARCC/Metrorail have approved the construction of 

the Rhodesfi eld Station for approximately R130 million, 

which will connect the total East Rand rail network to 

Gautrain and make it accessible to all Ekurhuleni rail 

commuters.  The two stations will be fully integrated 

to ensure a seamless transfer of commuters at the 

precinct; and

 º the Gautrain project was provided with rolling stock 

through Union Carriers in the Nigel area, which provided 

250 learnerships to people residing in Ekurhuleni.

• Albertina Sisulu Corridor

 º development around the corridor is gaining momentum 

and Ekurhuleni is under pressure to timeously provide 

the infrastructure needed to support the developments;

 º a business plan for infrastructure services has been 

completed and can be used to obtain funding for the 

development of the corridor;

 º co-ordination with Gauteng Province, Tshwane and 

Kungwini is ongoing to ensure that roads infrastructure 

planning is co-ordinated.  Other services such as water 

and sanitation must also be discussed as a new sewer 

purifi cation works is envisaged in the vicinity of the 

Rietvlei dam.  A planning study is to be undertaken in 

this regard, and

 º a comprehensive communications and marketing plan 

on the Albertina Sisulu Corridor was developed and is in 

the process of being implemented.

• Germiston Government precinct

 º the new Council chamber was completed in October 

2004.  Subsequently, an urban design framework for 

Germiston Civic Precinct was concluded in April 2005.  

This framework culminated into the current project which 

is the development of a Master Plan for the Germiston 

Civic Precinct which has been concluded.  These 

plans take due cognisance of the LSDF and station 

development plans for the Germiston CBD area.  The 

master plan will also advise on the provision of the HQ 

for the administration.

• Emergency Services

 º uniform and protective equipment from the nine erstwhile 

Councils have been standardised and now refl ect one 

service for one city, and

 º all vehicles are also identically marked to refl ect the city 

identity. 

With the entire world’s focus on South Africa, the 2010 FIFA World 

Cup presented the city with an unprecedented once off opportunity 

to communicate a clear identity (ie a unique destination of choice 

in business tourism and MICE.

3.1 KPA 1: INFRASTRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION
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3.1.2 Focus Area: Spatial Development 

2025 Agenda: An integrated and equitable city.

(a) Milestones

• Improved accessibility and mobility throughout the 

metropolitan area

 º strong east-west corridor along the N12/N17 freeways 

and north-south corridor along the R21 freeway;

 º areas of urban density - infi ll development on vacant 

and underutilised land between the urban core and the 

peripheral township areas; and

 º a managed and respected urban edge.

(b) Achievements

• Ekurhuleni Residential Densifi cation Strategy, 2008, 

approved; and

• the urban edge demarcated in the MSDF annually and 

attempts made to align with the Provincial urban edge and 

being effectively managed through application processes 

and the Urban Edge policy.

(c) Spatial Development Framework

In June 2005, a Spatial Development Framework (SDF) for 

the Ekurhuleni area was adopted as part of the Integrated 

Development Plan (IDP).  This spatial framework points to the 

fundamental role Ekurhuleni plays in the economy of Gauteng 

province, as it forms part of the core economic focus area situated 

between the cities of Johannesburg and Tshwane and the OR 

Tambo International Airport. 

The SDF provides some strategic guidance as to where the EMM 

should focus in the allocation of its resources.  In order to assist 

with prioritisation of projects and allocation of resources, six main 

elements of the SDF were isolated as geographic entities, which 

could give guidance as to where the priority capital investment 

areas lie.  These are given as:

• core economic areas;

• infi ll priority areas;

• strategic development areas;

• service upgrading priority areas;

• the urban edge; and

• the development of identifi ed corridors.

The SDF is supported by a number of sector/ topic specifi c 

planning documents, including the following:

• core economic triangle study;

• corridor study;

• Ekurhuleni regional retail strategy;

• densifi cation framework; and

• other departments’ sector plans eg ITP and EBOSS and 

EMF.

A comprehensive process to drastically review the MSDF is 

informed by the Wits academic critique on the hierarchy and 

levels of spatial development frameworks adopted by Ekurhuleni 

and the delimitation of the municipality into 103 wall-to-wall local 

spatial development frameworks.  The new approach is to have 

an MSDF that would assist in the evaluation of high level strategic 

investment development and a recommended 7 - 12 regional 

spatial development frameworks which would be detailed enough 

to evaluate land use applications.  Local spatial development 

applications would be formulated for strategic areas only.

In terms of land use management the following are the key 

achievements:

• development facilitation and approvals - on average the 

department has processed and approved an average of 150 

development applications per year;

• uniform land use scheme - this project has the objective 

to transform the land use management legislative regime 

within the metropolitan area, thus moving away from the 

19 fragmented and spatially segregated town planning 

schemes towards a single integrated land use scheme.  To 

date we have made signifi cant strides by completing 99% of 

land use database that constitute the backbone of the land 

use scheme.  It is envisaged that by March 2011 the draft 

land use scheme would have been completed;

• land use management policies - the following policies have 

been adopted by Council since 2006 and are currently 

being implemented in order to ensure good governance and 

service delivery in relation to proper and effective land use 

management functions:

 º open space and parks contribution policy;

 º policy on limited payout machines; and

 º street naming policy.

• Public education/outreach programme on town planning 

schemes - seven workshops on town planning schemes 

with councillors and ward committees were held during 2010 

across the region, and a total of 235 people benefi tted from 

this programme.  The second phase, targeting the business 

community and schools will resume in January 2011. 
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3.1.3 Focus Area: Roads and Transport

2025 Agenda: High quality, integrated and well-maintained 

transportation infrastructure, integrated public transport systems, 

ensuring a high degree of mobility and choices to commuters.

(a) Milestones

• Effective and integrated planning and implementation

 º Integrated Transport Plan in place by 2012;

 º Internal Transport Department established by 2012; and

 º Road Agency established by 2012.

• High quality integrated and well-maintained infrastructure

 º roads building programme in place by 2006; and

 º current backlog of gravel roads to be eradicated by 

2015.

• Additional freeways built

 º upgrading the R21 and R24 for additional capacity and 

high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes by 2010;

 º PWV 13/14 built by 2020; and

 º PWV 15 built by 2025.

• A strategic network of public transport corridors (integrated 

Rapid Public Transport Network) providing sub-regional 

linkages.  Improved usage of public transport services.

 º taxi recapitalization by 2020;

 º modal integration for public transport to Gautrain by 

2012;

 º bus services to cover all areas in Ekurhuleni by 2015;

 º transport information centre established by 2020;

 º identify additional rail linkages by 2020; and

 º modal transfer facilities provided at major stations by 

2025.
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• More use of non-motorised transport

 º pedestrian and bicycle-strategies in place by June 2011.

(b) Achievements

• an Integrated Transport Plan (ITP) completed in 2007;

• the ITP addresses all the matters raised above and includes 

strategies and action plans which are included in the IDP;

• pedestrian and bicycle strategies were completed in 2007;

• Modal Integration Strategy and action plan were completed 

in 2008;

• roads building program and funding is ongoing;

• upgrading of the R21 and R24 currently undertaken by 

South African National Roads Agency (SANRAL);

• N12 upgrading commenced in 2008 including the N3 and 

Gillooly’s interchange by SANRAL;

• modal integration pilot project to commence in 2010.  The 

route will eventually link Tembisa, Kempton Park, Boksburg 

and Vosloorus.  The mode of transport, ie bus, taxi, BRT or 

monorail will be fi nalised once the feasibility study has been 

completed.  Funding for the project has been provide from 

the Department of Transport (DOT) and Ekurhuleni, to the 

value of R95 million;

• scoping investigation on Integrated Rapid Public Transport 

Network for EMM completed in 2008;

• three additional national rail linkages approved for 

Ekurhuleni, namely Tembisa, Germiston, Johannesburg, 

Daveyton, Germiston extension, Kathlehong and Germiston 

extension;

• railway police to be reintroduced and precinct station to be 

provided at Germiston station, and

• modal transfer facilities approved with funding from DOT 

and Ekurhuleni to the value of R28 million.  Nine stations in 

total upgraded in time for 2010.

Roads and storm water backlogs

The total backlog for roads is estimated at 1 728km and will cost approximately R3.6 billion to construct.  The Ekurhuleni target in the 

GDS is to eradicate this backlog by 2015.  Storm water backlog is estimated at R900 million and the Ekurhuleni target in the GDS is 

to eradicate this backlog by 2020.  Two large turnkey contracts have been approved over the next three years to increase the rate of 

delivery and to try and expedite reaching the target dates.

The provincial target to surface all gravel roads by March 2009 in the 20 Priority Township Programme (seven of these townships are in 

the Ekurhuleni area) was not met.  The funding from Province and the rate of implementation will have to be increased to reach these 

targets.  Ekurhuleni has adopted the two townships not included in the 20 Priority Township Programme and will address these areas as 

part of the turnkey projects.

• the current backlog of roads is estimated at R3.6 billion and storm water at R900 million in the townships were identifi ed and 

quantifi ed;

• the roads and storm water building programme for all the townships, including the seven 20 Priority Township Program were 

developed; and

• a total of 485km of roads to the value R1.20 billion was built in the past four years through the turnkey programme yielding the 

following results:

ACHIEVEMENTS

Table 3.1: Amounts spent on Roads and Storm water projects

DESCRIPTION ROADS STORMWATER TOTAL

Amount R1.8 billion R364 million R2.1 billion

Number of Consortia 11 9 20

Kilometres Roads 485 Na 485

Kilometres Stormwater Na 117 117

Number of Subcontractors 600 251 851

Number of Jobs 251 654 94 243 345 897

Accredited training 3 105 1 149 4 254

Community Retained Earnings R141m (12%) R56m (30%) R197 million
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The following programme, for the eradication of the roads and storm water backlog in the townships by 2011, has been adopted:

Table 3.2: Amounts spent on Roads and Storm water projects, Year 1 – July 2008 to June 2009

TOWNSHIP PROGRESS STATUS REGION AMOUNT

Old Tembisa 90% PTP North R92 million

New Tembisa 65% NON North R69 million

Tsakane 50% PTP East R33 million

Duduza 50% PTP East R62 million

Daveyton 65% PTP East R65 million

Thokoza 85% NON South R38 million

Katlehong 30% PTP South R200 million

ROADS SUB-TOTAL R559 million

STORMWATER SUB-TOTAL R80.6 million

TOTAL R639.6 million

Table 3.3: Amounts spent on Roads and Storm water projects, Year 2 – July 2009 to June 2010

TOWNSHIP PROGRESS STATUS REGION AMOUNT

Old Tembisa 95% PTP North R36 million

New Tembisa 70% NON North R73 million

Tsakane 75% PTP East R25 million

Duduza 80% PTP East R33 million

Daveyton 80% PTP East R52 million

Etwatwa 20% PTP East R26 million

Chief A Luthuli Park 80% PTP East R10 million

Payneville 30% PTP East R5 million

KwaThema 90% PTP East R7 million

Kingsway 35% PTP East R6 million

Leechville 45% PTP East R8 million

Katlehong 55% PTP South R180 million

Thokoza 88% NON South R25 million

Vosloorus 67% NON South R46 million

ROADS SUB-TOTAL R532 million

STORMWATER SUB-TOTAL R83.5 million

TOTAL R615.5 million
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Table 3.4: Amounts spent on Roads and Stormwater projects, Year 3 – July 2010 to June 2011

TOWNSHIP PROGRESS STATUS REGION AMOUNT

Old Tembisa 99% PTP North R16 million

New Tembisa 80% NON North R34 million

Daveyton 100% PTP East R29 million

Etwatwa 25% PTP East R6 million

Kwa-Thema 100% PTP East R8 million

Kingsway 40% PTP East R4 million

Tamboville 90% PTP East R9 million

Thokoza 90% NON South R30 million

Vosloorus 70% NON South R40 million

Katlehong 60% PTP South R120 million

ROADS SUB-TOTAL R296 million (R915m)

STORMWATER SUB-TOTAL R80 million

TOTAL R376 million

(c) Challenges

Funding - Province and National should be requested to provide additional funding through the 20 Priority Township Programme (2009) 

and MIG (2012) respectively.

• Improved storm water management

Ekurhuleni has appointed a service provider to consolidate all storm water master planning.  It is expected that it will be completed by 

June 2011.

The total storm water backlog is estimated at R1.0 billion and over the past two years a total capital expenditure of R150 million have 

been invested in the programme to address the backlog and the problems identifi ed.  The target based on estimated fi gures is that R70 

million per annum should be spent on storm water improvements to eradicate the backlog by 2020 which implies that the target has 

been exceeded to date.  The current target has been exceeded, ie 107%.  The estimated fi gures of the backlogs will be revised once 

the Master Plans have been completed.

3.1.4 Focus Area: Service Infrastructure

2025 Agenda: High quality and well-maintained services, equitable 

services throughout the urban areas.

(a) Milestones

• Well-maintained services in all areas

 º All maintenance backlogs to be eradicated by 2010.

• All communities to have equitable access to services

 º All people to have access to potable water by 2008;

 º All people to have access to basic sanitation services 

by 2010; and

 º All people to have access to electricity in accordance 

with Government directives.

• More sustainable disposal of solid waste

 º Comprehensive waste minimisation strategy [including 

recycling] to be in place by 2007.

• Improved storm water management

 º Storm water master plan to be in place by 2007; and

 º Storm water system backlogs to be eradicated by 2020.

Water Services

To ensure that services are well maintained in all areas, a 

maintenance fund of 2% has been in place since the 2007/08 

fi nancial year.  This fund is used for minor upgrades and 

improvements to the water and sewer networks. 

An award winning Water Demand Management plan has been 

implemented since June 2007 with a grant from the Department 

of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) amounting to R12 million.  

The award was given by the then DWAF.  The programme will be 

ongoing and is part of the IDP.  An indigent leak detection/repair 

programme has been implemented as part of the project, which 

resulted in substantial reductions on the monthly water accounts 

of residents.
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The Water Services Development Plan was completed in June 

2006 and reviewed in February 2008.  The water and sanitation 

master plans were updated in March 2008 and cover the total 

area.

The bucket system was eradicated by December 2007.  Alra Park 

was achieved in June 2005 and Masetchabaview in June 2006.

The National Free Basic Water policy has been applied in 

Ekurhuleni ever since its promulgation at national level. All 

households, since 2004, have been receiving 6kl free basic water 

per month.  Although the Free Sanitation Policy by the national 

Department of Water and Environmental Affairs was promulgated 

in the fi rst half of 2010, households in EMM had been receiving 

free basic sanitation since 2004, the same implementation date 

as free basic water.  The free basic sanitation for households 

with full waterborne sanitation was in the form of a rebate for the 

corresponding consumption of 6kl per month.  This means that 

households were not expected to pay a sanitation charge that is 

equivalent of 6kl consumption per month. In informal settlements 

the free basic sanitation was in the form of chemical toilets and 

ventilated improved latrines.

EMM, in addition to the 6kl of free basic water and free basic 

sanitation per household per month, has been offering registered 

indigents an additional 3kl per household per month since 2006.  

This meant that registered indigents are getting a total of 9kl per 

household per month free basic water and free basic sanitation. 

Water quality supplied to residents of EMM meets both national 

and international standards.  This was confi rmed through the 

assessment by the Department of Water and Environmental 

Affairs through the issuing of a Blue Drop Certifi cation Award in 

the 2008/9 fi nancial year.  

This award was retained after a more stringent assessment 

undertaken in the 2009/10 fi nancial year.  The municipality is 

also environmentally sensitive proven through the attainment 

and subsequent retention of the Green Drop Certifi cate, awarded 

by the Department of Water and Environmental Affairs.  This 

assessment sought, inter alia, to establish the extent to which 

wastewater related processes negatively affect the environment.  

The investigation and the subsequent certifi cation confi rmed that 

the municipal processes are environmental friendly.

Water Services was also able to achieve a GRAP and GAMAP 

compliant asset register.

Water and Sanitation backlogs

All national targets for water (2008) and sanitation (2010) services 

were met.  These targets were the following:

• All households should have access to at least basic water 

service by 2008; and

• All households should have access to at least basic 

sanitation service by 2010.

Although the targets were later revised to 2014 in line with 

the Housing Department target of formalisation of all informal 

settlements, Water Services was nonetheless able to meet the 

earlier set targets.  The target was revised after realising that 

services were all linked to a particular stand and/or house and 

was easier and more cost-effective of supplying services to a 

formalised stand.

Informal settlements essential services

The challenge lies in the informal settlements where a total of 130 

000 units or stands must be provided with a service in accordance 

with the Housing Sustainable Human Settlement Migration Plan 

for 2014.  The essential services required for this programme is 

R2.8 billion and will be funded from the MIG allocation.

In the interim, the minimum RDP standards are provided to all 

informal settlements, which consist of communal standpipes 

within 200m and pit latrines.

Maintenance backlogs 

This target was set to be achieved by 2010, where all maintenance 

backlogs were envisaged to be completed. Sadly the target was 

not achieved.  There are various reasons to the non-achievement 

of this target, chief amongst which was budget constraints as well 

as increasing demand.  It should be remembered that some of the 

areas migrated to being backlogs due to increased demand and 

pressure on the infrastructure.

Energy

• Free Basic Electricity (FBE) is provided to all Tariff A - lifeline 

and Tariff A customers, ie fully implemented;

• FBE is set at 100 units, twice of what is required by National 

policy;

• Tariff A - lifeline is set at a much lower rate than other tariffs, 

Tariff A set lower as well;

• full rollout of FBE in the Eskom areas have been achieved 

as far as is possible (98% confi gured), with the remaining 

2% being addressed;

• the fi rst Funding Agreement for Rendering Free Basic 

Electricity in the Eskom supplied areas within Ekurhuleni 

Metropolitan Municipality, was signed on 10 June 2005.  The 

agreement provided for the roll-out of Ekurhuleni funded free 

units of electricity to all households in the areas supplied by 

Eskom, as well as the payment of monthly accounts for the 

free basic electricity rendered by Eskom.  The agreement 

has been extended until 2013 to ensure continuation.  The 

total number of electricity customers receiving free basic 

electricity in Eskom supply areas is given as 69 000;

• the electricity tariff structure was signifi cantly revised from 

that which served Council over the last number of years, 

in an attempt to respond effectively to the changing tariff 

structure of our bulk supplier, as well as our own risk on the 

collection of revenue.  Our efforts in this regard can be seen 

as leading the municipal electricity supplier environment;

• a total of 1 560 protective structures have been installed, 

thereby protecting 7 200 meters since 2006 to reduce 

vandalism and the tampering of electrical equipment.  The 

achievements in the protection of meters can specifi cally be 

seen in areas such as Langaville and Geluksdal where the 

units sold in the areas has increased dramatically since the 

introduction of protective structures and prepayment meters;

• Since 2006 298 high mast lights were installed to address 

safety and security needs of the community.  During 2010/11 

further 70 will be installed, bringing the full term total to 368 

high mast lights;
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• Street lights amounting to 84kms (equal to 1 200 light 

poles) of street lights were installed since 2006, as well as 

an additional 1 675 poles with street lights in areas such 

as Eden Park extensions 4 and 5, Tinasonke, Palm Ridge, 

Winnie Mandela Park, Tembisa Extension 26, Chief Albert 

Luthuli Park, Atlas Road and Grey Avenue in Benoni and 

Sontonga Street in Katlehong.  During 2010/11 a further 570 

poles with street lights will be installed.  The full term total 

will then be 3 445 street lights;

• 29 178 stands have been provided with electricity service 

connections since 2007/8.  The target of 10 000 for 2010/11 

will be achieved.  Electricity service connections have been 

provided in areas such as Tembisa Extension 26, Esselen 

Park, Winnie Mandela Park, Eden Park, Tinasonke, Chief 

Albert Luthuli Park, Egoli Village and Palm Ridge.  The full 

term total will see close to 29 178 new connections;

• the restitution of the electrical network in KwaThema has 

been completed with an estimated income of R2 million per 

month;

• Power Quality - compliance: 400 instruments installed to 

comply with NRS048;

• the Municipal Services Call Centre has been implemented 

(086 054 3000) in all wards.  The Energy Department is 

piloting the CRM software package (for ICT) in the Tembisa 

Customer Care Centre;

• proper structures are in place to address the problem of 

copper and cable theft and approximately R30 million per 

annum is spent on mitigating cable and copper theft.  A 

comparison of the conductor theft statistics from January 

2008 to May 2010 indicates the following:

 º a decrease of 59% on the number of incidents reported 

(from an average of 1 104, down to 643);

 º during the past 12 months, the statistics indicate an 

average of 1.7 incidents recorded per day throughout 

Ekurhuleni.  This is less than two incidents per day 

where, in the past, at least four to fi ve incidents were 

experienced per day;

 º a decrease in overall network interference;

 º a decrease in the value of electrical infrastructure 

material stolen;

 º a total of 582 perpetrators were arrested in 2008/2010;

 º a conviction rate in court with those arrested shows a 

90% and over success rate.  The sentences range from 

three months to seven years imprisonment;

 º 211 pepper gas systems were installed in substations, 

as well as 68 cable theft alarms and 11 camera sites;

 º 33 plus sites are being guarded, these include 

substations, cable sites and newly installed cable sites;

 º all sites are protected during labour strikes; and

 º a collective total of 340.5 years of jail sentence were 

issued to the accused arrested and convicted since the 

inception of the project.

• power interruptions are captured and monitored on a daily 

basis.  The percentage of downtime for electricity services 

in kilowatt-hour lost in all wards is less than 1% and the 

standards for time taken to restore power outages, as 

determined by NERSA, are met by Energy;

• the Electricity 20 year Master Plan informs expansion and 

strengthening of networks;

• various network expansion/strengthening projects are 

implemented by Energy to ensure that well maintained 

electricity services are provided to all areas:

 º larger projects include the upgrading of the Benoni 

Industries Substation to improve the quality of supply to 

Benoni South Industries, as well as Actonville, Wattville 

and Tamboville, Benburg Substation, Clayglass 

Substation to provide residential capacity for Winnie 

Mandela Park, Vorsterskroon Substation, Daveyton 

Substation to provide capacity for Chief Albert Luthuli 

Park and the rebuilding of the Witkoppie Substation, 

which has been completed and the substation is fully 

operational;

 º the construction of the 33/6.6kV substation in Palm 

Ridge, to provide additional capacity to the 14 000 

residential supply connections, (to be completed in 2013 

subject to funding) to the Palm Ridge area is in progress;

 º the Eastgate Substation, which is a public private 

partnership between Ekurhuleni and Liberty Life, 

is complete and will provide additional capacity for 

the Eastgate Shopping Centre as well as further 

development in the area.  Priority will be given to projects 

that are aimed at creating upstream supply capacity in 

line with the Energy Department Network Master Plan.

• the implementation of a maintenance management system 

in terms of the Asset Refurbishment Strategy, ensures 

electricity asset maintenance occurs according to set 

criteria and intervals.  A sustainable maintenance fund has 

been set up since 2005, which channels dedicated funding 

to maintenance and refurbishment work.  Analysis of each 

fault occurring on each electricity feeder cable indicates the 

exact positions where maintenance funding is required the 

most; and

• the Energy Department has approximately 61 395 

infrastructure assets on the asset register and approximately 

70% are linked to GIS.  The total replacement value of 

electricity infrastructure assets is estimated at R22 billion.

• the following documents are in place to support and guide all 

asset maintenance:

 º Maintenance Plan;

 º Maintenance Strategy Document;

 º Maintenance Philosophy Document;

 º Asset Care Centre; and

 º Centralised Control Centre.

• energy effi ciency initiatives receive a high priority and a 

dedicated director of Energy was appointed in January 2010 

to ensure that Ekurhuleni’s best interests are taken care of 

in this regard;

• 2 000 high pressure solar water heater systems were 

installed at the Khutsong Hostel, Toekoms Flats, Cora 

Erasmus Flats, Tilia and Xilia Council owned buildings;

• 1 350 low pressure solar water heater systems have been 

installed at these hostel complexes:

 º KwaThema : 270 solar geyser units;

 º Daveyton: 465 solar geyser units;
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 º Khutsong: 48 solar geyser units;

 º Enhlanzeni: 380 solar geyser units (work in progress, 

total of 990 units to be installed); and

 º Vosloorus: 136 solar geyser units (work in progress, 

total of 1 200 units to be installed).

• a mass roll out of solar water heaters to low cost housing, 

with 10 000 solar geyser units to be installed during 2010/11.  

Government subsidies and potential carbon credits will cover 

the capital costs and margins.  Maintenance is provided at 

zero cost for a period of 10 years;

• the installation of solar water heaters to Council-owned 

housing stock and low cost housing assists to eradicate 

energy poverty, free capacity from the Eskom National 

Grid and reduce EMM requirements to release capacity, to 

save home expenses on purchasing electricity and to save 

the environment from any greenhouse gas emissions and 

mitigate climate change;

• 33 214 energy effi cient lights, of varying sizes from 0.3 meter 

to 2.4 meter for 28 Watt and 36 Watt lighting technology, 

have been installed at various Council buildings and a 

further 10 000 will be installed by the end of term.  The total 

installed will be 43 000 effi cient lights by the end of term;

• 400 traffi c light intersections were converted to low power 

LED signal heads;

• 8 659 street lights were converted to energy effi cient units; 

and

• a number of generic key interventions are made to ensure 

that electricity revenue processes are managed effectively, 

with some of the main functions being:

Revenue - Demand Meters

A project whereby customers on demand metering were migrated 

to automated meter reading, was initiated soon after the Metro 

was formed.  Close co-operation with an internet metering service 

provider created a world-class system, which not only suits 

our needs, but also provides large customers with invaluable 

electricity information.  This information is used by customers to 

react to tariff signals, also to make visible any abnormal electricity 

spikes, and the like.

By nature, large electricity accounts are very complex and the 

opportunity for a customer to question values is very high and very 

diffi cult to respond to.  The automated system provides readings 

on a 30 minute basis, which means that the EMM knows exactly 

what every customer consumed, every 30 minutes.  Queries are, 

therefore, resolved instantaneously, with no room for doubt.  This, 

in itself, secures revenue.

The total value of the accounts generated in this method is at 

about 60% of the total electricity income from sales.  Managing 

large meters in this way removes extreme revenue risk in terms 

of failures of meters and associated plant, possible fraudulent 

activities around the meter and meter readings, as well as the 

billing of these accounts.

Revenue - Credit Meters (Manual Meter Read)

This is our second biggest segment of customer, at 200 000 

customers and represents 25% of income.  

There is a continuous changeover from credit metering to 

prepayment metering, requested by customers.  One signifi cant 

(single) project in this regard was executed in Boksburg, where 

1 000 credit meters were replaced with prepayment meters.

The Boksburg project will address the 1 000+ meter read errors 

created per month, given problems experienced by meter readers 

to access these specifi c credit meters.  

Revenue - Prepayment Meters

This is our third biggest segment of customer, at 180 000 customers 

and accounting for approximately 7% of income.  The segment is 

under control, but much work is taking place to improve:

• third party vending is being strengthened – a contract has 

been awarded to several companies to assist Ekurhuleni 

with the following forms of external vending.  A reliable and 

effective vending system ensures that tampering is not 

encouraged by frustrating customers who wish to purchase 

electricity units.  It also encourages more of our existing 

credit meter customers to move to prepayment metering, 

with the resultant benefi ts to Ekurhuleni (electricity income 

upfront, no meter reading, no billing errors, and the like).  

The following vending options exist:

 º point of sale;

 º cellular technology;

 º internet vending; and

 º more automated vending machines.

• skills development and workplace transformation - improved 

mechanisms and programmes to impart technical skills, 

were implemented.  The Electricity Training Centre provides 

training to apprentices, section 28 workers and experiential 

trainees:-

 º eight students are studying towards their Government 

Certifi cate of Competency;

 º the section 28 Trade Programme allows Artisan 

Assistants to study towards an electrician qualifi cation 

– there are 32 employees in the section 28 Trade 

Programme;

 º the Electricity Training Centre also provides 

apprenticeship training, 12 students passed their trade 

tests in 2010 and are now qualifi ed electricians.  Twenty 

new apprentices commenced with the three year 

apprenticeship programme in October 2010; and

 º fi ve bursary students have completed their National 

Diplomas in Electrical Engineering (heavy current).

Services standards document

‘You should be told what level and quality of public services you 

will receive so that you are aware of what to expect’ is contained as 

the second Batho Pele principle.  Council adopted a set of service 

standards which governs the service delivery expectations that 

may be expected from our customers.  The services standards 

ensure that departments will be able to measure internal 

performance, as well as inter departmental performance.  The 
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silos created in departments are bound to be minimised through the use of this document.  

• Energy objectives, performance indicators and targets - the table below indicates the Energy SDBIP achievements from 2006 to the end of term:

Table 3.5: Targets for Energy up to 2011

Milestones Performance indicator Explanatory notes ACHIEVED

Backlog Full term

All people to have access to electricity
Number of electricity supply connections – 
electrification targets

Current backlog of connections grows.  At 
current funding rates the targets set will not be 
met.  Eskom supply capacity problematic. 

121 000 households in proclaimed areas 
(R2 billion)

29 178

Well maintained electricity services in 
all areas

Protective structures installed – number of 
meters protected

Funding ensures a constant reduction in the 
backlog.

5 000 structures, 60 000 meters – R250 
million

7 200

Number of high mast lights provided
Funding ensures a constant reduction in the 
backlog.

500 masts – R200 million 368

No of poles provided with street lights
Funding ensures a constant reduction in the 
backlog.

16 000 poles – R20 million 3 445

Well maintained electricity services in 
all areas

Percentage of downtime for electricity 
services in kWh lost
MV supply loss %:
Σ(transformer capacity lost (kVA) x duration 

(hours) x LFx100 
Total  kWh purchased

The maintenance levy and opex ensure a 
constant reduction in the backlog.

Refurbish electricity infrastructure – 
R785 million

0,9%

Power Quality – compliance
The maintenance levy and opex ensure a 
constant improvement.

95% of sites shall not exceed voltage 
limits set in NRS 048-2

95%

Percentage of arrests leading to conviction Affects reliability of service, cost to economy n/a 90%

Number of street lights replaced with energy 
efficient luminaries

Capex and maintenance funding. 100 000 8 659

Energy efficient lights in all EMM buildings – 
number of lamps replaced

Capex and maintenance funding. 50 000 43 000

Number of solar geysers installed
CEF to resolve financing barriers, admin matters 
in EMM.

200 000 11 000

Electricity demand meter readings accuracy 
– 12 monthly figures, averaged over each 
quarter

± 200 meters not yet on internet. Billing accuracy 97%

Prepayment vending – number of customers 
not purchasing over a 90 day period - 
baseline July 2009

Capital funding required to install protective 
structures.  Formula = highest figure in 12 
months - latest figure

18 500 meters bypassed Reduced by 13% (achieved)

Electricity tariffs implemented
Several challenges every year to meet 1 July 
implementation, with NERSA and Eskom.

n/a On 1 July (achieved)
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3.1.5 Focus Area: Environmental Management

2025 Agenda: A substantial increase in the general quality of the 

environment.

(a) Milestones

• A clearly defi ned and functional open space network

 º Open space plan to be fi nalised by 2007;

 º 50% of open space system to be developed by 2015; 

and

 º 100% of open space system to be developed by 2025.

• All development to be guided by an Environmental 

Management Framework (EMF)

 º EMFs for the entire Ekurhuleni area to be in place by 

2006.

• Measurable decline in land, water and air pollution

 º Pollution monitoring systems to be in place by 2010.

• Measurable increase in the utilisation of alternative energy 

sources

 º Strategy to be in place by 2010.

• Substantial environmental improvement in the mining belt

 º Implementation of Hloekisa project to commence by 

2006;

 º All mine dumps/slimes dams with economically viable 

mineral content to be removed by 2025; and

 º All other mine dumps/slimes dams to be rehabilitated to 

acceptable standards by 2025.

• Integrated and sustainable protection of natural resources

 º Wetland conservation strategy and programme to be in 

place by 2007.

(b) Achievements

Metro Parks

• the following world class parks and sanctuaries/nature 

reserves were developed and upgraded: 

 º regional parks upgraded are Dries Niemandt in Kempton 

Park, Germiston Lake in Germiston, President Park in 

Springs and Kwenele in Katlehong;

 º sanctuaries/nature reserves upgraded are Rondebult 

Bird Sanctuary in Germiston, Bokkie Park in Boksburg, 

Bunny Park in Benoni and Nigel Dam in Nigel; and

 º multipurpose parks upgraded are Bulithando in 

KwaThema, Marivale in Daveyton, Rocky Park in 

Duduza, Spruitview Multipurpose Park is located in 

Germiston. Tsakane multipurpose park, Mahlathini 

community Park in Volsloorus, Sali Park in Katlehong, 

Nyoni Park in Vosloorus, and four community parks in 

Wattville.

• development and upgrade of town entrances;

 º 41 town entrances were developed and upgraded.

• development and upgrade of cemeteries;

 º Vlakfontein, Mooifontein, Alra Park, Kromvlei cemeteries. 

• playground equipment - playground equipment has been 

erected at following parks: Brentwood, Hospital View, Jolin 

Street, Mashimong, Tsakane, Brakpan, Alberton, Thokoza 

and Katlehong;

• planting and distribution of fruit trees took place in Tembisa 

1 and 2, KwaThema, Duduza, Tsakane, Wattville, Daveyton 

and Katlehong. A total of 250 community members were 

trained.  Trees planted amount to 60 000;

• grass cutting - a total of 1 335 million square metres of grass 

was cut, at least 701 jobs were created through the EPWP 

projects and community participation;

• safety and security at parks - fencing and alarms were 

installed at Mahlathini Park, Spruitview, Kwenele Park, 

Alberton Dam, Jan Smuts Park in Brakpan, Blaauwpan 

Nature Reserve, Coen Scholtz in Birchleigh North, Tsakane 

Multipurpose Park and one park stand in Brakpan North and 

Germiston Lake;

• disabled friendly facilities - wheelchair ramps were 

constructed at all major parks and cemetery facilities; and

• the following policies were approved and are being 

implemented – turn-around strategy  for cemeteries, 

heroes acre policy and livestock policy.

Environmental Health Services

• food safety - it is the responsibility of the municipality to 

ensure that food supplied in its area of jurisdiction is safe. 

All premises where food is prepared for public consumption 

must be compliant with the health regulations and be in 

possession of a Certifi cate of Acceptability in terms of 

Section 3 of R918 of 31 July 1999;

• following the monitoring that is done by the environmental 

health practitioners in this regard, there are about 6 

905 premises that are in possession of Certifi cates of 

Acceptability, which represents an 87% compliance rate. The 

aim of this is to minimise the incidences of food poisoning 

cases and other food diseases which, so far, have been 

maintained at a very low level;

• air quality management - Ekurhuleni has implemented a 

project aimed at reducing the levels of pollution, particularly 

in informal settlements. This project was launched in 2008 

and called Basa Njengo Magogo. It means making fi re 

using the upside down method, whereby coal is placed at 

the bottom and paper and wood placed at the top to burn 

fi rst before the coal. The result is that less smoke is emitted. 

After its launch the project won an award in 2008;

• rationalisation of by-laws - by-laws of the erstwhile 

municipalities were rationalised with the result that there is 

now a uniform by-law that is applicable in the municipality.  

This legislation was approved in terms of Council Resolution: 
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A-ET (01 – 2009) dated 23 September 2009, titled: Public 

Health By-Laws and the commencement date was 27 

November 2009;

• funeral undertakers – all funeral undertakers are to comply 

with health requirements stipulated in the regulations 

relating to Funeral Undertakers R237 of 8 February 1985. It 

states that no funeral undertaker may operate without being 

in possession of a certifi cate of competence issued in terms 

of these regulations. A total of 81 premises that are known 

to the directorate are compliant and have been issued with 

certifi cates of competence. This represents in the region of 

81% of the total number of premises;

• control of notifi able medical conditions - in terms of the 

Health Act 63 of 1977, Ekurhuleni is required to investigate 

notifi able medical conditions as part of the District Outbreak 

Response Team. In order to provide clear guidance in this 

regard the directorate developed a policy and procedure that 

outlines the objectives and clear roles and responsibilities of 

all the team members. The environmental health practitioners 

have been involved in investigations of conditions such as 

typhoid fever, malaria, cholera and the like which have been 

brought under control;

• awareness campaigns – ‘no tobacco’ day is celebrated 

annually on 31 May.  Pamphlets are distributed and 

communities involved in marches;

• rodent control - rodent infestation is a problem that is 

affecting almost all cities and towns in South Africa, and 

EMM is no exception. In 2006, a rodent control plan was 

launched with the following methods being utilised in the 

implementation of the plan:

 º use of cages - there has been over 50 000 rodents 

caught and disposed of in the areas of Katlehong, 

Thokoza, Vosloorus and Tembisa using this method. 

This labour intensive programme is operating in Tembisa 

with volunteers;

 º bucket method - a method of catching and drowning 

rodents in a bucket was used in the Tembisa and 

KwaThema in approximately 500 houses.  The project 

proved successful in some of the houses;

 º owls - a number of schools participated in the Ekurhuleni 

owl project, where schools were given owls to bring up 

to adulthood, and then release into the environment. 

One of the schools reported an improved rate of rodent 

infestation whilst, sadly, the majority reported that the 

owls were killed because of cultural beliefs; and

 º private pest control service providers were appointed 

to control rodents in informal settlements that was on 

council land. Areas in wards 76; 43 and 45 were targeted.

• integrated rodent control strategy - the strategy was piloted 

in ward 57 and implemented as part of the Clean and Green 

Programme. It has, therefore, been operationalised mainly 

in the Clean and Green areas of the region, which are 

Tembisa and Germiston;

• through this programme, intersectional committees 

are established consisting of representatives from the 

various departments.  These are: Solid Waste, Parks and 

Cemeteries, Environmental Health, Vector and Pest Control, 

Roads Transport and Civil Works, Customer Care Area 

Managers; and

• successes have been made in terms of cleaning areas like 

Madelakufa, Winnie Mandela and the Germiston Central 

Business District. House inspections have been carried 

out by environmental health practitioners. The Vector and 

Pest Control team used about 900kg of poison during the 

previous quarter for rodent baiting.

Waste Management Services

• informal settlements - improved service delivery to informal 

settlements by rolling out scheduled door-to-door refuse 

removal services.  The establishment of temporary refuse 

holding areas in Madelakufa 1 and 2, Freedom Square, 

Tswelopele and Duduza will be completed. Weekly 

distribution of refuse removal bags in Madelakufa 1 and 2 

takes place;

• service delivery standards and billing enhancement – a roll-

out of 240ℓ wheelie bins in Nigel and Duduza commenced as 

a pilot to determine the impact this would have on enhancing 

the billing information. Secondly, to evaluate the impact that 

the increase in storage capacity will have on the occurrence 

of illegal dumping in the Duduza and Alra Park areas. There 

will also be a roll-out of 240 litre bins in Tembisa;

• the impact of the 240ℓ roll out on both the billing enhancement 

and occurrence of illegal dumping proved very positive:

 º billing: it was found that ± 3% of the residents (excluding 

zero rated services), were not billed and billing was 

implemented; and

 º illegal dumping: the occurrence of illegal dumping in the 

Duduza and Alra Park areas decreased by 70%.

• Waste Management is in the process of fi nalising a 240ℓ 

wheelie bin roll-out for the entire Ekurhuleni;

• waste management by-laws review - a process commenced 

to develop a new set of by-laws based on the National 

Environmental Management: Waste Act, Act 59 of 2008.  

The by-laws are in the fi nal draft stage and the public 

participation requirements had been complied with;

• revenue enhancement - billing system data is being reviewed 

for waste management;

• vehicle availability and renewal - the average age of the 

Waste Management Services specialised fl eet was reduced 

from ± 24 years to 13 years.  Over the past three years, 

following a R150 million capital injection, the reduction in 

the average age of the specialised fl eet led to an improved 

availability fi gure of 60%, which is an improvement of more 

than 15%;

• waste management services funding model - currently 

Waste Management Services endeavors to fund the total 

service (including non income generating services) from 

tariffs levied.  This principle is contrary to what is happening 

in other metros.  Consultants will be appointed to embark on 

a detailed cost of service exercise and with the outcome of 

this exercise, develop a tariff and determine a strategy and 

policy that should result in improving the fi nancial viability of 

Waste Management Services as a whole;

• landfi ll sites operations - all landfi ll sites are operated, 

managed and maintained according to legislative 

requirements and are considered amongst the best in the 

country;
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• climate change clean development mechanism (CDM) 

- CO2 is a contributor to global warming and reducing 

CO2 will reduce the effect of global warming in the earth’s 

atmosphere. CO2 has an effect of destroying the ozone 

layer;

• landfi ll gas emission reduced for the period June 2008 to 

September 2010 is 150 756 tons of CO2 equivalent;

• establishment of a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) took 

place at one landfi ll site;

• a total of eight to 12 years’ prepared airspace at the different 

landfi ll sites to dispose of waste in an environmental 

acceptable manner and in accordance with legislative 

requirements were achieved;

• development contractor model - the development contractor 

and community-based contractors were appointed from 

June 2010 for a fi ve year period to render a comprehensive 

refuse removal services; and

• upgrading of northern service delivery area transfer station 

- approximately R800 000 will be spent on the upgrading of 

Highveld, Norkem Park, Isando and Olifantsfontein transfer 

stations.

Policy and Planning

• Environmental Planning  

 º Environmental Management Framework (EMF) 

developed and adopted in 2008; and

 º Biodiversity and Open Space Strategy (EBOSS) adopted 

in 2009.  Presently working with SANBI to develop the 

Ekurhuleni Bioregional Plan.

• Environmental Education

 º capacity building on environmental management 

principles to 18 environmental portfolio councillors;

 º capacity building on environmental management 

principles to 500 community development workers and 

ward committee members;

 º capacity building on energy effi ciency awareness, 

opportunities and challenges in this regard to 82 

community members, ward committees and NGOs;

 º ECO guide training focusing on waste management 

issues to 600 youths and community workers (CDW and 

NGOs);

 º formation of Environmental Forums in six Customer 

Care Areas;

 º assisted 50 schools in participating in environmental 

education programmes;

 º supported 50 schools and 22 wards in participating in 

the BkB competition;

 º appointed 320 environmental volunteers undertaking 

environmental education and waste separation at 

source; and

 º assisted 40 youth members to form recycling co-

operatives.

• Wetland Rehabilitation

 º have been done at Kwenele Wetland, Bullfrog Pan, 

Kaalspruit, Riebeeck Park 1, Esselen Park, Norkem 

Park 1 and 2; and

 º work is continuing on the wetlands at Marievale, 

Tembisa, Boksburg and Benoni lakes.

• Mining Environmental issues - participate in the government 

task team dealing with polluted mine water management 

issues (including Grootvlei Mine).  Grootvlei has a proposal 

to reuse and prevent pollution of underground water and 

approval for the cost implication of this plan was submitted 

to DME and government task team. 

• Climate Change

Energy effi ciency - the following buildings were retrofi tted with 

energy effi cient technology:

 º EGSC Building (Head Offi ce);

 º Civic Centres (Germiston, Edenvale, Springs, Tembisa, 

Katlehong) Clean Development Mechanism;

 º the landfi ll emission (CH4, CO2, O2) reduced amount to 

5 647 ton CO2 per month;

 º C02 is a contributor to global warming and reducing 

CO2 will reduce the effect of global warming in the 

earth’s atmosphere.  CO2 has an effect of destroying 

the ozone layer;

 º Comparatively speaking, therefore, the greenhouse gas 

emissions are lower;

 º fi nancially there will be a gain over a period of fi ve years 

R80 million when burning 800 000 ton of CO2; and

 º this will have a huge injection in foreign direct investment 

in the country.

3.1.6 Focus Area: Urban Renewal

2025 Agenda: Functional, sustainable, and attractive urban areas.

(a) Milestones

Normalisation of urban economy areas refl ected through minimal 

vacancy rates, high investor confi dence and high demand for 

expansion.  Quality public environment guiding, promoting 

and sustaining private investment and development expansion 

in urban economy areas.  Supportive institutional capacity, 

commitment and approach.

• By 2010

 º Basic prerogatives for implementation in place;

 º Service delivery, security, incentives, land use support, 

initial catalysts;

 º Administrative structure in place ensuring accountability 

and support;

 º PPPs in place; and

 º Development agency in place.

• By 2015

 º Committed public investment framework and 

programme;

 º Committed large-scale private investments; and
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 º Measurable and sustainable growth in urban economy 

areas.

(b) Achievements

• Urban Renewal strategy approved;

• the Housing Department is in the process of developing an 

urban regeneration upgrading plan for previously designated 

minority areas with the fi rst phase commencing in Reiger 

Park and Actonville.

Deliverables

The Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant was 

introduced by the Minister of Finance and is aimed at creating 

an enabling economic infrastructure in dormitory townships. In 

support of the holistic upgrading and renewal of disadvantaged 

areas in Ekurhuleni, eight applications for the Neighbourhood 

Development Partnership Grant have been approved by National 

Treasury, and four of these projects were put out on tender and 

have been awarded during June 2007 for the planning phase 

thereof. These projects are aimed at the creation of an environment 

and renewal of areas so as to attract investment into these areas. 

A consultant was appointed to assist with the development of the 

Reiger Park Public Urban Upgrade Strategy and Implementation 

Plan. The status quo studies have been completed and a 

conceptual framework has been work shopped and ratifi ed 

by means of a Community Participation process through the 

Customer Care Area Manager and the Ward Committees. The 

other areas identifi ed for the projects to be implemented are 

KwaThema Urban Development Node, Palm Ridge Urban 

Development Node.

A lead service provider is to be appointed by National Treasury to 

manage the programme.

The following grant application will in future be made to address 

the following:

 º rehabilitation and Urban Renewal through provision 

of socio-economic amenities: Katlehong, Wattville, 

Tembisa Daveyton and Duduza;

 º economic and community: node Tsakane, Duduza 

(Bluegumview);

 º economic and community node: Mayfi eld, Daveyton and 

Etwatwa;

 º mining belt upliftment of informal settlements and 

infrastructure Development: Germiston and Boksburg; 

and

 º large area social facilities: Kwatsaduza.

Social Housing: A municipal entity Ekurhuleni Development 

Company (EDC) has been created to deliver social housing.  To 

date 1 229 units h ave been deliveredand in the next seven years 

they have been requested to deliver 15 000 units.

Five areas have been approved as the Restructuring Zones for 

the delivery of social housing in Ekurhuleni (Germiston, Kempton 

Park, Benoni, Brakpan and Springs).

Number of Hostels: 22, three of which have been successfully 

converted into family units.  Five Business Plans have been 

approved in principles for the conversion of fi ve hostels into family 

units

The 20 Priority Towns Programme is rolled out in Ekurhuleni 

through focusing the IDP and budget priorities in the identifi ed 

areas, and monthly monitoring is done to ensure the upgrading of 

these areas is getting the attention it deserves.

(c) Challenges/Interventions – Provincial/National 
Government

• securing of appropriate funds for the Urban Renewal 

Development;

• non-delivery of social housing: The Ekurhuleni Development 

Company has not provided any new housing stock; and

• securing of funding for the implementation phase of the 

Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant projects.

3.1.7 Focus Area: Information and  
Communication Technology 
Infrastructure (ICT)

2025 Agenda: Productive and resourceful application of ICT.

(a) Milestones

• World-class ICT infrastructure in support of the Gauteng 

‘Smart Province’ vision and economic growth in Ekurhuleni.

 º institutional structure to support/accommodate external 

ICT focus by 2006; and

 º 100% synergy and connectivity with development 

partners, including government, by 2010.

(b) Achievements

• Fibre and Wireless Network - deployed 670km of optic fi bre 

network to enable connectivity to all council buildings and 

offi ces.  Future plans will see a further 300km deployed to 

enhance connectivity to all citizens, business and education 

institutions. A total of 295 wireless sites have been connected 

to the EMM network and 32 high sites erected; this enabled 

all remote offi ces, fi re stations, clinics, swimming pools, and 

the like, to have electronic access to EMM services.

Benefits:

 º data availability and access to citizens and staff;

 º load balancing of applications in the network to enhance 

accessibility and availability of municipal services;

 º replacement of old technology and best practice 

alignment; and

 º reduction of high operational telecommunication costs.

• Citizen Access - successfully implemented 51 internet 

kiosks at libraries, digital villages, MPCCs and CCCs with a 

total number of 204 access terminals.  Provide free internet 

access to students and citizens.  Free email access and 
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electronic collaboration to 4 600 students also provided.  

Future plans are to increase the free mail concept to 

students in Grade 12 annually.

Benefits

 º enhance service delivery through citizen access;

 º increase information access;

 º increase literacy, research through the electronic media; 

and

 º increase e-government readiness.

Challenges that brought about the intervention to commission the 

customer relationship management (CRM) system:

 º lack of effective call logging  system;

 º it takes too long to resolve complaints;

 º no resolution tracking mechanism;

 º lack of integrated back offi ce workfl ow; and

 º multiple small disintegrated call centres.

Benefits:

 º one citizen contact centre and single number;

 º provision of a call logging system to improve service 

delivery; and

 º speedy and effective resolution tracking problem solving 

of all customer complaints and queries.

• Provision of Broadband - with all the focus around citizen 

service delivery and electronic communications, most 

local governments are planning interventions in terms of 

broadband and digital city strategies.

Some of the challenges that forced EMM to adopt a single 

intervention and strategy around broadband and to focus multiple 

efforts in ICT included:

 º lack of quality of service on the network;

 º inability to take service to citizens, households, schools 

and businesses;

 º lack of suffi cient budget to roll out the project to citizens 

and businesses to speed up service delivery;

 º lack of availability and accessibility of government to 

current and future customers;

 º lack of innovative, unique and cost-effective solutions to 

problems currently faced by customers or citizens; and

 º inability to capture the digitally excluded sector of the 

economy and supporting a connected society and thus 

deepen democracy and fairness.

Benefits:

 º provision of a metro world class network to citizens;

 º provision of broadband and network services to citizens 

and businesses in EMM;

 º provision of a secure communication infrastructure;

 º connectivity provided in 2010 to the public viewing 

parks/centres and transmission high defi nition television 

to the public parks;

 º promote local economic competitiveness;

 º attract businesses into the city;

 º lower the cost of government operations;

 º enhance security and safety;

 º make broadband internet access available and 

affordable;

 º enrich the quality of life for citizens;

 º realising government’s e-government strategy and 

giving effect to batho pele; anddeployment of a smart 

and effective telecommunication infrastructure for 

effi cient delivery of government services and enhancing 

collection rates.

Intergovernmental Relations and MOUs

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to be signed with Gauteng 

Project Fund Offi ce for the G-link project after two workshops 

to understand the common vision in respect of provision of 

broadband access for all in Gauteng. This is a specifi c Gauteng 

City Region (GCR) project for ICT.

Benefits

 º cost-effective bandwidth for government service 

delivery;

 º facilitate the effi cient and effective use of 

telecommunication services by government to meet 

future bandwidth requirements;

 º leverage government ICT and telecommunications 

assets to enhance electronic delivery of government 

services and commercialising excess capacity;

 º maximise the advantage of the government’s purchasing 

power to stimulate a competitive marketplace for 

telecommunications services;

 º develop a connected society by encouraging access for 

the entire community and realizing a ‘digital inclusion’ 

vision; and

 º promote innovation in the development and use of ICT 

telecommunications services and facilities.

• Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

 º developed a GIS intranet and internet viewer;

 º GIS spatial audit and cleaning of Ekurhuleni spatial data 

project;

 º the implementation of a standardised Venus code and 

waste collection codes on the cadastre datasets to link 

with the fi nancial systems;

 º fi rst phase of vacant land audit completed, September 

2010;

 º street addresses on GIS verifi ed and completed to assist 

water and electricity meter management;
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 º the GIS strategy approved by the City Development 

Portfolio Committee, September 2008;

 º the GIS policy approved by Council, July 2010;

 º completion of the municipal vacant land audit report, 

phase 1: September 2010;

 º acquisition of new Ortho-photos (aerial photography), 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and Contours; and

 º continuous updating and verifying of datasets (cadastre, 

street centrelines, addresses, points of interests, ward 

delimitations and such).

Call Centre and Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM)

The CRM system was implemented in 54 sites (including Energy, 

Water and call centre).  A process is continuing to provide for the 

inclusion of mobile devices as part of the CRM system to ensure 

that fi eld workers can update the status of the customer request, 

or close the customer request, after addressing it.

The relocation of the non-life threatening call centre to Bedfordview, 

as an interim solution, whilst the process to establish an integrated 

call centre unfolds, is also underway.  

Benefits

 º one citizen contact centre and single number;

 º provision of a call logging system to improve service 

delivery; and

 º speedy and effective resolution tracking and problem 

solving of all customer complaints and queries.
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3.2.1 Focus Area: Economic Diversification

2025 Agenda: A diversifi ed local economy able to meet local 

needs, support sustainable development and adapt to changes in 

accordance with global demands and shifts.

(a) Milestones

• Sustainable growth in a variety of local economic sectors - by 

2010: a range of Government incentives to be in place and 

a measurable increase in ‘Smart Industries’ [aerospace, IT, 

logistics, plastics, agro-processing].  By 2015: a measurable 

increase of exports into Africa.

(b) Achievements and programmes in progress

• economic growth from 1% to 2.7% (1996-2006: source: 

Global Insight Regional explorer);

•  jeweller benefi ciation project in partnership with Mintek, 

Gauteng Department of Economic Development (GDED), 

Jenna Clifford Jewellers, Foschini launched in 2009.  Phase 

1 to source, train and develop HDI jewellers, Phase 2 to 

design, manufacture and market and sell jewellery.  To date 

nine students trained and graduated of which two have 

opened their own jewellery shops. Twelve are still in training 

and 13 incubated.  Access to markets is being continuously 

facilitated through partners like Foschini;

• Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) Seda Metal Base 

Incubator completed and operational. Twelve incubates 

underwent theoretical and practical training on site.  Access 

to markets is facilitated with Zimele (subsidiary of Anglo 

Gold) and is being continuously pursued;

•  aerospace: revised GDS to focus on EMM as an aerotropolis, 

promotion of aviation related industries in and around the 

airport;

•  won bid to host 2013 International Airports City Conference: 

This is in relation to the promotion of business tourism in our 

region particularly MICE (Meeting Incentives Conference 

Exhibition), attracting big international conferences, 

exhibitions promoting EMM as preferred tourist destination 

of choice;

•  DRD Gold has committed R52 million over fi ve years for 

a training centre as part of the Mining Acts Social Labour 

Plans.  EMM is working with DRD Gold on the possibility 

of synergising their project with the envisaged College of 

Engineering to address scarce skills;

•  Mining Forum established, met regularly since 2006.  Of 

particular focus for EMM is Social Labour Plans (SLPs), 

environmental issues related to the industry, skills 

development.  The Department of Energy (DoE) restructuring 

resulted in their limited involvement in the forum, slow pace 

of approving SLPs also hindered progress.  The forum 

needs to be resuscitated;

•  quarterly meetings with Ekurhuleni Business Association;

•  agricultural conference held annually since 2007.  This is a 

platform of engagement with the industry, small emerging 

farmers, agricultural co-operatives, Women in Agricultural 

Development (WARD), Youth in Agricultural Development 

(YARD).  Key issues affecting agriculture are addressed 

including land, farming infrastructure, access to fi nance 

markets.  EMM has used this platform to share innovative 

trends and local success stories in the industry.  It is also 

a business linkage networking platform for collaborations 

between farmers.  A competition was introduced in 2010 to 

encourage growing farmers, three prizes were awarded;

•  Agricultural School of Excellence at Sizanani/Vlakfontein 

farm in partnership with the Health Department, Danish 

Government, Ekurhuleni Secondary Co-operatives Alliance 

is in place and operational. Ten co-operatives have been 

identifi ed as a start on this project;

•  six Siyafunda Centres focusing on IT established across 

EMM in Duduza, Palm Ridge, Daveyton, Tembisa, Wattville 

and Tokoza; and

•  EMM ICT broadband initiatives are being investigated.  

ICT broadband is a key economic infrastructure set to be 

benefi cial for the city’s revenue community development.

3.2.2 Focus Area: Job Creation 

2025 Agenda: Unemployment to be reduced by half in 2014 and 

by half again in 2025 based on the unemployment fi gures of 2004.

(a) Milestones

• Reduced unemployment

 º Job summit held in 2006;

 º 50% reduction in unemployment by 2015; and

 º 75% reduction in unemployment by 2025.

(b) Achievements and Programmes in Progress

• unemployment reduced from 40% to 27% (2009), source: 

Global Insight Regional explorer (ReX);

•  economically active population is 48% compared to 51% for 

Gauteng (2009), source: Global Insight Regional explorer 

(ReX);

• job creation and poverty alleviation plan (2014) completed, 

there is ongoing implementation of targets;

• private sector; 41 000 companies, 1 company 1 job per year 

campaign was launched in October 2008.  Since the advent 

of global economic crisis, the project has not yielded the 

expected results although a few strides have been made: in 

2010, Emperors Palace’s new hotel (200 directs jobs), the 

new Consol plant (150 direct, 680 indirect jobs), new Procter 

Gamble plant (211 direct jobs over two years);

• eight job placement centres established: Kempton Park, 

Germiston, Alberton, Benoni, Boksburg, Springs, Nigel and 

Brakpan;
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• job placement centre; primary focus is matching job 

seekers with potential employers; matching CVs and posted 

vacancies.  In partnership with Department of Labour. A total 

of 1 200 placements made to date;

• co-operatives engaged (21), in eg farming, brick making, 

linen, uniforms - 250 jobs created.  Co-operatives attended, 

participated and exhibited at the National Co-operatives 

Conference in February 2008 in Tshwane;

• jobs created through road turnkey - 1 209;

•  use of co-operatives to be further encouraged for waste 

removal and recycling, maintenance of cemeteries, parks 

and libraries;

•  partnership with COGTA - Tuscany Government aimed at 

job creation in waste management (green jobs).  Three co-

operatives in Etwatwa have been identifi ed as part of the 

pilot programme;

•  EPWP: departmental capex projects have created 

approximately 660 job opportunities since 2007; and

•  Community Works Programme launched with the Gauteng 

Department of Economic Development in 2010, where 1 000 

community volunteers area will be given job opportunities in 

Ekurhuleni on identifi ed projects.

3.2.3 Focus Area: Skills Development

2025 Agenda: A skilled community exhibiting capabilities in self-

reliance, innovation and continued re-skilling to meet the needs of 

a growing economy.

(a) Milestones

•  Improved mechanisms and programmes to impart skills

 º  Centre of Excellence established by 2006;

 º  mentoring programme for project management and 

technical skills implemented by 2007;

 º  Institute of Technology established by 2010; and

 º  ongoing strengthening of ties with educational 

institutions.

• Improved Skills

 º  measurable increase in the percentage of the population 

which is technically and scientifi cally skilled by 2015; 

and

 º  adult illiteracy wiped out by 2020.

(b) Achievements Programmes in Progress

• Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) programme 

implementation, 8 000 applicants registered in 2008.  Most 

did not meet the criteria for the programme.  To date, 250 

electricians, plumbers and bricklayers have been trained 

through RPL;

• bursaries for scarce skills (JIPSA) through Human Resources 

Department: 100 bursaries awarded per year;

• Skills Network Forum of skills providers formed and held 

annually: Tertiary, SETAs FET sectors, private sector 

engagement on skills gaps and skills development; available 

skills programmes, how to access them;

• 20 burial societies were converted to co-operatives;

• approx 200 SMME training through business linkage centres 

monthly;

• 30 co-operatives trained by SEDA on Governance, Marketing 

and Financial Management February 2008;

• basic economic literacy workshop held in 2007 - 400 

attendees;

•  basic tendering principles workshop held in 2007 - 250 

attendees;

•  SARS Tax Amnesty Workshops held in 2007 - 250 attendees;

•  20 youth and 20 women were trained on Stock Exchange 

participation by JSE College on Trading and Investment 

Principles in 2008 (with new empowerment share deals, HDI 

must be educated);

•  feasibility study for College of Engineering was completed in 

2009/2010 fi nancial year.  DRD Gold Training Centre being 

assessed as potential site for engineering training;

• 20 youths identifi ed for training through TEP (Tourism 

Enterprise Programme);

• stronger partnerships with FET Colleges and SETAs;

• an emergency services learnership was successfully 

implemented and 80 learners qualifi ed as Emergency 

Services Practitioners;

• 20 ex-combatants from the Demilitarization Project were 

included in the learnership for 2008;

• 66 unemployed volunteers were trained in emergency call 

taking and dispatching;

• Information and Communication Technology Advocacy -  

this is an ongoing programme to capacitate young women 

on scarce skills.  The current programme has empowered 

50 young women at Ekurhuleni.  Concerns about the cultural 

and structural barriers that disproportionately affect women 

access to ICT.  The participation of women in ICT design 

and development is failing to expand and is even declining 

in some areas in both the developing and underdeveloped 

world.  There is a lack of visibility of women entrepreneurs, 

inventors and innovators of ICT.  A prevalence of gender 

stereotypes that discourage girls from entering science.  

Technology courses, careers at an early age reinforced 

within the family, school, media and society at large.  The 

young women have been empowered with NQF level 4 

and NQF level 5 ICT learnerships for 14 months and also 

supported with a stipend to ensure that travelling and food 

cost are covered, life skills, team building  and HIV and Aids 

programmes are also included in the programme;

• six Siyafunda centres developed and operational in EMM; 

and

• venture creation training programme in place.
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3.2.4 Focus Area: Tourism Promotion

2025 Agenda: To promote the economy of the region, create jobs 

and a safe and secure environment, by establishing a tourism 

destination of choice.

(a) Milestones

• development of tourism facilities - by 2010: follow up 

on opportunities created by the Soccer World Cup.  

African Shopping Hub, Craft Market and Wine Emporium 

developed.  Business tourism facilities around the OR 

Tambo International Airport;

• increased tourism - Ekurhuleni to be the preferred sporting/

cultural/heritage destination by 2015; and

• business tourism to increase by 50% by 2020.

(b) Achievements and Programmes in Progress

• monthly meetings with ETMF (Ekurhuleni Tourism 

Management Forum) with tourism stakeholders; platform 

of engagement with the industry to various issues including 

transformation of industry, enterprise development  training 

opportunities, global, national  provincial tourism trends, 

EMM annual project plans and implementation, tourism 

marketing opportunities and such;

• four Vulindlela tourism publications on tourism products, 

attractions, festivities and industry trends;

• 18 HDI Bed and Breakfast (B&B) establishments assisted 

with grading through the Tourism Grading Council of South 

Africa, EMM paid for all the grading costs, more grading in 

progress, improvements to properties still to be made before 

they qualify for a Star Grading;

• in conjunction with Gauteng Tourism Authority, signage 

provided to 23 tourism establishments;

• ‘how–to’ brochures launched in 2008 to educate communities 

on how to start a tourism business namely, tour operating 

business, B&B and restaurant;

• six regional educational workshops held in 2009 on the ‘how 

to’ editions;

• translated the ‘how to’ booklets into isiZulu and Sesotho in 

2009;

• in conjunction with the Tourism Enterprise Programme, 

160 tourism business owners were trained on business 

management, marketing and tourism channels to build 

capacity, quality and international competitiveness of 

tourism enterprises;

• 10 Ekurhuleni community members went through a two 

week course and graduated as tourist guides in 2010;

• exposed 23 local tourism products owners at the annual 

Tourism Indaba and Holidaymakers between 2008 and 

2010.  EMM sponsored their exhibition stands at these 

events, giving small businesses a platform to market and 

promote themselves to a captured audience;

• won bronze award for the tourism stand at the annual indaba 

trade show 2008;

• exhibited at the World Sports Expo during the World Cup;

• exhibited at Meetings Africa in 2009 and 2010 promoting 

conference facilities in Ekurhuleni;

• held a tourism imbizo in September 2009 for tourism 

businesses focusing on 2010 opportunities;

• hosted the National Tourism Conference in 2008 and 2009.  

Tourism practitioners, government departments, consumer 

products owners from across the country attended this 

event.  It provided excellent exposure for EMM Tourism;

•  three awareness road shows were held in Tembisa, Katlehong 

and Tsakane during Tourism Month 2010 in partnership with 

MTN and DSTV in order to promote domestic tourism;

•  facilitated MATCH AG workshop in June 2009 (a 

FIFA approved company dealing with management 

of accommodation and ticketing) for SMMEs (B&B, 

guesthouses) for accommodation purposes;

• developed a tourism portal in April;

•  developed a mobile site www.goekurhuleni.mobi in May 

2010.  This allows people to access the site via their mobile 

phones, making the tourism information that much more 

accessible;

•  held three media tours and two tour operators tours 

promoting key Ekurhuleni tourism products between 2008 

and 2010;

•  held a tour operators workshop in preparation for the World 

Cup where 10 key Ekurhuleni product owners presented 

their activities for the World Cup;

•  organised a print and radio campaign promoting Ekurhuleni 

during the World Cup;

•  in conjunction with GTA, currently conducting research on 

World Cup impact on tourism in Ekurhuleni;

•  produced an accommodation guide, leisure brochure, tourist 

map and a conferencing brochure;

•  purchased two caravans in November 2009 which have 

been turned into mobile visitor information centre and are 

exhibited at major identifi ed events in order to distribute 

information about Ekurhuleni Tourism Product Offering;

•  renovated Keditselane Cultural Village in May 2010;

•  renovated the two of the oldest houses in Tembisa in May 

2010 to serve as cultural/historical tourism attractions;

•  appointed a service provider to develop bill of quantities 

and designs for the constructing of a CODESA museum in 

Kempton Park; and

•  in the process of appointing a researcher to conduct 

historical research on Ekurhuleni political history, heroes 

and heroines.

3.2.5 Focus Area: Investment Promotion

2025 Agenda: Increased inward investment in skills and 

technology, property and sustainable development.

(a) Milestones

Increased levels of public and private investment in all areas - by 

2010: a range of government investment incentives to be in place.  

Measurable increase in effective service delivery and information 
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dissemination through ‘Customer Care Centre’ implementation.  

CIDs in place.

From 2015 onwards: Measurable increase in investment in 

strategic priority areas such as the mining belt.

(b) Achievements and Programmes in Progress

• investment facilitation ongoing on the following projects: 

Glengory Development (Benoni), Technopol (Springs), 

Marley Tiles (Nigel) and Central Africa Steel (Nigel);

• Albertina Sisulu corridor - marketing plan completed, 

implement rigorous marketing campaign to attract business, 

project estimated economic impact of corridor, 200 000 jobs, 

R275 million monthly income, R140 billion revenue from 

sales, investment into bulk infrastructure still to be made;

• provision of quality services at competitive prices to promote 

ongoing investment, lower utility costs than our neighboring 

municipalities;

• partnership with Automotive Industry Development Centre 

on Enterprise Development  Incubation, industrial upgrading, 

infrastructure development. project to kick-start in 2010/11 

fi nancial year;

• award won for best exhibition stand at Africa trade investment 

(May 2007);

• 2010 business opportunities workshop taking place on 29 

August at Emperors Palace where opportunity holders and 

seekers will be in the same vicinity for networking purposes.  

The workshop was divided into three sessions, breakfast 

launch of the 2010 Business Opportunities Booklet, 

compliance session (MATCH, FIFA Rights, TEP, and the 

like) and business opportunities presentations by four major 

companies; and

• investment business lounge launched in June 2010 as a 

platform for international and local business interaction 

during the World Cup, the following delegations were 

hosted: Korea, Thailand, Singapore and Sri Lanka.  Initial 

interaction between our local chambers and international 

one was fostered, possibilities of business linkages and co-

operation have been created for further exploration.

By end of term 2011

• shortened investor turnaround time; and

• attract investors in other sectors like business tourism 

and MICE, other than manufacturing to diversify the 

economy through infrastructure development (International 

Convention Centre, Hotels, and the like).

3.2.6 Focus Area: Economic Transformation

2025 Agenda: An inclusive, wealth-generating economy.

(a) Milestones

• greater participation in the formal economy by all sectors of 

society - BBBEE Strategy was approved in 2009.  Enabling 

procurement policy, Supply Chain Management is being 

implemented currently.

(b) Achievements and Programmes in Progress

•  BEE strategy completed, approved by Council (to be aligned 

to Procurement Policy and Supply Chain);

•  BEE conference held annually since 2007.  Transformation 

is a key topic of the agenda.  Municipal strides in economic 

transformation in relation to BEE spend, SMME spend, local 

spend.  Sector charters progress tracked.  BEE scorecards, 

verifi cation principles addressed;

•  MOU with Standard Bank to provide a loan facility to all 

SMMEs who win tenders over the value of R100 000 with 

the municipality developed.  This also includes mentorship 

and training assistance;

•  Tender Advice Centre operational in 2010/11, accommodated 

in the Business Place in Kempton Park;

•  eight business linkages centres, Etwatwa, Tembisa, 

Boksburg, Springs, Germiston, Daveyton, Tsakane, 1 500 

SMMEs assisted through access programs: access to 

markets, fi nance, and training;

•  Business Week held annually since 2006.  SMMEs, job 

seekers and youth are some of the targeted audiences.  

Different focus annually ranging from 2010 opportunities, 

enterprise development matters, eg access to fi nance, 

training markets; township, Ekasi business.  Small business 

success stories were also introduced in recent years to 

encourage other struggling business.  A network platform 

exhibitions space is provided annually;

•  informal trading policy approved April 2008, guiding 

document on by-laws, stall allocations, demarcations, 

permits, rentals, environmental health;

•  10 informal trading areas formalized: Natalspruit, Wattville, 

Nigel, Sethokga, Baxa, Leralla, Phomolong, Daveyton Mall, 

Tsakane Mall and Springs CBD;

•  following areas demarcated for informal trading; Brakpan, 

Springs, Benoni, Edenvale, Kempton Park; and

•  fresh produce market to be expanded to accommodate 

informal traders and small black emerging farmers.

Challenges

•  general institutional focus has been on service delivery 

backlogs more than investment in economic infrastructure;

•  department under resourced to meet the GDS and/or IDP 

objectives; and

•  LED structure of 2002 still in existence; institutional review 

delays.
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3.3.1 Focus Area: Poverty and Unemployment

2025 Agenda: In line with the national objective, the aim is to halve 

poverty in the next 10 years up to 2015, and to halve it again in the 

following 10 years, up to 2025.

(a) Milestones

• improvement in skills levels - all milestones as set out under 

the ‘Focus Area : Improving Skills Levels’ are relevant.  

Reduction in unemployment - all milestones as set out 

under ‘Focus Area: Labour Absorption and Job Creation’ are 

relevant.

(b) Achievements

Co-operatives

• the Metro entered into a memorandum of understanding 

with the Denmark Government and Illima to implement on 

the piggery and poultry project in the Tamboekiesfontein 

Farm.  Ten co-operatives were registered for this project, ie 

six for piggery, two for poultry and two for vegetables.  These 

are assisted and mentored by Illima Agri-services which is in 

partnership with the Health Department;

• the Metro then entered into an MOU with Ilima and this was 

served in the Health portfolio in July 2009.  These 10 co-

operatives have been trained on the piggery project and 

poultry for the Tamboekies project by Ilima and Department 

of Trade and Industry;

• a secondary co-operative was also brought on board and 

was used by Denmark and the Ekurhuleni to receive funds 

from the Danish government in the capacitating of these 10 

cooperatives;

•  Ekurhuleni assisted and empowered 56 co-operatives 

on governance skills, ie establishment of a co-operative, 

compilation of the constitution, business and fi nancial 

management; and technical issues including sewing, 

knitting, beadwork, baking and catering skills.  46 of these 

co-operatives were submitted to the Provincial department 

of Health and Social Development for consideration in the 

school uniform tender;

• two sewing co-operatives were awarded a tender by 

Goldmine for uniforms;

• Birchwood Executive Hotel  provided a co-operative with a 

laundry tender for three years; and

•  Swiss Rand Capital provided sewing machines for the 

Eagles co-operative.

Integrated food security

• as of 2009, the Metro has trained 137 co-operatives and food 

garden projects on technical skills, such as homestead food 

gardening, Perm culture, Hydroponics, livestock training, 

poultry, piggery, earthworms and medicinal herbs. They 

also received training on governance skills like business 

management, fi nancial management, writing of business 

plans, fundraising, marketing, and such;

• these were distributed as follows: 54 schools, 12 clinics and 

72 homesteads, including indigent households;

•  there are 30 schools that were funded by the Denmark 

government for cleaning and greening as part of the EYE 

programme; and

•  Slovo Park community nursery received a sponsor in 

terms of fencing from GOLDONE mine.  A borehole was 

installed by the Gauteng Department of Agriculture and 

Rural Development (GDARD).  This project is awaiting an 

electricity connection.  There was a previous provision for 

an electricity connection, but the cables were stolen.  Four 

community members were employed to dig trenches for the 

Energy Department to install cables in such a way that they 

cannot be stolen.

Outcomes and milestones 

b) Integration to be achieved between all initiatives and programmes 

and institutions driving such initiatives and programmes by 2010. 

Strategy

The Metro developed an Anti-Poverty Strategy which was adopted 

in May 2009.  This strategy was work shopped with councillors 

and government departments in April 2009.  Furthermore, an 

inter-departmental, intergovernmental anti-poverty forum was 

established in July 2009.

Integration with other institutions as part of poverty relief 

programmes:

• GDARD – provided boreholes and implements to co-

operatives;

• Tshwane University of Technology – trained 10 co-operatives 

in piggery;

• Illima – provided computers for the School of Excellence for 

10 co-operatives;

• Trees For Africa- provided 300 fruit trees to 30 schools;

•  Environmental Affairs – provided 210 fruit trees to 20 

schools;

• Benoni Chamber of Commerce – provided implements for 

co-operatives in the East CCC;

• Impala Platinum: sponsored Zivuseni co-operative in Nigel 

with 300 sheep and a one-ton bakkie;

• ADCORP: supported two co-operatives (south) with tunnels 

to cover crops, and provided water tanks and seeds as start 

up kit.  Also provided mentoring for these projects;

• Bayer Company donated equipment for the after school care 

programme in Tembisa in 2009;

• BMW funded training on IT for PWDs in 2007;

3.3 KPA 3: SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
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•  Standard Bank funded training on technical skills since 

2006;

•  Emperors Palace funded skills development;

•  Scaw Metals training youths on boiler making and basic 

computer skills since 2005;

•  Early Childhood Development Institute (ECDI) evaluation 

and monitoring;

•  Career Exhibition and Information Association (CEIA) 

planning, conducting and evaluating career exhibition 

weeks for the entire EMM.  Members sharing catering costs, 

providing own accommodation since 2005;

• ‘Open for Trade’ Centre in Springs, training in refrigeration 

and air conditioning;

•  Umsobomvu (youth development agency) - conducts job 

preparedness workshops for the youth, since 2008;

•  Gauteng Enterprise Propeller provides fi nancial support for 

the youth in 2007 and 2008;

•  Chamber of Commerce provided fi nancial management 

training on business initiative 2008 and 2010;

•  Lehlohonolo Information Technology provide support for 

youth in business in 2008;

•  training, Komatsu Company for after school care centre 

programme, Tembisa since 2009;

•  Airports Company of South Africa funding for training on 

technical skills since 2008;

•  Corps for Christ distributed vegetable seeding to 900 

community members;

•  Emperors Palace training on technical skills for unemployed 

youth during the period 2006 to 2010;

•  technical training skills on tiling conducted 2006 for 41 

unemployed men.  Training conducted by Ceramic Tile 

Market (CTM);

•  facilitated training for 80 youths on basic research skills in 

2006;

•  1 730 youth participated in the youth awareness campaigns 

hold during youth months;

•  placement of 30 youths with Scaw Metals (Germiston) for 

training on fi tting and turning;

•  facilitated training on the prevention of sexual harassment 

against women (23);

•  367 older persons participated in an income generating 

programme, 2007 until 2010;

•  training facilitated on ceramic tiling for 108 PWDs, 2007 and 

2008;

•  placement of 454 PWDs on a learnership in upholstery and 

furniture making, information technology, ABET during 2007, 

2008 and 2010;

•  facilitated ABET training for older persons in 2008 and 2009. 

468 older persons reached;

•  during the period 2006 to 2010, 820 youths were supported 

who participated in the income generation project on:

 º  beadwork;

 º  juice and detergent manufacturing;

 º  cellular phone repairs; and

 º  tiling and garden services.

•  during the national youth workshop held in August 2007, 

1 000 youth were exposed to business development and 

fi nancial assistants; and

•  facilitated training for ECD Practitioners as part of Expanded 

Public Works Programme, 2006 to date 8 260.

Job creation 

•  during 2006, 14 youths were placed on a learnership for 

social auxiliary workers;

•  in 2007, 4 people with disabilities were placed with BMW 

(SA);

•  in 2007, training of 21 people with disabilities by Tshwane 

University of Technology on organic farming;

•  in 2006, placement of 20 youth with the Microsoft Agency, 

and

•  launch of national youth service August 2007, 560 received 

stipend of R1 000 for work done during August 2007.

3.3.2 Focus Area: Human Settlements

2025 Agenda: All people in Ekurhuleni to be housed in integrated 

and functional sustainable human settlements.

(a) Milstones

•  Upgrading/formalisation of all informal settlements, including 

the eradication of the basic services backlog, to be achieved 

by 2012;

•  Housing backlog [including the formalisation of backyard 

shacks] to be eradicated by 2015; and

•  Social amenities backlog to be eradicated by 2020.

(b) Achievements

•  Delivery pre-April 2008

The past delivery of housing within EMM occurred mainly through 

the following:

Essential Services Programme

This programme entailed the delivery of internal water and 

sanitation services systems within upgrading of informal 

settlement and Greenfi eld projects which have been, or will be, 

followed by construction of houses.  In upgrading of informal 

settlement projects, the delivery of toilet structures formed part of 

the project, as a result of the immediate necessity of such facilities 

and lag between servicing and house construction.

Number of serviced stands delivered: 

pre-2000: 48 444

2000-2008: 47 000
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total serviced stands: 95 444

Stands Serviced

Year Target Delivered

2006/2007 5 700 5 897

2007/2008 13 574 6 691

2008/2009 13 574 13 713

2009/2010 7 396 6 485

In 2007/8 various communities refused the appointed contractors 

access to sites due to the application of the densifi cation policy.  

During 2009/10, the delivery targets were revised.  However, 

the initial target was not met due to delays experienced in 

procurement and re-advertisement at Alliance Extension 9 (645 

erven), as well as the delays experienced in Mayfi eld Extension 1 

(1 424 erven completed versus 1 898 erven on the general plan 

and the reduction in erven at Moleleki extensions 1 and 2, by 37, 

as a result of a wetland area identifi ed on site).

Community Builder Programme

This programme entailed the construction of houses in both 

historic (pre 1994) and subsequently serviced areas.  The project 

was implemented by means of a service provider appointed 

to manage the project, an elected community based steering 

committee, local builders (trained and grouped into teams) and 

community based building contractors and mainly local building 

material suppliers to construct houses. 

Number of houses constructed:

pre-2000:  14 093

2000-2008:  46 384

total houses constructed: 60 477

Top structures/Houses constructed:

Year Target Delivered

2006/2007 5 000 6 373

2007/2008 7 994 8 383

2008/2009 11 500 8 180

2009/2010 13 574 4 940

2010/2011 13 574 2 232

As from April 2008, the Gauteng Department of Housing has taken 

over the delivery of top structures/houses and is responsible for 

the management and implementation of such projects.  This will, 

however, not take place in isolation as the delivery of houses would 

occur subsequent to the servicing of erven by the Ekurhuleni 

Housing Department.

Number of informal settlements areas:

pre-2000:  122

current:   112 (subject to verifi cation)

number of informal shacks:152 000

number of households: 217 000 in need of housing

In response to the Sustainable Human Settlements Strategic 

Framework and the Sustainable Human Settlements Integrated 

Development Plan 2006 - 2025, EMM developed a Comprehensive 

Sustainable Human Settlements Operational Plan for 2006 - 

2014 to expedite the upgrading of informal settlements and the 

development of human settlements.

The core of the operational plan is the eradication of the water and 

sanitation backlog as well as the provision of adequate shelter.  

Council has approved an amount of R180 million per year, over 

the next three years, for the roll out of the MIG Programme.  In 

doing this, Council took over the responsibility from the Provincial 

Department of Housing for the provision of services to informal 

settlements.

Hostel Redevelopment

The EMM has a total of 22 hostels within its jurisdiction and three 

of these have been successfully converted into family units. 

Business plans for the redevelopment of the following hostels into 

self contained family units were approved:

• Buya-Futhi blocks G and H;

• Kwamazibuko;

•  Sethokga; and

• Wattville.

Urban Renewal Programme

The EMM Housing Department is coordinating the Germiston, 

Tembisa and Wattville urban renewal programmes aimed at 

achieving the following:

• to mainstream urban renewal in Ekurhuleni; 

•  to promote a consistent urban renewal development policy 

approach for effective urban renewal and development;

•  to guide development policies, strategies and actions of all 

stakeholders in the urban development process;

•  to steer them towards the achievement of collective vision/

goals/deliverables;

•  to operationalise spatial and development principles; and

•  to establish a link between the framework and physical 

implementation.

Progress made

Germiston Urban Renewal Programme

The following progress has been made with the programme:

•  design framework adopted by Council in October 2010;

•  quick win project identifi ed and planning commenced;
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•  extension of the service provider’s brief to conclude the 

following:

 º  co-ordination and detailed planning of fourteen precinct 

plans;

 º  the initiation of the appointment of the implementing 

agent by June 2011; and

 º  detailed cost benefi t report on the implementation of the 

development plan.

•  draft communication strategy already in place; and

•  discussions with Gauteng Department of Local Government 

and Housing have already commenced to identify funding 

requirement and prioritization of inner city housing projects. 

Tembisa Urban Renewal Programme

The following progress has been made in the programme:

•  a draft master plan has been completed for Tembisa and is 

currently being considered by both EMM / DLG&H and NDP 

(Treasury);

•  appointment of a technical team for detailed precinct plans 

already in advance (presentations taking place by service 

providers);

•  public participation to commence upon fi nalization of the 

master plan; and

•  quick win projects are already identifi ed for implementation 

in the 2011/2012 fi nancial year, funded by both DLG&H as 

well as the Neighbourhood Development Programme Grant 

(NDPG).

Neighbourhood Development Programme Grant 
(NDPG)

The programme is aimed at supporting the holistic upgrading and 

renewal of disadvantaged areas in Ekurhuleni, and includes the 

following projects:

Completed Planning Projects:

•  Kwa-Thema Public Space Upgrade Strategy (2008/2009) - 

R236 842 (excl VAT);

•  Wattville Public Space Upgrade Strategy (2008/2009) - 

R236 842 (excl VAT);

•  Palm Ridge Public Space Upgrade Strategy (2008/2009) - 

R197 000 (excl VAT); and

•  Reiger Park Public Space Upgrade Strategy (2008/2009) - 

R197 000 (excl VAT).

Current Planning Projects:

•  Tembisa Renewal Project (2010/2012) – in scoping stage 

(cost to be determined); and

•  Dukathole Renewal Project (2010/2012) – in scoping stage 

(cost to be determined).

Imminent Planning Projects:

•  Katorus Area Development Strategy and Plan (2010/11) - 

terms of reference prepared; and

•  Faranani (Tsakane) Urban and Economic Development Plan 

(2010/2011).

Increase in tenure security

The EMM is facilitating the regularisation and transfer of ownership 

programme (RETRO) aimed at transferring state owned houses 

and fl ats to qualifying occupants and the following progress has 

been made:

•  4 159 claims received;

•  1 416 title deeds handed over;

•  302 were rejected; and

•  2 441 still need to be processed.

Transfer of Residential Properties Programme (TORPS) and the 

Discount Benefi t Scheme:

• 20 252 claims received;

• 19 399 title deeds handed over; and

• 853 outstanding.

Provision of interim essential services in all informal settlements:

EMM has provided 6 202 chemical toilets to informal settlements 

that are not yet ready for upgrading.

Social Housing

EMM, through the Ekurhuleni Development Corporation (EDC), 

has delivered a total of 988 social housing units, and is currently 

in the process of capacitating the EDC to increase delivery in the 

programme.

Inclusionary Housing

Council has approved land for inclusionary, or mix income housing 

development, to support the creation of sustainable human 

settlements, spatial restructuring, densifi cation of nodal areas as 

well as areas of racial integration.  The seventeen portions of land 

have been approved for these purposes will cater for the Banking 

Charter development programme.  The development plans have 

been concluded for the land parcels and includes Farrarmere and 

Old Brakpan Location, whilst the Pirrowville and Witpoortjie land 

will be put out to tender and other already proclaimed portions of 

land will be called for proposals for development.

Precinct and Development Plans

Precinct and development plans for Kwatsaduza, Greater 

Mayfi eld, Greater Palm Ridge, Mining Belt (Germiston/Boksburg 

and Benoni/Nigel) and Clayville/Tswelopele have been developed.  

These plans provide support to the Neighbourhood Development 

Grant application, 20 Priority Township application, inclusionary 
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housing development, land restitution claims and overall support 

to the Comprehensive Sustainable Human Settlements Plan.

Higher Density Residential Development Guideline 
Document

The EMM approved the Higher Density Residential Development 

Guideline Document which allows for choice in housing typology 

and lifestyle.  

Underlying objectives of the guideline document are spatial 

restructuring and integration, optimising existing infrastructure 

and minimising the need for relocations in the context of the 

informal settlement upgrading initiative and diversifying housing 

delivery and tenure options.  

Higher density housing initiative is one of the key instruments in 

the realisation of a more sustainable city, urban effi ciencies and 

urban integration. 

Flagship Projects

The following fl agship projects are being implemented, which 

shall yield achievements by 2011:

Chief A Luthuli Extension 6:

The Chief A Luthuli Extension 6 township has been announced 

as a fl agship project by the MEC for Housing, to deliver on the 

Breaking New Ground Policy, during May 2007.  The area will be 

developed to comply with sustainable human settlement principles 

by creating a mix of income, mix housing typologies with social 

amenities required to serve the community to be settled in the 

area, as well as the same level of engineering services throughout 

the area, including the subsidy housing area, entry level, medium 

income or higher income area of housing that is developed. 

Leeuwpoort

The Leeuwpoort land development was also announced as a 

fl agship project by the MEC for Housing, during May 2007.  It is 

expected to deliver approximately 16 000 housing units addressing 

a spectrum of housing ranging from the redevelopment of hostels 

on the site, institutional housing, affordable rental, banking 

charter entry level housing, as well as medium and higher income 

housing.  At this stage the municipality is fi nalising aspects of legal 

compliance in line with the MFMA requirements.

Challenges/Interventions – Provincial/National 
Government

Land Invasion

The housing backlog in Ekurhuleni is one of the main challenges 

in the region, and the problem is further compounded by the fact 

that we have a high concentration of growing informal settlements.  

Land invasion and re-invasion of land identifi ed for development, 

unsuitable land for development, poorly protected and managed 

private, parastatal and state land, impacts negatively on the 

Migration Plan and also disrupts the planning processes. 

The protection of suitable land for housing development, through 

invasion control, as well as protecting the infl ow of people into 

already existing settlements, makes the planning in the Migration 

Plan redundant before implementation.

Land Acquisition

The rapid increase in land costs and delays experienced in 

obtaining approvals from the Gauteng Department of Agriculture 

Conservation and Environment (GDACE) including Environmental 

Impact Assessments (EIA), makes the acquisition of suitable land 

diffi cult.  The timeous acquisition of land for housing development 

is being activated by EMM to resolve the development challenge.  

Densification Policy

This policy promotes medium to high density developments in 

the low income sector to establish integrated and functional 

developments that will be sustainable in future, and which will 

make the best use of scarce and costly land resources.  EMM 

approved a Densifi cation Policy, however, it is not accepted by the 

communities and the result thereof is that the project in Etwatwa 

Extension 34 has been suspended.  It must be addressed to ensure 

that the same problem does not occur in other communities.

Accreditation of Municipalities Programme

The programme is aimed at increasing the role of municipalities 

to accelerate the delivery of services to human settlements and 

will entail the delegation of housing functions that were previously 

performed by the GDoLG&H to the EMM housing department with 

effect from 1 July 2011.

EMM has made the following progress with regard to the 

programme:

•  June 2006: business plan was considered by Council and re-

submitted to Province for approval in line with the National 

Accreditation Framework;

•  September 2007: compliance audit undertaken by Province;

•  February 2008: in principle approval for level one 

accreditation granted by the MEC, in line with the audit 

fi ndings and recommendations;

•  May 2010: level two accreditation business plan was 

considered by the portfolio for submission to Province for 

approval;

•  4 March 2011: the Minister of Human Settlements, Gauteng 

MEC Local Government and Housing, and the Executive 

Mayor of Ekurhuleni held a ceremony wherein the EMM was 

handed a compliance certifi cate to confi rm that the EMM met 

all the level one and level two accreditation requirements 

and will be accredited with effect from 1 July 2011;

•  the Housing Department is currently engaging with Province 

to prepare a joint transitional and implementation plan as 

referred to above;

•  the level two functions to be delegated include:

 º  Level One: benefi ciary management, subsidy budget 

planning and allocation, and priority programme 

management and administration; and 
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 º  Level Two: full programme management and 

administration of all housing instruments/programmes in 

addition to level one functions.

Current and Future Delivery Methodology

The following approved EMM policy documents guide the housing 

delivery:

•  Municipal Housing Development Plan;

•  Integrated Development Plan 2006-2025;

•  Strategic Framework;

•  Overview of the Strategic Framework and Integrated 

Development Plan;

•  Housing Integrated Development Plan; and

•  Migration Plan.

The Ekurhuleni Housing Department has developed a migration 

plan (from 2004) that identifi es the housing backlog on informal 

settlements and the waiting lists in terms of fi ve precinct areas 

within Ekurhuleni.  The migration plan further links the informal 

settlements and waiting lists to prospective projects and provides 

an indication of the surplus, or shortfall, in erven within a precinct 

and whether there might be a need for more land to be identifi ed 

or such precinct could accommodate more housing benefi ciaries. 

Seven-Year Funding Model

In August 2006, a funding model was presented to the Council 

and adopted as the implementation plan to eradicate informal 

settlements by 2014.

In accordance with the funding model to Comprehensive 

Sustainable Human Settlements Operational Plan for 2006-2014, 

a bridging fi nance amount of R1 billion per annum was required in 

order to realise the 2014 targets projected.  However, in terms of 

current local authority fi nancial legislation (MFMA) such bridging 

fi nance would not be forthcoming, which inevitably would extend 

the targets set in the plan.

The intergovernmental alignment of the Ekurhuleni budget 

and other levels of Government, to achieve the Growth and 

Development Strategy as well as the Sustainable Human 

Settlements principle, remains a challenge.

Policy Alignment 

Policy measures to implement the operational plans have been 

put in place in order to achieve the National and Provincial policy 

directives in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal 

Finance Management Act.  

•  Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality Housing Department 

Gender Mainstreaming Implementation Guidelines and 

Programme Plan, intended to provide policy guidelines 

on how the department will address both the internal and 

external housing related gender issues and approved by the 

Housing Portfolio Committee at its meeting held on 14 April 

2007;

•  enhancement of the EMM rental policy, presenting market 

related rentals as well allocation and succession procedures.  

Approved by the Mayoral Committee at its meeting held on 

28 August 2008;

•  EMM implementation guidelines for the allocation of stands 

within the informal settlement upgrading housing projects 

approved by the Mayoral Committee at its meeting held on 

14 August 2008; and

•  land invasion and informal settlement management 

programme presented and approved by the Housing 

Portfolio Committee at its meeting held on 13 January 2009.

3.3.3 Focus Area: Health Care and Facilities

2025 Agenda: Equitable health care and facilities across all 

sectors of society substantially reduced rates of poverty–related 

disease.

(a) Milestones

•  functional partnership achieved and maintained with all 

social institutions in Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality by 

2010;

•  measurable increase in community-based HIV/AIDS 

programmes by 2010;

•  acceptable access to Primary Health Care and social 

development services by all communities (including rural 

communities) by 2015;

•  a 50% reduction in maternal and children under fi ve years of 

age mortality rates by 2015; and

•  extending operating hours to 24-hours in all health centres 

and large clinics by 2025.

Functional partnership achieved and maintained with all social 

institutions in EMM 2010.

•  seven early childhood and two day care centres for older 

people (Tsakane and Daveyton) were built from 2008 to 

2011;

•  early childhood development 2008-2010 - Duduza, Tsakane, 

Daveyton, Thembisa, Katlehong, Kwa-Thema and Etwatwa;

•  three family skills development centres - Thembisa, 

Katlehong and Kwa-Thema;

•  day care centres for older people were completed in 2011 in 

Tembisa and Daveyton.  Construction on the Tsakane and 

Duduza centres were started in 2011;

•  45 awareness programmes implemented for older persons 

from 2006 to 2010 reaching 2 853 older persons;

•  a summit organised for older persons on safety and care in 

2006;

•  332 older persons participated in ABET programmes;

•  youth programme:

 º  between 2006 and 2010 a total of 70 sustainable 

comprehensive programmes for youth implemented.  

This included the school holiday programme, study 

skills methods, youth open day for unemployed 

youth, life skills for  teenagers on peer counselling, 

skills development and technical skills training, job 

preparedness, substance abuse, awareness on crime 
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prevention, stress management character, construction 

and entrepreneurial skills and workshops conducted on 

human rights.  Total youth reached is 58 823;

 º  debriefi ng sessions and life skills during 2008 were held 

for 20 military ex-combatants;

 º  25 awareness campaigns were implemented with 

regard to information awareness on domestic violence, 

anti crime and anti bullying at schools.  A total of 1 730 

youths were reached during the period 2006 – 2010; 

and

 º  to ensure promotion of sustainable income generating 

projects for youth the following were facilitated: computer 

training in 2006 and 2007 for 165 youth.  In addition, 

youth friendly service launched at Dawn Park Clinic on 

20 June 2008, Dan Kubheka Clinic on 27 June 2008 and 

Reiger Park Clinic on 4 July 2008.

•  men’s programme

 º  37 awareness programmes presented on social 

pathology;

 º  26 awareness programmes implemented on men 

development;

 º  establishment of the Ekurhuleni Men’s Forum to 

maximise participation, consolidation and betterment of 

men’s programme; and

 º  total of 4 434 men reached.

•  vulnerable children programme

 º  during the period 2006 and 2007, 92 programmes were 

implemented for children including: children protection 

week, children summit, boy/girl child and teenage 

sexuality summit. A total of 51 511 children were 

reached;

 º  in collaboration with the offi ce of the Executive Mayor 

and the late Adelaide Tambo, in 2006 food parcels were 

distributed to 1 387 orphans and child-headed families;

 º  Launch of BANA PELE programme in January 2008, 

150 learners benefi ted from school uniform and food 

parcels;

 º  during 2008 and 2009, the department facilitated the 

establishment of 12 after school care programmes. 

Children were reached amounted to 1 187. During 

2010 monitoring of these centres were done to ensure 

compliance; and

 º  launch of food garden project in 2009 for the Endulwini 

After Care programme in Tembisa, funded by the Bayer 

Company. Donation of equipment worth R20 000 was 

needed for the project.  

•  women’s programme

 º  84 programmes implemented for women development, 

10 779 women participated in the life skills programme;

 º  17 co-operatives for women established in 2008;

 º  18 income generating programmes initiated during 2008 

and 2009;

 º  training conducted on framed work manager for women 

social clubs.  Total of 1 890 women reached in 2007 and 

2008;

 º  launch of South African Women in Dialogue in 2006.  

Total reached 2 476, and

 º  training conducted on management of ECDs on 

compliance with legislation for ECD Practitioners. Total 

reached is 738.

•  disabilities programme

 º  28 awareness programmes implemented for people 

with disabilities (PWDs) during the period under review 

2006-2010;

 º  the Church of Latter Day Saints donated 303 wheelchairs 

to destitute PWDs;

 º  placement of four PWDs in private companies;

 º  PWDs reached through awareness campaigns on 

human rights policies impacting on the placement of 10 

PWDS with BMW for learnerships;

 º  conducted dialogue on skills development during 2010 

to assess skills level for PWDs; and

 º  in 2010, door-to-door campaigns to assess needs of 

PWDs reaching 466. 

• indigent programme

 º  the department took over the indigent programme from 

the Executive Mayor’s offi ce in 2005.  There was a 

need to verify the data that was in the indigent register 

because there were concerns raised by the Auditor 

General in the  2007/8 fi nancial year;

 º  in 2008 the department contracted the services of the 

consultant (ERASIBO) to clean up the indigent database 

through verifi cation of all the indigents that were in the 

system and also to review the indigent policy;

 º  as a result of this re-verifi cation process, there was a 

total of 51 191 indigents approved in June 2009;

 º  on 22 January 2009, and as an outcome of the 

recommendations of the consultants, the Mayoral 

Committee considered and approved a new and re-

aligned support policy, Item B-H (10-2008), dated 22 

January 2009;

 º  in September 2009 an awareness campaign, wherein 

indigent registration was conducted took place.  There 

were 7 158 households that attended and 4 193 were 

registered;

 º  between May and July 2010, workshops for approved 

indigent households as part of an exit strategy.  A total 

of 3 433 families were exposed to these workshops with 

topics that included the establishment of co-operatives, 

planting of food gardens and how to access fi nancial 

assistance;

 º  the total number of new applications were 31 392; 

reviews 15 916; child headed applicants 25 and a total 

of 708 funerals were done from June 2009 to September 

2010; and

 º  16 more offi ces were opened for indigent applications 

from May 2010 to date, these being Geluksdal, 

Langaville, Wattville, Alra Park, Crystal Park, Barcelona, 

Nigel, Katlehong 2, Tokoza 2, Dukathole, J Dumane, 

Reiger Park, Zonkizizwe and Eden Park.
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Measurable Increase in Community-Based HIV/Aids 
Programmes by 2010

The intervention programmes are part of Ekurhuleni’s Multi-

Sectoral HIV/AIDS response towards reaching the goals of the 

National Strategic Plan on HIV/AIDS and Sexually Transmitted 

Infections for 2007 to 2011, which aims to reduce the rate of 

new HIV infections by 50%, by 2011 and reducing the impact of 

HIV/AIDS on individuals, families, communities and society by 

expanding access to appropriate treatment, care and support to 

80% of all HIV-positive people and their families by 2011.  

World AIDS Day door-to-door education campaigns

These campaigns were initiated as a week-long project in 

2006, culminating into the main World AIDS Day campaign on 

1 December 2006.  Due to the escalating need for HIV/AIDS 

information and education in 2008 the ward-based door-to-door 

education programme, which is conducted throughout the year in 

all 88 wards of Ekurhuleni, was initiated.

 º  the World AIDS Day door-to-door education campaigns 

have, over the years, provided an opportunity for 

stakeholders in the Multi-Sectoral Response to join 

hands in the fi ght against HIV/AIDS through conducting 

the massive door-to-door educational campaigns;

 º  communities are educated on HIV/AIDS and referred to 

local services for further treatment, care and support; 

and

 º  from 2006 to 2008, 1 118 470 people have been reached 

in 454 340 houses through the door-to-door education 

campaigns.

•  Ward-based door-to-door education (Community Support 

Programme)

•  the World AIDS Day campaign was decentralised to 

municipalities to implement throughout the year in 2008.  

In response to the decentralisation of the door-to-door 

campaign, Ekurhuleni initiated the Community Support 

Programme (CSP) in January 2008, with the training of team 

leaders and trainers from 17 to 23 January 2008;

•  the volunteer teams were recruited from all 88 wards in 

Ekurhuleni to develop community capacity on the prevention, 

treatment, care and support, human rights and access to 

justice through door-to-door campaigns, giving education 

and linking communities to local services supported by 

distribution of pamphlets, posters and condoms;

•  the CSP has grown from 114 volunteers to 184 volunteers, 

nine trainers and nine team leaders as part of intensifying 

the fi ght against HIV/AIDS.  The primary responsibilities of 

the volunteers are to support communities through on going 

door-to-door campaigns on HIV/AIDS within Ekurhuleni in all 

88 wards;

 º  since the inception of the ward based door-to-door 

education programme in 2008, for the period July 2008 

to September 2010, 2 579 947 people were reached by 

visiting 744 550 houses. A total of 36 121 referrals were 

made to the following services:

 –  local health facilities;

 –  home-based care;

 –  Department of Social Development;

 –  children’s organisations;

 –  Department of Home Affairs; and

 –  South African Police Services.

 º  6 416 650 male and 259 545 female condoms were 

distributed.

Women’s Dialogues on HIV/AIDS

The programme was initiated in 2008 and has since grown 

tremendously.

•  the programme aims to empower and educate women 

on human rights and access to justice and gender based 

violence in relation to HIV/AIDS. The dialogues were held 

throughout the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality; and

•  a total number of 950 people attended the events and a total 

number of 155 people were tested for HIV during the events.

Men’s Dialogues on HIV/AIDS

The programme was initiated in 2008 and is aimed at addressing 

and making sure that the rights of women and girls (children) are 

understood and respected so that they are no longer at high risk 

for HIV infection and to educate men on prevention of mother-

to-child transmission of HIV, with emphasis on taking care of the 

special needs of pregnant women and highlight social pathologies 

in males, and promote behavior change.

•  A total of 1 494 men were reached during the event held 

on 26 March 2008 at the Faranani Multi-Purpose Centre 

(Tsakane), 28 March 2008 at the Rabasotho Hall (Tembisa) 

and 31 March 2008 at the J Dumani Hall (Vosloorus);

•  91 men participated in a ‘knowing your status’ campaign 

through voluntary counselling and testing for HIV and were 

referred to relevant local service; and

•  in 2009 the men’s sector was capacitated to take over 

the sector activities and programmes.  The men’s sector 

conducted the men’s dialogue, supported by the HIV/AIDS 

Unit in July 2009, where an estimated 500 men attended.

Care Week and Candle Light Memorial

The Care Week and Candle Light Memorial was initiated in May 

2006 with the aim of commemorating the lives of people who died 

of AIDS related conditions, and give hope and support to People 

Living with HIV (PLWHA), through the lighting of candles and 

memorial murals.

It has been celebrated over the years through educating 

communities on HIV/AIDS prevention, treatment, care and support.  

The campaign was supported by publicity and advertising in both 

print and electronic media.

• the care week door-to-door campaign was conducted from 

12 -16 May 2008 with 1 200 volunteers and 114 community 

support programme volunteers who invaded the streets of 

Ekurhuleni and gave education by visiting communities in 

their homes;

•  180 151 people were reached through 60 000 houses 

visited during the care week door-to-door campaign and 858 
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referrals were made to local services including NGOs and 

Home Affairs Department. The campaign was supported 

by distribution of HIV and AIDS pamphlets, stickers and 

condoms; and

•  in 2008 the care week door-to- door campaign was replaced 

by the implementation of the community support programme, 

ongoing ward based door-to-door education.

HIV/AIDS Workplace Programmes

•  this programme was initiated following an HIV/AIDS 

workplace dialogue which was held on 28 September 2007 

at Springs City Hall.  The initiative was supported by both 

IMATU and SAMWU.  The Multi-Sectoral HIV/AIDS Unit was 

tasked with the responsibility to facilitate the implementation 

of the resolutions and each department carrying its 

responsibility in ensuring mainstreaming of HIV/AIDS into 

departmental plans;

•  the workplace HIV/AIDS rally was jointly celebrated with a 

candlelight memorial which is an internationally celebrated 

event over the years through educating communities on 

HIV/AIDS prevention, comprehensive health care.  The rally 

was held on 20 May 2008 at the Springs Indoor Centre, and 

concluded by lighting candles in memory of all employees 

who died of HIV/AIDS and to give hope and support to 

employees living with HIV/AIDS;

•  a Council decision was taken in 2008 to transfer the HIV/

AIDS workplace programme to the Human Resource 

Management and Development Department as the 

custodians of the wellbeing of the employees in alignment 

with the Local Government framework; and

•  the event was held on 20 May 2008 at Springs Indoor 

Centre and was attended by an estimated 3 200 employees, 

managers, political leadership, union representation and 

senior management from all Ekurhuleni departments. 

High School Debates

This programme was initiated in 2006, and continues to gain 

support and popularity as evidence by the growing number of 

schools and learners that are participating.

•  the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality has over the years 

provided an opportunity for all high schools in Ekurhuleni 

to participate in the High Schools’ Public Speaking 

Competition. These competitions focus on issues pertaining 

to Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS and Sexually Transmitted 

Infections (STI); and

•  the intervention was part of the Ekurhuleni efforts aimed at 

reducing new HIV infections by 50% and increase access to 

treatment, care and support to 80% of people living with HIV 

and their families by 2011, thus ultimately contributing to the 

reduction in the morbidity and mortality due to HIV-related 

diseases, as well as other impacts of HIV/AIDS.

Ward AIDS Forums

• Ward AIDS forums were established to facilitate 

implementation of HIV/AIDS programmes at ward level; and

• 65 Ward AIDS forums were established in 2006 which were 

integrated in 2008 into ward-based primary healthcare 

forums.

HIV/AIDS Indaba

The HIV/AIDS Indaba is an annual event that was fi rst held on 12 

and 13 September 2007 at Carnival City (Brakpan) and provided 

an opportunity for local government leaders, civil society, private 

sector and other partners to refl ect on the critical challenges facing 

the nation and Ekurhuleni in combating the AIDS pandemic. 

•  the aims of the HIV and AIDS Indaba were:

 º  to translate the National Strategic Plan on HIV/AIDS and 

sexually transmitted infections into action; and

 º  unveil the strengthened Ekurhuleni AIDS Council that 

included participation of all sectoral partners.

•  it was agreed during the HIV/AIDS Indaba that it must be an 

annual event and since the inception the indaba has been 

held annually to set the agenda on HIV and AIDS and as a 

forum to for joint planning;

•  in 2009, a total of 852 people attended the Indaba;

•  in 2010, 1 035 people attended and 254 people were tested 

for HIV; and

•  a report on the implementation on the HIV/AIDS Indaba 

is presented on an annual basis to highlight success, 

achievements and to identify challenges and develop an 

HIV/AIDS plan for the new fi nancial year.

AIDS Council

The Ekurhuleni AIDS Council was established and launched in 

2007 at Carnival City (Brakpan) during the HIV/AIDS Indaba.  

Since its establishment, quarterly meetings chaired by the former 

Executive Mayor Duma Nkosi were held. The AIDS Council led and 

supported HIV/AIDS interventions organised by both civil society 

sectors and Ekurhuleni.  The following tasks were identifi ed with 

the existing council:

•  to strengthen sectoral participation on the EMM response to 

HIV/AIDS;

•  to review the existing AIDS Council; 

•  to map a way forward in restructuring the AIDS Council to 

ensure inclusivity of all sectors:

 º  the following sectors attended the consultative meetings 

– business, sports, traditional leaders, traditional health 

practitioners, people living with HIV, artists, media and 

celebrities, faith based organizations, people living 

with disabilities, women, men, youth, orphans and 

vulnerable children, non-governmental organizations, 

civic organisations, education, research and academics, 

medical practitioners, transport and labour; and

 º  guidelines were provided to sectors on the role and 

functions of the AIDS Council and the criteria for 

nominations were discussed.  Each sector nominated 

three candidates.  The fi nal appointment of the AIDS 

Council was fi nalised by the Executive Mayor and 

announced on h June 2009 at the HIV/AIDS Indaba
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HIV/AIDS Outreach to People with Disabilities

•  the outreach programme to people with disabilities is 

focused on addressing the special needs of this target group 

in relation to HIV/AIDS; and

•  a total of 213 people with disabilities attended and 33 

tested on the outreach programme that was held on the 6 

November 2009 at the Germiston City Hall.

HIV, Aids, Sexually Transmitted Infections and 
Tuberculosis (HAST) Management

2007/08

Tuberculosis (TB)

•  TB cure rate: 76.8% (which is below the national target);

•  three TB imbizos held in all sub-districts targeting key 

stakeholders in TB management, a total of 600 stakeholders 

were reached;

•  tuberculosis monthly meetings continued to take place at 

various sub-districts and quarterly awareness campaigns 

conducted with a total of 14 912 people reached;

•  support visits to facilities by HIV/AIDS, Sexually Transmitted 

Infections (STI) and HAST co-ordinators and chief 

community health nurses;

•  quarterly TB review and TB crisis plan meetings held 

regularly in a bid to reach the national targets; and

•  placement of 24 dedicated TB data capturing interns at all 

ETR points.

HIV/AIDS

•  prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT) 

programme:

 º  all facilities rendering antenatal care also render PMTCT 

services.  Dual therapy rendered at 100% of these 

facilities with effect from May 2008.  Both Nevirapine 

and AZT are given to women on the programme; and

 º  34 459 pregnant women tested for HIV; 9 839 tested 

HIV-positive (28.5%).  HIV incidence rate among 

pregnant women has decreased by 1.6%.

•  number of fi xed health facilities that provide dedicated 

voluntary counseling and testing services:

 º  all PHC facilities provide voluntary counseling and 

testing (VCT) services; and

 º  195 400 people tested for HIV to date, 65 651 (33.5%) 

tested HIV-positive.

Comprehensive Care, Management and Treatment 
(CCMT) of HIV/AIDS

•  Ekurhuleni has 10 accredited CCMT sites: Daveyton 

Main, J Dumane and Daveyton clinics (Ekurhuleni facility), 

Nokuthela Ngwenya CHC, Tembisa, Natalspruit, Germiston, 

Pholosong, Tambo Memorial and Far East Rand hospitals.

2008/09

Tuberculosis (TB)

•  three TB imbizos held in all sub-districts targeting key 

stakeholders in TB management, a total of 796 stakeholders 

were reached;

•  TB monthly meetings continued to take place at various sub-

districts and quarterly awareness campaigns conducted with 

a total of 24 651 people; and

•  TB cure rate increases to 79.6% in Ekurhuleni (below 

national target).

Comprehensive Care, Management and Treatment 
(CCMT) of HIV/AIDS

•  fi ve additional sites accredited during this period, with 15 

accredited sites at the end of the fi nancial year: Daveyton 

Main, J Dumane and Daveyton clinics (Ekurhuleni facility), 

Nokuthela Ngwenya CHC, Tembisa, Natalspruit, Germiston, 

Pholosong, Tambo Memorial and Far East Rand hospitals, 

Tembisa Main, Phola Park, Goba, Katlehong North and 

Dawn Park clinics; and

•  down referral sites - this service was introduced to offl oad 

the main CCMT sites. Stable ART clients were referred to 

the identifi ed PHC facilities for maintenance of care.  A total 

of 17 PHC facilities rendered the down referral service with 

the support of the main sites.

2009/10

Tuberculosis (TB)

•  annual TB indabas to address programme challenges were 

held at all three sub-districts during September 2009 and 

April 2010, reaching 974 key TB stakeholders. Intervention 

strategies included quarterly district rapid assessment being 

implemented, in partnership with NGOs.

HIV/AIDS

•  a total of 922 858 HAST visits were recorded for 2009/10 

fi nancial year;

•  a total of 11 PHC facilities have been added as 

Comprehensive Care, Management and Treatment (CCMT) 

sites; there is now 32 CCMT sites in Ekurhuleni;

•  17 717 clients registered on Antiretroviral Therapy (ART);

•  30 accredited sites by the end of the fi nancial year: Daveyton 

Main, J Dumane and Daveyton clinics (Ekurhuleni facility), 

Nokuthela Ngwenya CHC, Tembisa, Natalspruit, Germiston, 

Pholosong Tambo Memorial, Far and East Rand hospitals, 

Winnie Mandela Clinic, Tembisa Main, Endayeni, Edenvale, 

Spartan clinics, Kwa Thema CHC, Lethabong, Mary 

Moodley, Dawn Park, Reiger Park, Rondebult, Zonkizizwe 

2 and Ramokonopi clinics. Vosloorus Poly, Goba, Katlehong 

North, Phola Park and Boksburg Civic clinics, Boksburg 

Prison.
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Antiretroviral (ARV) Down Referral Sites

•  all PHC facilities receive stable ARV clients from the main CCMT sites as transfer-ins for treatment continuation.

Reproductive Health Month/Condom Week Awareness Campaigns:

•  reproductive health month is celebrated nationally during the month of February to inform communities on reproductive health 

issues, condom use and other available methods on prevention of sexually transmitted infections, and

•  the activities conducted included health talks, male and female condoms demonstration and distribution; STI and HIV/AIDS 

pamphlets distribution and promotion of HIV counseling and testing (HCT).  The theme for the campaigns was ‘Love me enough 

to protect me from STIs, HIV and unwanted pregnancies’ and the slogan was ‘Your sexual health is your responsibility’ and ‘do not 

yield unless you have a shield’.

The following 19 taxi ranks were targeted, according to the different sub-districts:

Table 3.6: The 19 taxi ranks that were targeted in terms of reproductive health month/condom week awareness   
    campaigns.

Eastern sub-district

Taxi Rank Customer Care Area People Reached Condoms Distributed

Daveyton Taxi Rank Daveyton 2 891 36 000

Daveyton Station Daveyton 2 017 24 000

Daveyton Central Taxi Rank Daveyton 500 12 000

Duduza Taxi Rank Duduza 1 907 12 000

Duduza Ext 15 Taxi Rank Duduza 1 740 1 240

Lakeside Taxi Rank Benoni 2 380 22 000

Benoni Station Taxi Rank Benoni 6 000 60 000

Caltex Taxi Rank Daveyton 650 24 300

Las Vegas Daveyton 2 500 23 900

Springs Station Springs 3 600 36 000

Tsakane Mall Tsakane 1 900 12 000

Kwa-Tsaduza Tsakane 600 1 200

Sub Total 26 685 264 640

Southern sub–district

Natalspruit Hospital Katlehong 1 900 11 600

Vosloorus Taxi Rank Vosloorus 1 891 4 600

Alberton Taxi Rank Alberton 1 907 12 100

Sub Total 5 698 28 300
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Northern sub–district

Kempton Park Taxi Rank Kempton Park 1 890 12 400

Edenvale Taxi Rank Edenvale 1 899 12 200

Oakmore Taxi Rank Tembisa 2 640 18 000

Esangweni Taxi Rank Tembisa 1 822 12 000

Sub Total 8 251 54 600

Grand Total 40 634 347 540

A total of 28 000 pamphlets were distributed during the campaigns throughout Ekurhuleni.

The Nutritional Food Supplements Immune Boosters Programme 

•  roll out of the Nutritional Food Supplements: Immune Boosters at the primary health care facilities. The supplements increase the 
life expectancy of people suffering from AIDS and TB. This initiative is part and parcel of the programme that enhances the immune 
system of patients and improves their quality of life;

•  the target population is: people who are suffering from TB and have been screened for HIV with a CD4 count of lower than 350, 
unemployed, patients participating in these treatment programmes at PHC facilities, and patients who are not gaining weight; and

•  the Nutritional Food Supplement: Immune Boosters Programme was launched on 28 May 2010 at the Goba Clinic.

Acceptable access to Primary Health Care and social development services by all communities [including rural communities] by 2015

•  Capital building programme - 16 new PHC facilities built since 2004: Endayeni, Greenfi elds, Nigel, Van Dyk Park, Chief A Luthuli, 
Brakpan, Kathlehong North, Phomolong (Ithereleng), Ethafeni, Reedville, Wanneburg, Ward 83, Slovo Park, Tsakane Extension 10, 
Vosloorus Poly and First Ave clinics;

•  the following PHC facilities and offi ces were extended/upgraded: Bedfordview, Daveyton Main, Dawn Park, Elsburg, Khumalo, 
Olifantsfontein, Bakerton, First Avenue, Payneville, Tembisa Main, Winnie Mandela Extension 4, Vosloorus, Duduza, Ramokonopi, 
Kwa-Thema, Offi ces Environmental Health, Dresser, Kemston, Birchleigh, Emaphupeni, Alberton North, Brackenhurst, Edenpark, 
Erin and Motsamai clinic s and Tembisa Health Care Centre (Phaphama);

•  seven early childhood and two day care centres – Tsakane and Daveyton;

•  early childhood development 2008-2010: Duduza, Tsakane, Daveyton, Thembisa, Katlehong, Kwa-Thema and Etwatwa;

•  family skills development centres: Thembisa, Katlehong and Kwa-Thema;

•  day care centers for older people were completed in 2011 in Tembisa and Daveyton;

•  construction on the Tsakane and Duduza centres were embarked on in 2011; and

•  old age home: a contract for the construction of the Tembisa Old Age Home was awarded in 2010.

Attendances

•  19 532 576 clinic attendances to PHC facilities for the period January 2006 to September 2010.

50% Reduction in Maternal and Children-Under-Five Mortality Rates by 2015

Maternal, Child and Women’s Health 

•  Breastfeeding awareness campaigns: awareness campaigns 

implemented to assist pregnant women to make a decision 

on the feeding method before their babies are born.  The 

theme for the campaign was ‘One hour of breastfeeding 

saves one million babies’ and ‘Breast is best’.

The following number of people were reached with the campaigns: 

Table 3.7: Breastfeeding Awareness Campaigns

Date Place Attendees

Alberton, Boksburg, Germiston, Katlehong 1, Katlehong 2, 
Thokoza and Vosloorus Customer Care Areas

27 August Phola Park Clinic (Thokoza) 202  

26 August Dukathole (Germiston) 213  

31 August Rondebult (Germiston) 222  

01-02 August Reiger Park (Boksburg) 91 

Sub-total = 728

Edenvale, Germiston (part), Kempton Park, Tembisa 1 and Tembisa 
2 Customer Care Areas

20 August Kempton Park Civic Centre 186  

27 August Endayeni (Edenvale) 197  

28 August Winnie Mandela (Tembisa) 209  

Sub-total = 592

Benoni, Brakpan, Daveyton, Duduza, Etwatwa, Kwa-Thema, Nigel, 
Springs and Tsakane Customer Care Areas

12 August Duduza Multipurpose Centre 
(Duduza)

192

26 August Victor Ndlazilwana Hall 
(Daveyton)

214  

26 August  Chief Albert Luthuli 201

Sub-total = 607

Grand total = 1 927

2008/09

The theme for this community education was ‘one hour on the 

breast saves one million babies’.  The purpose of these campaigns 

was to prevent child malnutrition and ensure implementation of a 

baby friendly environment for all mothers and new born babies.  

The attendees were as follows:
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Table 3.8: Breastfeeding Awareness Campaigns, 2008/9

Date Place Attendees

Southern sub-district

19 August Dawn Park 159 pregnant 
women

21 August Katlehong North 207 pregnant 
women

27 August Zonkizizwe Hall 116 pregnant 
women

Sub-Total = 482 

Northern sub-district

22 August Tembisa – 
Phomolong Hall

210  pregnant 
women

22 August Tembisa - Ethafeni 118  pregnant 
women

22 August Kempton Park Civic 
Centre

104 pregnant 
women

Sub-Total = 432

Eastern sub-district

27 August Duduza 220 pregnant 
women

28 August Kwa -Thema 199 pregnant 
women

5 September  Mokoka Library 
(Daveyton)

138 pregnant 
women

Sub-Total = 557

Grand Total Number Reached = 1 471 Pregnant Women

2009/10

Pregnant women were educated on the advantages of breast 

feeding. Attendees actively participated by asking questions 

whilst misconceptions on breast feeding were addressed.  The 

importance of exclusive breast feeding for six months was 

emphasised. Women were educated on the Prevention of Mother-

to-Child Transmission (PMTCT) programme.

Nutrition and exercises during pregnancy and breast feeding was 

stressed, with the different exercises demonstrated to show which 

exercises are safe to do.

Table 3.9: Breastfeeding Awareness Campaigns

Sub-District Date  People Reached 

Southern sub-district August 2010 528

Northern sub-district August 2010 627

Eastern sub-district August 2010 950

Total = 2 055

Reproductive Health Awareness Campaigns

Reproductive Health Month is celebrated nationally during the 

month of February to inform communities on reproductive health 

matters. It also encompasses issues such as reproductive organ 

cancers like breast and cervical as well as prostrate and testicular 

cancers that affect males.

The activities conducted included health talks, collection of cervical 

smears and breast checks with the partners. The slogan for the 

2008 campaign was ‘Your sexual health is your responsibility’ and 

‘do not yield unless you have a shield’’.

2007/08

Table 3.10: Reproductive Health Awareness Campaigns.

Sub-district Venue Target Number
Actual Number 

of Attendees

Eastern 
sub-district

Phillip Moyo 
Health Centre 

200 859 

Southern 
sub-district

Katlehong DH 
Williams Hall 

200 245

Northern 
sub-district

Tembisa 
Multipurpose 

Centre
200 219

Total number reached = 1 323 Attendees

2008/2009

A multi-sectoral approach was conducted for the campaigns, 

targeting women and children, youth and men. The community 

was informed on the available services both at public and private 

sectors.  Literature in the form of booklets and pamphlets was 

issued to reinforce information, education and training.  

Table 3.11: Campaigns, targeting women and     
          children, youth and men

Sub-district Venue Attendees

Eastern sub-district 
Daveyton - Victor 
Ndlazilwana Hall 

198 

Northern sub-district  Tembisa Main Clinic 250

Southern sub-district 
Leondale Hall, 

Leondale
147

Total number reached = 595 Attendees

The campaigns focused on:

•  prevention of morbidity and mortality from complications 

during pregnancy;

•  the importance of early antenatal care visits;

•  cervical cancer prevention;

•  treatment and care of sexually transmitted infections as well 

as the impact of HIV and AIDS;

•  information on voluntary counselling;

•  reproductive health problems experienced by men;

•  healthy life styles and behaviour change; and

•  distribution of condoms and pamphlets.
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2009/2010

The Reproductive Health Awareness campaigns were conducted on 17, 19 and 26 February 2010.  The following number of community 

members reached with the integrated service rendered during the campaigns:

Table 3.12: Reproductive Health Awareness Campaigns

Date Area Total Attendees
Breast 

Examinations
Dental Care Cervical Smears HCT

17 Feb 2010
Langaville Ext 6 in 

Tsakane
84 0 (no mobile) 62 0 (no mobile) 0 (no mobile)

19 Feb 2010
Golden Walk 

Shopping Centre 
in Germiston

159
6 (mobile 
recalled)

86 0 (no mobile) 114

26 Feb 2010
Endayeni Clinic in 

Tembisa
301 88 107 45 43

Total 545 94 255 45 157

Breast and Cervical Cancer Awareness Campaigns - Breast cancer awareness is highlighted nationally in October, according to the 

National Health Calendar which cervical cancer awareness is celebrated annually in September.  These months are earmarked to 

educate communities, to prevent morbidity and mortality caused by cancer.

2007/2008

The cancer awareness campaigns were implemented in the three sub-district areas.  A multi-sectoral approach was used for the 

campaigns targeting women, youth and men, with priority being cancers affecting women.  

Literature in the form of booklets and pamphlets were issued to reinforce information, education and training.  Different stalls were 

created to display the products and information for cancer prevention.  Mobile clinics were available at the campaigns to afford the 

community an opportunity to have cervical smears taken on-site.

2008/2009

Campaigns were implemented from October to November 2009.  These were comprehensive in nature as they covered all the topics 

related to reproductive health and communicable as well as non-communicable diseases health challenges were targeted.  Information 

settlements were targeted and the number of people reached is as follows:

Table 3.13: Reproductive Health Awareness Campaigns

Area Venue Date
Actual 

Attendees

Northern 
sub-district 

area

Madelakufa 
11

17/10/2008 1 204

Eastern 
sub-district 

area
Tsakane Ext 6 24/10/2008 1 021

Southern 
sub-district 

area

Tsietsi 
Informal 

settlement
07/11/2008 552

Total number of attendees = 2 777

2009/2010

Only one campaign was held due to fi nancial constraints and 

budget review.  The campaign on breast and cervical cancer was 

held on the 19 November 2009 at Vosloorus Civic Centre and 

attended by 963 people.

Expanded Programme on Immunisation (EPI)

• All PHC facilities render daily immunisation services;

• new vaccines where introduced in April 2009:

 º  Rota virus (RV) that prevents diarrhoea in children;

 º  Pneumococcal conjugated vaccines (PCV) that prevents 

pneumonias in children;

 º  children under the age of one year were fully immunised 

in accordance with the National Expanded Programme 

on Immunisation Policy: Coverage was 101%;

 º  children under the age of one year were fully immunised 

with measles in accordance with the National Expanded 

Programme on Immunisation Policy: coverage 110%;

 º  a total of 48 900 children under the age of one year 

were fully immunised in accordance with the National 

Expanded Programme on Immunisation Policy;

 º  emergency measles campaign for children from six to 59 
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months, and from fi ve to 20 years, was conducted from 12 to 30 November 2009. A total of 825 875 children were reached and 

119% measles coverage was achieved;

 º  national polio, measles, vitamin A and deworming campaign.  First round was from 12 to 23 April 2010 conducted for children 

from birth to just under fi ve years who received polio drops vaccine; and

 º  children between nine months and 15 years received measles vaccinations.

Table 3.14: Number of and percentage of children who received Oral Polio Vaccine (OPV) six months to 15 years

Sub-district Polio: 1st Round Coverage Polio 2nd Round Coverage

Southern sub-district 69 508 73% 102 090 106.7%

Eastern sub-district 72 389 83% 85 058 97.1%

Northern sub-district 46 555 71% 55 492 85.2%

Total coverage for EMM 188 476 76% 242 640 97.7%

•  Second round: 24 to 28 May 2010 for children from birth to fi ve years received two drops of polio vaccine. Children from one to fi ve 

years of age received vitamin A and deworming tablets.

Table 3.15: Number of and percentage of children who received measles immunisation and vitamin A supplement 

Sub-district Measles 5-15 years. Coverage
Vitamin A:  12 - 59 

months
Coverage

Southern sub-district 275 336 141% 77 372 100%

Eastern sub-district 196 251 104% 68 071 97%

Northern sub-district 179 436 139% 42 215 80%

Total coverage for EMM 651 024 127% 187 658 94%

•  Infl uenza and H1N1 vaccinations from 15 March to end April 2010 and the second round from 3 to 31 May 2010, extended until the 

vaccines were used up.

Extending Operating Hours to 24-hours in all Health Centres and Large Clinics by 2025

Extended Operating Hours

•  24-hour services rendered at the following Midwife Obstetric Units (MOU) seven-days a week: Phola Park, Ramokonopi, J Dumane, 

Esangweni, Kwa-Thema, Phillip Moyo and N Ngwenya CHC;

•  extended 24-hours primary health care is available at the following health facilities: Daveyton Main Clinic, J Dumane Community 

Health Centre (CHC), Esangweni, Nokuthela Ngwenya, Phola Park and Ramokonopi CHCs;

•  extended 12-hours primary health care services are 

available at the Kwa-Thema Community Health Centre; and

•  extended operating hours provided at PHC facilities, as 

indicated in the table on the next page:
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Table 3.16: Extended operating hours were provided at Primary Health Care facilities

PHC Facilities Rendering Extended Service Hours as at 30 June 2010 

No Facility Name Ward CCA Extension of hours Date implemented

1 Esangweni CHC 10 Edenvale 24 hours Feb 2008

2 Pholapark CHC 58 Thokoza 24 hours    April 2009

3 J Dumane CHC 64 Vosloorus 24 hours    Sept 2008 

4 Daveyton Main CDC 70 Daveyton 24 hours Feb 2008

5 Kwa-Thema CHC 78 Kwa-Thema 24 hours Feb 2010

6 Nokuthela Ngwenya CHC 81 Nigel 24 hours 2008

7 Mary Moodley CDC 29 Benoni 12 hours April 2009

8 Goba Clinic 55 Katlehong 1 Sat 08:00-14:00 Sept 08 

9 Phillip Moyo CHC 65 Etwatwa Sat 08:00-13:00 1998

10 Itireleng Clinic 12 Edenvale Sat 08:00-14:00 March 2010

11 Kempton Park Civic Clinic 16 Kempton Sat 08:00-14:00 Jan 2008

12 Tembisa Health Care Centre Clinic 19 Tembisa 1 Sat 08:00-14:00 Nov 2003

13 Boksburg Civic Centre Clinic 32 Boksburg Sat 08:00 -14:00 May 2008 

14 Reiger Park Clinic 34 Boksburg Sat 08:00 -14:00 March 2008 

15 Katlehong North Clinic 40 Katlehong 1 Sat 08:00 -14:00 April 2008 

16 Dawn Park Clinic 43 Vosloorus Sat 08:00 -14:00 June 08 

17 Ramokonopi CHC 59 Katlehong 2 Sat 08:00 -14:00 Sept 08 

18 Tsakane  Clinic 82 Tsakane Sat 08:00-13:00 1998

19 Duduza Clinic 87 Duduza Sat 08:00- 13:00 1998

20 Kingsway Clinic 75 Brakpan
Tues and Thurs 
16:30 - 19:00

21 Dresser Clinic Thokoza Sat 08:00 -14:00 Nov 2010

Chronic Conditions

•  23 awareness campaigns on chronic conditions, namely hypertension, diabetes mellitus and asthma were implemented in 2006 

and 4 000 people were reached.  Blood pressure and blood sugar testing were done;

•  30 awareness campaigns on chronic conditions including a large diabetes mellitus campaign was executed and 10 837 people 

reached in 2007. Blood pressure and blood sugar testing done on 1 000 people;

•  26 awareness campaigns on chronic conditions were implemented in 2009 and 5 000 people reached.  Blood pressure and blood 

sugar testing done on 1 000 people;

•  19 awareness campaigns on chronic conditions were 

implemented in 2009 and 4 700 people were reached.  Blood 

pressure and blood sugar testing done on 800 people; and

•  22 awareness campaigns on chronic conditions were 

presented during women’s month.  A total of 7 000 people 

were reached and blood sugar testing done on 987 people 

in 2010.

Pharmaceutical Services

2007/2008

•  upgrading of fi xed health facilities including the installation 

of new air conditioners to ensure compliance with legislation 

regarding the storage and safekeeping of medicines was 

prioritised;

•  354 professional nurses trained in drug supply management;

•  shortages in essential drugs at health facility level has 

decreased 35% to 0.75%;

•  six  employees have successfully completed the pharmacist 

assistant course and are now registered pharmacist 

assistants; and

•  371 Primary Health Care nurses have successfully 

completed the dispensing license course.

2008/2009

•  80 health personnel with dispensing course certifi cates;

•  25 professional nurses trained in drug supply management;

•  90% (74/82) fi xed health facilities that adhere to drug supply 

management standards; and

•  0.8% reduction of EDL drug stock-out.

2009/2010

•  appointment of 10 pharmacists and 16 pharmacist assistants 

to manage the CCMT facilities;

•  56 professional nurses trained in drug supply management;
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•  41% (35/86) fi xed facilities were visited by pharmacist. 

The purpose of the visits is to assist in the implementation 

of standard operational procedures and legislative 

requirements.

Health Promotion

•  14 mom and baby edu-shows conducted to educate mothers 

and child minders on the importance of:

 º  immunisation services;

 º  breastfeeding/nutrition;

 º  prevention of home accidents; and

 º  hygiene.

Healthy Baby Initiatives

•  the baby competition/initiatives, in partnership with Johnson 

and Johnson and Gauteng Department of Health were held 

at the Germiston Library Auditorium. Three babies were 

chosen as winners to represent Ekurhuleni District at the 

fi nals.  One of the children from J Dumane Health Care 

Centre was chosen as a runner up at the Zoo Lake Grand 

Finale on 22 September 2010; and

•  health promoters conduct continuous health education at 

the primary health facilities and other strategic areas, such 

as informal settlements and hostels.

Disease Outbreak Response Preparedness: 

Monthly Multidisciplinary Task Team meetings are conducted to 

be on the alert of possible disease outbreaks. Weekly active and 

passive surveillance of communicable diseases are implemented 

for early detection and notifi cation of communicable diseases.

3.3.4 Focus Area: Safety and Security

2025 Agenda: A high level of safety and security – a drastically 

reduced crime rate.

Building resilient communities through effective Disaster 

Management and Emergency Communications.

(a) Milestones

By 2010:

•  pro-active management of disasters in accordance with an 

integrated and comprehensive Disaster Management Plan; 

and

•  elimination of civil disobedience by means of various 

community–based programmes and drives.

By 2015:

•  50% reduction in serious and violent crimes;

•  50% reduction in fatalities and injuries due to occupational, 

domestic and road accidents; and

•  establish integrated institutional capacity within the EMM 

to enable the effective implementation of the Disaster 

Management Policy (framework) and legislation.

(b) Achievements

•  The following fi re stations were established: 

 º  Etwatwa Fire Station

 º  Daveyton Fire Station

•  accreditation of Emergency Services Training Academy by 

LGSETA, GPG Health Department and the Southern African 

Emergency Services Institute;

•  commissioned 66 specialised emergency services vehicles;

•  commissioned 27 new ambulances and seven paramedic 

response vehicles;

•  erection of a memorial stone for Metro police offi cers and 

Emergency Services personnel who died on duty;

•  translation of Emergency Services by-laws into isiZulu and 

Sesotho (South);

•  180 Ekurhuleni marshals trained in fi rst aid and basic fi re 

fi ghting;

•  sod turning for building of Tsakane fi re station (ward 82) held 

in February 2011;

•  approval of the admission of guilt fi nes on Emergency 

Services by-laws by the magisterial district;

•  creation of 1 189 jobs through the contracts awarded 

(security, cleaning, management of traffi c fi nes, feeding of 

horses and servicing of air conditioners and the like);

•  adoption and implementation of the code of ethics in EMPD;

• implementation of electronic payment of traffi c fi nes through 

Easy Pay, FNB and Post Offi ce;

•  381 public education and awareness programs conducted 

(all wards);

•  45 community members were trained as life safety educators 

by the Emergency Services (were deployed at welcome 

village and the two fan parks during the World Cup);

•  45 ward committee members trained in fi rst aid and basic 

fi re fi ghting (from the former three regions);

•  110 community members from the following informal 

settlements were trained as community emergency 

response team members: Makause, Marathon, Bapsfontein, 

Gugulethu/Everest and Empilisweni;

•  sod turning for building of Etwatwa EMPD precinct (ward 

68);

•  Emergency Services personnel took part in the Pakistan, 

Iran and Haiti earthquakes rescue missions

•  the department successfully handled the Pieter Wessels fi re 

and rescued 84 senior citizens, unfortunately 23 lost their 

lives;

•  318 learnership students trained as fi re fi ghters, 98 from 

Emergency Services reservists, 20 from the demilitarisation 
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project and 200 from community members.  Of the above, 

200 remain unemployed and 118 were absorbed in full-time 

jobs as fi re fi ghters;

•  commissioned 509 EMPD vehicles;

•  an alcohol evidence centre was offi cially launched at 

Kempton Park;

•  719 Metro police offi cers were recruited and trained;

•  commissioned 10 EMPD motorcycles;

•  empowerment of 47 women in communities on disaster risk 

reduction strategies;

•  upgrading of hardware and software in the emergency call 

centers to the value ±R10 million;

•  commissioning of a mobile two-way radio technical 

workshop;

•  the successful implementation of the City of Ekurhuleni 

disaster management and emergency response plan for the 

2010 FIFA world cup;

•  opening of the Edenvale learner and driver testing centre;

•  Council approved the establishment of EMPD Civilian 

Oversight Committee;

•  commissioned an emergency communications vehicle;

•  the adoption of the sphere project: un humanitarian charter 

and minimum standards in disaster response as a Council 

policy;

•  successful management of a xenophobic disaster in 2008;

•  conclusion of the service level agreement between Council 

and GPG Transport Department on the rendering of licensing 

services;

•  establishment of the licensing help desk; and

•  opening of the Bedfordview Motor Vehicle Licence Renewal 

Drive Thru.

Interdepartmental programme for the youth in 2009/2010 fi nancial year:

Table 3.17: Emergency Services training

Name of the Programme Number of People Duration
Benefit for the Department/

Individuals

• train students to be fully qualified as drivers for 
motor bikes and Code 14
• examiners of drivers licenses – Grade A
• examiners of all class of vehicles – Grade A
• to create employability

14 youth - women 12 months
empower female youth by exposing 
them to a profession that is 
predominately male.  

Learnership for Fire Fighters 200 youth 12 months 

to capacitate community members 
to assist with risk identification and 
methods to implement risk reduction 
measures

Experiential Training learnership in Emergency 
Communications 

8 youths 6 months 

Capacitate youth with skills in 
emergency communications (call 
taking and dispatching) in order to 
be employable 

EMPD

•  stolen items to the value of R10 441 502 were recovered;

•  more than 700 000 traffi c law offenders prosecuted;

• 9 277 accidents attended to;

•  1 816 escorts were conducted;

•  1 301 events attended to;

•  vehicles recovered:

 º  Colt LDV (DMJ951GP) – stolen in Alrode and recovered in Katlehong;

 º  Nissan (VTK427GP) - recovered in Vosloorus;

 º  BMW X5 (RHD257GP) - recovered in Tembisa;

 º  Mitsubishi Pajero – (ZCF177GP) - recovered in Katlehong, hijacked in Benoni;

 º  2 Toyota Hilux - recovered in Tembisa;

 º  Golf (FKP716GP) - stolen in Crystal Park, recovered in Brakpan;

 º  Hijacked truck recovered in Suikerbos Rand – Olifantsfontein;

 º  Toyota RAV4 (XXP044GP) - stolen in Norkempark and recovered in Primrose;
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 º  Nissan Sentra (LRJ899GP) - hijacked in Primrose and 

recovered in Katlehong (one suspect was shot and one 

fi rearm, 38 special revolver, was recovered); and

 º  possession of stolen vehicle - Hyundai H100 

(XRD023GP) stolen in Pretoria and recovered in 

Primrose.  Two suspects were arrested.

•  arrested six suspects wanted for Vryheid ATM bombing and 

the following was in their possession:  

 º  two AK47 assault rifl es;

 º  R1 assault rifl e;

 º  Star 9mm pistol;

 º  43 rounds for AK47;

 º  9mm magazine;

 º  31 rounds of R1, 8 rounds 9mm pistol; and

 º  two AK47 magazines.

Emergency Services

•  fi re prevention inspections conducted – 14 976;

•  fi re calls attended – 2 985;

•  ambulance calls attended – 261 472;

•  patients transported – 251 420;

•  public education sessions conducted – 960;

•  number of persons reached during sessions - 104 451;

•  the Mutual Aid Agreement between Ekurhuleni Emergency 

Services and emergency services of all Gauteng 

municipalities has been concluded and signed to enhance 

the Gauteng Global City Region concept.

Disaster Management and Emergency 
Communication Services

•  the establishment of a Disaster Management Satellite Offi ce 

at the Tembisa CCA; and

•  the appointment and training of 95 volunteers to be utilized 

during the FIFA 2010 Soccer World Cup and nine experiential learners were appointed at the Springs Dispatching Centre to render 

an emergency communication service to the community.  These learnerships were created in addition to tertiary training and to 

capacitate learners in emergency communication skills.

Licensing services

•  the new Driver’s and Learner’s Testing Centre (DLTC) offi ces were opened at Edenvale CCC;

•  eight community outreach programmes and awareness campaigns were undertaken within various communities;

•  learner drivers tested = 189 754;

•  learner licences issued = 133 789;

•  drivers tested = 116 298;

•  driver licences issued = 363 620;

•  PrDPs issued = 70 816;

•  the Alberton satellite driver’s license station was reopened;

•  the training of 20 additional examiners for drivers licenses; and

•  formally launched a learnership programme for training of 14 females as examiners of drivers and vehicles.

Programmes and Projects to be finalised by 2010/2011 financial year

•  Disaster Management satellite offi ces/focal points – Tsakane and Katlehong; and

•  Licensing facilities - Springs, Duduza, Katlehong and Kwa-Thema drive-thrus.

Table 3.18: Challenges and Interventions in the Emergency Services.

Challenges Interventions

Use of incorrect emergency numbers • Intensify Public Education and Awareness Campaigns

Security in and around Council property, information and personnel.
• Security plan has been developed and is in process to be ratified 

by the relevant authorities

Inaccessibility to Informal Settlement areas for emergencies
• Matter is dealt within the Sustainable Human Settlement 

Programme led by Housing Department

Urban Growth exceeding Departmental growth (staffing) • To be addressed through the Institutional Review Process

EMM do not render Emergency Medical Services (Ambulances and 
Paramedics) according to the set Norms and standards

• Engagement with Gauteng Provincial Government Health is 
required

• Possible Provincialisation.
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Challenges Interventions

Non-existence of  fire hydrants in certain areas
• Water and Sanitation Department has a Fire Hydrant Programme 

meant to address this challenge

200 Emergency Services Learners that Graduated as Fire Fighters 
remain unemployed

Absorption of these graduates as part of the Institutional Review in 
preparation for the opening of the following Fire Stations:
• Bonaero Park (Albertina Sisulu corridor developments)
• Madelakufa
• Commercia (skeleton staff)

Inadequate Heavy Vehicles’ weigh bridge facilities • To be addressed through the IDP Process

Restricted court roll with maximum of 200 traffic cases per court per 
day by the Department of Justice

• To be addressed by the introduction of AARTO

Fraud and Corruption in Licensing Services

• Rolling–out of drop saves at all Licensing centres
• Implementation of debit and credit cards systems as alternative 

methods of payment to reduce handling of cash
• Computerised learners Licensing system
• Computerised driver testing

Non compliance to by-laws by communities
• Establishment of by-law compliance centre
• Intensify public education campaign and by-law enforcement
• Establish fully functional courts for by-law enforcement

The CCTV roll-out in the City of Ekurhuleni 
CCTV – Alberton and Kempton Park exists. Need to reconnect and 
consider expansion to other areas.

Inaccessibility to some formal areas due to vandalism of street 
names markings

• City Planning has programme meant to revive street names and 
markings

• Intensify public education and awareness campaigns

Crime Prevention through environmental design 
EMPD establish a formal engagement system with other EMM 
departments to assist with interventions such as grass cutting; street 
lighting, etc in areas  known as crime hotspots 

3.3.5 Key focus area: Parks, Sport and Recreational Facilities

2025 Agenda: Ekurhuleni to have world-class parks, sports and recreational facilities.

(a) Milestones

By 2010

•  Upgrading of four stadia in Ekurhuleni to world class level;

•  Offi cial opening of Phomolong library;

•  Launch of mobile library buses; and

•  Opening of Information and Communication Technologies 

Centre in Germiston library.

By 2015

•  Reclamation of our African identity through arts, culture and 

heritage programmes. 

By 2025

•  To have world class parks, sport and recreational facilities.

(b) Achievements:

•  2010 FIFA World Cup

Key Focus Area: World Class Parks, Sport and 
Recreational Facilities 

Achievements: Arts Culture and Heritage - 2006 to 2010

2010/11

•  ‘art as healing’ classes (annual program);

•  art development school (annual program);

•  cinematography classes (annual program);

•  elementary music classes (annual program);

•  young director’s programme;

•  community cultural theatre;

•  Chris Hani celebrations;

•  Africa Day celebrations;

•  Oliver Tambo Narrative Centre - construction phase, to be 

completed in October 2011;

•  Arts and Culture Multi-purpose Centre - construction phase, 

to be completed in October 2011;

•  Germiston Cultural Precinct - architectural and design 

planning completed;
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•  Chris Hani Memorial - architectural and design planning 

completed; and

•  Tree of Remembrance - architectural and design planning 

completed.

2009/10

•  Germiston Cultural Precinct - integrated into the development 

of the Greater Germiston Precinct;

•  Katlehong Art Centre completed; and

•  Tshepo Art Centre (Moses Molelekwa Art Centre) completed.

2008/09

•  Boksburg Post Offi ce Theatre - upgrade completed;

•  Oliver Tambo Memorial structure completed;

•  Springs Civic Theatre upgrade completed;

•  Ekurhuleni Arts and Craft Exhibition Centre, master plan 

completed; and

•  Germiston Cultural Precinct, master plan completed.

2007/08

•  Benoni Museum upgrade completed;

•  Rhoo Hlatshwayo Art Centre upgrade completed; and

•  Thami Mnyele tombstone completed.

2006 /07

•  Rhoo Hlatshwayo Art Centre, fully fl edged art centre 

developed.

Key Focus Area: Reclaim the African Identity 
through Arts Culture and Heritage Programmes 

Achievements 2006 to 2010

2010/11

•  Thami Mnyele Fine Arts Awards, national art competition;

•  SATI/ Katlehong Art Centre – awareness programme, dance 

and drama performances;

•  Women’s Month celebrations, showcase of youth talent - 

theatre production;

•  Ishashalazi auditions - theatre production;

•  awareness programmes - Rhoo, Moses Molelekwa and 

Katlehong art centres;

•  comedy session - Katlehong Art Centre and Mothito Music 

Conference;

•  opening of Moses Molelekwa Art Centre;

•  heritage celebrations, Blacksmith Mabasa production and 

Chotoza Music competition, heritage festival, Thami Mnyele 

wreath laying event;

•  art development schools, annual programme;

•  ‘art as healing’ classes, annual programme;

•  sign language: international Translation Day;

•  tombstone unveiling - Zodwa Deborah Mofokeng;

•  tombstone unveiling: Rahab Mahlakeli Moeketsi; and

•  Oliver Tambo legacy celebrations.

2009/10

•  Art on Demand art exhibition, exhibition of traditional art 

works during September 2009, 600 people attended;

•  30/30 Art Exhibition, contemporary art exhibition 

representing all genres of art during November 2009, 800 

people attended;

•  craft industries workshop, preparation workshop for 122 

crafters in November 2009;

•  Art Development School and ‘art as healing’ classes, 

development of art;

•  school and ‘art as healing’ classes is an ever expanding 

programme.  Classes are presented in 14 venues in 

Ekurhuleni;

•  elementary music classes, programme that teaches young 

children basic reading and writing of music skills, presented 

in six centres in Ekurhuleni;

•  Ekurhuleni Carnival dry run, Springs, September 2009.  

A total of 1 300 racially diverse participants from all over 

Ekurhuleni participated in the parade;

•  Pale ya Rona Carnival, Sandton, 12 September 2009.  

Ekurhuleni participants (dancers, singers and poets) took 

part in the Gauteng Pale Ya Rona Carnival;

•  heritage celebrations, 26 September 2009, Ke-Ditselana 

Cultural Village, a traditional music festival;

•  Tkzee music concert, 12 September 2009, a production by 

the most popular and successful band in the popular Kwaito 

music history;

•  Afrikaans music show by Carisa Visser, 12 November 2009, 

Springs Theatre;

•  Puisano live music programme, 22 November 2009, Springs 

Theatre, featured Vusi Khumalo accompanied by seasoned 

musicians performing his newly released album ‘reason for 

seasons’ live for the fi rst time;

•  Crazy entertainers comedy show, December 2009, a stand-

up comedy production;

•  Jazz in the Park, a jazz appreciation programme;

•  Heritage Imbiza, September 2009, Benoni City Hall, a 

heritage awareness programme;

•  International Translation Day, 18 September 2009, Boksburg 

Council Chambers, a programme focusing on multi-linguism;

•  OR Tambo memorial lecture, 9 October 2009, Benoni City 

Hall, celebrating the legacy of OR Tambo;

•  OR Tambo gala evening, 10 October 2009, Birchwood Hotel, 

celebrating the legacy of OR Tambo; and

•  OR Tambo wreath laying ceremony, 17 October 2009, 

Tamboville Cemetery, celebrating the legacy of OR Tambo.

2008/09

Ten heritage initiatives presented, including the Indigenous 

Knowledge Systems programme, language promotion and 

memorial lectures:
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•  Women’s Day memorial lecture;

•  wreath laying event Thami Mnyele;

•  preservation and disposal of memorabilia project;

•  heritage festival;

•  Thokoza monument wreath laying event;

•  Ivume Wethu indigenous dance;

•  Multi-linguism workshop;

•  IKS programme (traditional medicine);

•  OR Tambo memorial lecture;

•  heritage tour (Benoni Museum);

•  Africa Day celebrations (30 arts, culture and heritage 

programmes presented and 114 833 community 

participation):

 º  Tshilimo Classic festival;

 º  Springs Theatre productions;

 º  from Kwaito to Afro Jazz;

 º  Zakatha;

 º  Woza Albert:

 º  Maru; and

 º  Three jazz productions.

•  offi cial opening of the Boksburg Theatre;

•  Gauteng Pale ya Rona carnival;

•  Vuka Basadi craft fair;

•  heritage music festival;

•  piano concerto;

•  mural art project;

•  outspace exhibition;

•  divas sings a tribute to OR Tambo festival;

•  Cothoza music competition;

•  Sisonke jazz festival;

•  jazz production – Springs Theatre;

•  Puisano Roving Jazz;

•  Chris Hani month celebrations:

 º  Solomon Mahlangu legacy;

 º  Chris Hani legacy; and

 º  gala dinner.

•  Hip Hop dance competition – Springs Theatre;

•  Mfowethu, Gibson Kente musical – Springs Theatre;

•  Zero Hour Programme;

•  gala dinner – Africa Day celebrations;

•  Thami Mnyele Fine Arts awards;

•  Africa Day celebrations; and

•  Zero Hour.

2007/08 

•  Ekurhuleni National Fine Arts awards 2008;

•  public mural art project;

•  Vuka Basadi craft fair, Vukani craft workshops;

•  Rand Show craft promotion, commemorative days;

•  Oliver Tambo festival of diversity;

•  cultural theatres;

•  establishment of the Ekurhuleni Arts Culture and Heritage 

Council;

•  database booklet for arts practitioners;

•  Chothoza music competition;

•  festival youth orchestra;

•  Puisano Roving Jazz in taverns;

•  Pale Ya Rona carnival;

•  four oral history workshops (Women’s Day lecture, Thami 

Mnyele memorial lecture, Chris Hani lecture, Thokoza 

memorial lecture);

•  language policy for Ekurhuleni approved (linguistic human 

rights awareness workshop);

•  wreath laying events (Thokoza monument, Oliver Tambo 

memorial, Thami Mnyele Hero’s Acre, Chris Hani);

•  510 art development and ‘arts as healing’ classes presented;

•  eight craft workshops presented;

•  cinematography classes (18 learners);

•  young director’s programme (66 productions);

•  essay writing competition; and

•  spoken word revival programme (42 learners).

2006/07

•  language policy developed;

•  three art centre management committees established for the 

three art centres;

•  16 cultural enrichment programmes presented (68 230 

community participation);

•  educational and skills development programmes in the 

community – 1 788 community members trained through 

various programmes;

•  annual fl ag ship projects including the Ekurhuleni National 

Fine Arts Awards, heritage festival, Women’s Month 

celebrations and youth month celebrations;

•  establishment of various arts and culture forums;

•  community cultural theatres, and

•  transformation of the Springs Civic Theatre (two popular 

productions, 28 professional productions).

Library and Information Services

EMM public libraries serve as the local gateway to knowledge; 

providing a basic condition for lifelong learning, independent 

decision making, cultural development and social integration.
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•  programmes are presented to retain current users, 

attract new users, inculcate a culture of reading, increase 

awareness and use of library resources and services and 

empower gender, elderly, youth, disabled, women and girls 

in Ekurhuleni;

•  implemented free Internet access at libraries;

•  implemented free library membership of Ekurhuleni residents 

to library services;

•  established permanent HIV/AIDS display corners at all 

libraries with new AIDS related topic, posters, books, 

pamphlets, and the like every month;

•  established Government information services at all libraries 

to improve library services that refl ect the specifi c needs of 

communities;

•  presented a ‘strongest link’ reading fl agship programme 

designated for grades 6-7, 8-9, 10-12, a sustainable reading 

programme in four languages, namely isiZulu, Sesotho, 

English and Afrikaans, which culminates in a competition. 

A total of 262 schools and 2 888 learners have participated 

since 2007;

•  presented library programmes on an ongoing basis:

 º  library user orientation and instruction to introduce new 

library users and potential users to library services, 

layout, how to use the library, organisation and facilities 

of the library;

 º  storytelling to introduce children and adults to books;

 º  holiday programmes such as video, puppet and theatre 

shows; face painting and such to keep children and 

youth engaged;

 º  exhibitions to create awareness around national and 

international days;

 º  debates, talks, poetry, book discussions, lectures; and

 º  career guidance.

•  programmes to create awareness around library services 

and activities, and national and international days and honor 

political heroes, etc;

•  presented commemorative events such as:

 º  Library Week to celebrate and promote library 

and information services throughout South Africa  

highlighting the role that libraries play in a democratic  

society, advancing literacy and making the basic human 

right freedom of access to information a reality;

 º  World Book and Copyright Day, a worldwide celebration 

of books and reading, and is marked in over 100 

countries around the globe;

 º  International Literacy Day to promote literacy and 

life-long learning and to celebrate local literacy 

achievements. Activities include community reading 

festivals, celebrity read-ins, literacy displays and fund 

raisers, and literacy awareness initiatives aimed at local 

media; and

 º  Read-a-thon week which aims at inculcating the culture 

of reading.

•  ICT Infrastructure

 º  equipped libraries with new public computers, 

photocopiers, fax machines, laminators, and printers to 

enhance service delivery;

 º  purchased 63 Daisy equipment for the blind and print 

handicapped community members; and

 º  secured funding from the National Department of Arts 

and Culture for upgrading of libraries’ ICT equipment.

•  Community development and educational projects

 º  computer literacy training provided to over 100 

community members;

 º  adult basic education training was presented to 90 

community members;

 º  implementation of business information services in 

libraries to make information on business related 

subjects available to the community and to support their 

business or potential business needs by means of a 

separate collection and service in the library;

 º  implementation of community information services in 

libraries to provide information from the community 

which may be of value to all persons, including those 

who do not normally have access to other information 

sources, in order that they may lead a meaningful 

personal and civil life;

 º  implementation of toy library services in three libraries;

 º  presented a workshop for the blind, partially sighted 

and print handicapped community members. The 

focus was on guidelines of how to assist people living 

with disabilities, practical suggestions and information 

software for a document reader, briefi ng about the 

South African library for the blind, discussion on different 

formats of reading and demonstration on how to use 

daisy reader; and

 º  improved library services to the blind through entering 

into service level agreement with the South African 

library for the blind and purchasing of Daisy equipment.

•  Transformation of library media:

 º  updated the library media collection and development 

policy;

 º  secured conditional grants from the National Department 

of Arts and Culture to avail up-to-date study material in 

libraries thus supporting the educational system;

 º  updated and upgraded the core collections in libraries;

 º  enhanced a library media collection on indigenous 

heritage, history and language in all libraries;

 º  subscription to electronic databases such as SABINET, 

Access Science, and the like to complement the print 

information resources; and

 º  provision of newspapers, periodicals and magazines for 

the public consumption.

•  Construction of new facilities:

 º  Phomolong library completed;

 º  Winnie Mandela library in progress;

 º  Langaville library in progress;

 º  new Vosloorus library in progress;

 º  new Olifantsfontein library in progress;

 º  establishment of an Information and Communication 
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Technologies Centre in Germiston library, which is used 

for all ICT related function for the staff and public;

 º  equipped libraries with air conditioners (where none 

existed) to ensure a conducive study and user friendly 

environment; and

 º  equipped all libraries with library media security systems 

to ensure safeguarding of library media and its assets.

•  Implementation of mobile library service to extend provision 

of library services within areas where there are no fi xed 

library facility:

 º  two state of the art mobile library buses are in use;

 º  upgrading of existing facilities to improve library 

infrastructure and services that refl ect the specifi c needs 

of communities;

 º  upgrading of Springs library;

 º  upgrading of Boksburg library;

 º  upgrading of Edenvale library;

 º  upgrading of the following libraries into acceptable 

standards through the improvement of space extension 

and general outlook: Kwa-Thema, Duduza, Wattville, 

Daveyton, Tsakane and HP Mokoka;

 º  equipped a number of libraries with additional study 

tables and chairs, shelving and other library furniture; 

and

 º  upgraded alarm security systems in the libraries to 

enhance security.

•  Governance and public participation:

 º  formation of Library Committees and Friends of Libraries 

to render support to libraries;

 º  promote reading and literacy and serve as channels 

for community contribution towards the development of 

libraries;

 º  resolved uniform library hours under Council Resolution 

B-HR (10-2008);

 º  contributed signifi cantly on critical provincial and national 

strategic library matters;

 º  unifi ed library by-laws and library auditorium tariffs and 

by-laws;

 º  facilitated an imbizo to obtain community input on library 

services;

 º  held community consultations on by-laws and tariffs;

 º  improved staff capacity to strengthen the workplace 

skills of libraries staff in order to augment service 

delivery through presentation of training on ICT, project 

management and attendance of workshops/seminars/

conferences;

 º  conduct annual library service users survey in 

conjunction with Research Directorate to determine the 

quality of library service delivery; and

 º  implemented suggestion books in all libraries.

•  Major Milestones

 º  offi cial opening of Phomolong library;

 º  launch of mobile library buses;

 º  ensure compliance with FIFA requirements and ensure a 

lasting legacy beyond 2010;

 º  obtained Council approval on the establishment of the 

Diambars Football Academy in conjunction with Gauteng 

Department of Sports and the former French footballers 

(founders) inside Boksburg stadium as a 2010 legacy 

project, launched in November 2008;

 º  2010 had 30 programme areas and 174 projects;

 º  launched 2010 business plan and piloted public viewing 

in Germiston;

 º  established contacts with Holland, Portugal and Turkey 

with a view of hosting them in Ekurhuleni during 2010 

FIFA WC (did not materialise);

 º  started with the marketing campaign of Ekurhuleni 

‘rolling out the red carpet for 2010’ in promotion of the 

‘stay to play’ slogan;

 º  participating in various 2010 related committees and 

bilateral meetings with other host cities in view of signing 

MOUs;

 º  conducted a media tour, various print and electronic 

media, to showcase progress made with 2010 projects;

 º  by-laws to improve equitable access to sport, recreation, 

arts and culture facilities;

 º  25 informal fi elds formalized in PDA; and

 º  60 hard courts resurfaced.

Sport and Recreation

New facilities constructed to date

•  establishment of a sport and recreation offi ce and hub for 

Provincial Government in Eden Park;

•  a certifi cate was issued by IAAF in confi rmation that 

Germiston Stadium is now a Category B international 

athletics stadium – one of only three in South Africa;

•  Vosloorus Stadium - construction of the eastern pavillion – 

2004, netball clubhouse – 2004, northern, southern pavillion 

and ticket offi ce – 2005, main western pavillion phase 1 – 

2006 (partly competed);

•  Sethokga Multipurpose Park: Tembisa;

•  Sedibeng Multipurpose Park: Tembisa;

•  construction of Kwa Thema swimming pool;

•  construction of Duduza Multipurpose Centre; and

•  construction of Tsakane stadium.

Upgrade of existing facilities

•  upgrading of Katlehong Stadium (fl oodlights, concrete 

seating on stadium embankment and installation of plastic 

seats);

•  Duduza Multipurpose Centre;

•  Faranani Sport and Recreation complex;

•  Ebuhleni swimming pool: Tembisa;

•  construction of Etwatwa swimming pool: Daveyton/Etwatwa;
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•  construction of parking area at Katlehong stadium;

•  upgrade of one soccer fi eld in Greenfi elds;

•  tarring of parking area at Tsolo hall;

•  upgrade of Vosloorus swimming pool;

•  upgrading of Klopper Park swimming pool;

•  upgrade of Benoni North swimming pool;

•  upgrading of the following halls: Nguni, DH Williams, Tsolo 

Hall, Vosloorus Civic Hall, Germiston Civic Hall, Monty 

Motloung Hall, Victor Ndlazilwane Hall, Wattville Daycare 

Centre, Duduza Church Hall Rabasotho Hall, Tembisa 

Multipurpose Hall, Impala Park Hall and Centenary Hall;

•  fencing of following facilities - Kempton golf course, Barnard 

stadium, Wynaard Marais, Klopperpark swimming pool and 

hall, Gerdview swimming pool, Tswelopele and Phomolong 

sports grounds, Leondale pool, Boksburg civic centre, Pam 

Brink sport complex, Alberton soccer facilities, Germiston 

city sport club, Germiston stadium, Boksburg Jukskei, 

installation of airconditioning system at John Barrable hall 

and change of ablution facilities to make them disabled 

friendly, upgrade of the Germiston Sport offi ces, upgrade of 

heating system at Boksburg north swimming pool, upgrading 

of Mehlareng Stadium: Tembisa, upgrading of Makhulong 

Stadium: Tembisa, upgrading of Tswelopele and Phomolong 

Sport Facilities: Tembisa, upgrading of Willowmore Cricket 

Facility: Benoni. upgrading of Sinaba Stadium, upgrading of 

Olympia Park fl oodlights;

•  upgrades in progress - Geluksdal swimming pool, Duduza 

multipurpose centre, Faranani multipurpose centre;

•  non functional swimming pools - Van Dyk swimming pool, 

Actonville swimming pool, Alra park swimming pool, Benoni 

central swimming pool, Brakpan swimming pool, Etwatwa 

swimming pool, Geluksdal swimming pool, Kwa-Thema 

swimming pool, Nigel swimming pool Vosloorus swimming 

pool, Katlehong swimming pool, Faranani swimming pool;

•  repairs and maintenance of existing facilities and equipment 

- levelling of fi elds for Alberton soccer, repaired the fence 

Eden Park, levelled and planted grass at Thokoza stadium, 

repaired the pavilion change rooms at Thokoza stadium; 

and

•  painting and maintenance to the following facilities - 

Rabasotho Hall, Centenary Hall, Wynaard Marais Hall, 

Klopperpark Hall, Edenvale Hall, Oakmore Hall, Kempton 

pool, Birchleigh pool, Klopperpark pool, Ebuhleni pool, 

Gerdview pool, Boksburg pool, sealing of roofs: Centenary 

Hall, Wynaard Marais Hall and Edenvale Hall, upgrade of 

fl oodlights, repaired three electrical distribution boxes that 

supply electricity to the fl oodlights and the pavilion roof in 

the media rooms at Germiston Stadium in 2006, spring 

treatment of bowling greens - this occurs during August and 

September every year. This is to ensure greens complying 

to provincial an national level, winter treatment - at the end 

of the cricket season (about mid March) repairs are done so 

that the winter treatment can take place.  Prior to weather 

conditions becoming too cold (preventing turf growth), 

Boksburg Tennis Clubhouse, repaired leaking roofs and 

broken ceilings at Boksburg bowling club, repair roof, paint 

building, replace security lights at Sunward Park Squash 

club, painting of roof and repairing of leaks at Boksburg 

Bowling Clubhouse, repairing of broken ceiling and installing 

new water taps at Dawn Park sports grounds.

•  Hosting of major events at various facilities:

 º  athletics 141 events (SA junior championships, Yellow 

Pages, school athletics);

 º  seven baseball competitions (African intercontinental, 

SA Masters, SA interprovincial championships);

 º  four softball (Gordon Monk and SA Masters);

 º  nine national bowling events (Black and White 

interprovincial, SA open pairs, SA interprovincial);

 º  three cricket events (IPL, ODIs);

 º  three BMX national events (national championships);

 º  three control car racing national events (national 

championships);

 º  15 cycling events (Ride for Sight, MacSteel Wheelers);

 º  dance championship (dance championships);

 º  10 major rugby events (provincial games);

 º  soccer events: PSL matches hosted on annual basis 

(NFD games), African Women championships, Copa 

Coca Cola, Offseason soccer tournament;

 º  swimming various provincial and national swimming 

championships;

 º  international tennis event (Wheelchair tennis);

 º  two international sport conferences (CISA conference, 

Commonwealth baton relay, Olympic team sent-off 

dinner, Soccerrex fi ve a side); and

 º  ring tennis national event.

•  Hosting of regional events:

 º  Ekurhuleni Open Chess Tournament is an annual event 

which has attracted players from Malawi, Zimbabwe, 

Botswana and Ghana;

 º  three hour aerobic marathon and gymnastics 

tournament.  This programme is done in most primary 

schools in Ekurhuleni and is an annual event;

 º  Ekurhuleni Open Tennis Tournament - an annual event.  

Due to the tennis development programme the EMM 

has Ephraim Motsiane from Katlehong, who is an 

international umpire and now the president of Tennis 

South Africa Umpires;

 º  President of World Bowls is a member of the Alberton 

bowling club;

 º  CEO of Gauteng Golden Lions is a resident of Ekurhuleni 

and a former president of Alberton Rugby Club;

 º  Heroes Walk;

 º  Triathlon, National Triathlon championships;

 º  Ekurhuleni is the home to two provincial swimming 

federations;

 º  Ekurhuleni Junior Karate Tournament is an annual event 

which has more than 20 karate clubs participating;

 º  Ekurhuleni U/14 Softball League and Tournament is 

played annually by U/14 softball teams developed from 

the softball programmes EMM is running with ESOBADI;

 º  Ekurhuleni Open Pool Tournament held annually;
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 º  Katlehong and Thokoza cricket clubs play in the Gauteng 

leagues;

 º  Morabaraba and Draughts Tournament to develop the 

sport in the community;

 º  hosted the regional and provincial Masakhane games 

successfully;

 º  successful golf development programmes.  During the 

winter holidays, the Ekurhuleni Junior Golf Tournament, 

which is growing every year, is held;

 º  sports development clinics;

 º  Ekurhuleni 1 200m Big Swim hosted at Germiston Lake; 

and

 º  16 Days of Activism against women and child abuse.

•  Governance

 º  formation of sports functional councils - Thokoza Sports 

Council, Palm Ridge Sports Council, Zonkezizwe Sports 

Council, Vosloorus Sports Council, Reiger Park Sports 

Council, Alberton Sports Council and Katlehong Sports 

Council, etc;

 º  establishment of an inter–governmental forum consisting 

of offi cials from GDE, Gauteng Provincial Government, 

Ekurhuleni Sports Council and offi cials from Ekurhuleni.  

The purpose of the forum is to synergise programmes 

and projects to ensure effective and effi cient service 

delivery;

 º  SALGA Sport and Recreation Task Team;

 º  new lease agreement policy;

 º  standardised by-laws and tariffs;

 º  norms and standards in relation to the maintenance of 

sport and recreation facilities;

 º  master plan on status quo and provisioning of sport and 

recreation facilities;

 º  implementation of strategic measures in relation to 

overtime in compliance of the Basic Conditions of 

Employment resulting in substantial savings; and

 º  SRAC indaba.

•  Flagship/Social Investment Programme:

 º  kiddies olympics;

 º  learn to swim;

 º  mayoral soccerball roll out;

 º  spirit games for the physically disabled;

 º  OR Tambo youth games;

 º  women sport festival;

 º  golden games for elderly;

 º  Masakhane Games;

 º  mayoral soccer challenge;

 º  mayoral achievers awards;

 º  youth golf development;

 º  ongoing recreation programmes at various halls such 

as holiday and leisure time activities in conjunction with 

allied role players;

 º  numerous sport development programmes in conjunction 

with federation, such as cricket, chess;

 º  numerous technical courses were conducted and 

provided in terms of sport administration, swimming 

pool management, policy development, offi ciating and 

the like to improve the quality of services;

 º  organise the Ekurhuleni Games for Council employees 

and councillors; and

 º  OR Tambo Inter-Municipal Games.
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3.4.1 Focus Area 1: Legal and Administrative Services

In terms of Institutional Corporate Support, the administration has in the past two years sought to render a proactive, professional and 

responsive service in support of the strategic priority of promoting good governance.

System of Delegation

Section 59 of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000, provides that a municipal council must develop a System 

of Delegation that will maximise administrative and operational effi ciency and provide for adequate checks and balances.  It is also 

a statutory requirement in terms of the act that the Council’s System of Delegated Powers must be reviewed when a new Council is 

elected.  This has been done early in the new term of offi ce of Council and the System of Delegation has at the same time been brought 

in line with the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003, and the approved Ekurhuleni Supply Chain 

Management Policy. 

Municipal Code

In terms of Section 15 of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000, the municipality must compile and maintain 

a register of all By-laws made and passed for its area of jurisdiction to be constantly updated and annotated in a ‘Municipal Code’.  

Although great strides have been made in consolidating By-laws in Ekurhuleni, there are still a number of by-laws on the statute books 

that are applicable in only certain geographical areas within Ekurhuleni.  A process has been undertaken to update outdated by-laws to 

ensure that by mid 2009 only consolidated uniformed by-laws will be effective in the municipal area of Ekurhuleni. 

Councillor Support

The University of Pretoria offered and presented the Executive Leadership Municipal Development Programme to 101 councillors during 

the period 2006 to 2008.  During 2009 further councillors were nominated to attend the training.  Seventy-two female councillors have 

been trained on mentorship programme whilst three were trained on Municipal Development Finance Management Programme.  A 

further 18 were trained on speed reading, memory training and public speaking.

All councillors were allocated laptops to enable them to access information effectively, communicate and operate effi ciently. 

Support Systems for Ward Councillors and Committees 

The ward committees were established in March 2007 after a series of community campaigns and education on the role of ward 

committees.  All 88 ward committees were established and there are 46 offi cials who are deployed and allocated to provide administrative 

support to ward committees in their daily operations. 

•  the ward committees since their establishment have 

convened 1 461 meetings out of a targeted 1 490 meetings;

•  there has been three ward committee quarterly workshops 

with the Speaker of Council and Community Development 

Workers (CDW) to continue to engage on the roles of each 

stakeholder;

•  the ward sector meetings on women, education and NGOs 

and CBOs are convening every quarter;

•  there are 88 ward councillors of which 87 have been 

allocated fully furnished offi ces and some offi ces have been 

renovated to create a workable environment; and

•  the Council rolled out 17 mobile offi ces to all wards 

to accommodate all ward councillors closer to their 

constituencies. 

Committee  Secretariat Services

In giving effi cient support to councillors, the dates of meetings 

and activities of the Council, Mayoral Committee, Portfolio 

Committees and other Committees of Council are determined 

for a calendar year and are normally considered for approval 

by Council in the month of October/November of the previous 

year in order for Councillors to organise their diaries accordingly.  

The administration, and particularly the Committee Secretariat 

Services Division, has been giving the necessary support to the 

Council and its committees to ensure that scheduled meetings 

take place in accordance with the approved schedule of meetings 

and that the necessary logistical arrangements are made.

Council and Mayoral Committee meetings have been held 

monthly, however, special meetings were convened as and when 

necessary.  Portfolio Committee meetings were held fortnightly 

during 2006 and 2007, however, due to the delegation of powers 

to Portfolio Committees to fi nalise matters falling within the 

functional areas of these committees, it was possible to reduce 

the Portfolio Committee meetings to monthly meetings.

3.4 KPA 4: INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION AND GOOD GOVERNANCE
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3.4.2 Focus Area 2: Internal Audit Function

The EMM has established a distinct internal audit function as 

required by section 165(1) of the Municipal Finance Management 

Act (No 56 of 2003).  The function has been independent and 

objective and has added value to improve the organisations 

operations.

A risk based strategic approach was adopted which took into 

account the results of the risk assessment conducted with 

management.  The scope of the Internal Audit work is, therefore, 

focused on the risks as identifi ed by management.  A risk based 

audit plan and internal audit programmes as required by section 

165(2) (a) were completed by the Chief Audit Executive.

The internal audit unit has on a continuous basis advised the 

accounting offi cer and reported to the audit committee on matter 

relating to internal control weaknesses, accounting procedures 

and practices, audit of performance information, loss control and 

compliance to any applicable legislation through a number of audit 

reports issued.

The department has performed audit work in terms of the Strategic 

Internal Audit Plan and completed a number of investigations that 

revealed a number of irregularities 

The following innovative projects were embarked by the Internal 

Audit function since 2006:

•  development of audit methodologies;

•  establishment of the anti corruption strategy; 

•  implementation of anti corruption hotline;

•  implementation of Teammate (audit management tool); and

•  ACL Audit Exchange.

Development of Audit methodologies

The internal audit methodology was developed with the objective 

to comply with the requirement of the Municipal Finance 

Management Act as well as the Standards for the Professional 

Practice on Internal Audit, issued by the Institute of Internal 

Auditors (IIA).  This methodology is used by the internal audit 

department to provide assurance on those risk management 

processes which addresses all signifi cant risk threatening the 

objectives of the organisation.

Furthermore, the department has developed the information 

system audit (ISA) methodology, forensic audit methodology and 

performance audit methodology.  

The internal audit methodologies, internal audit charter and audit 

committee charter are reviewed on an annual basis to ensure 

continued compliance with the mentioned requirements and new 

developments.

Establishment of the anti corruption strategy

The Ekurhuleni anti corruption strategy, which is aligned to 

the national anti corruption strategy, is in place.  The key 

considerations of the anti corruption strategy brought together a 

series of interrelated processes to prevent and detect fraud such 

as:

•  strengthening of Ekurhuleni disciplinary processes;

•  review of the Loss Control Committee’s scope and function;

•  promoting fraud hotline within the Ekurhuleni;

•  introducing employee screening before appointment; and

•  defi ning the MPAC’s role in the process.

The Integrity Management Committee has been established to 

ensure the implementation of the fraud and corruption strategy, 

create fraud awareness amongst all stakeholders, consider any 

reports of fraud or misconduct, loss incidents and take appropriate 

action in consultation with the accounting offi cer and heads of 

department. 

Implementation of anti corruption hotline

The Internal Audit Department has implemented the anti 

corruption hotline on number 0800 102 201.  The contact centre is 

available 24-hour a day and the awareness campaign project plan 

is in place that outlines how the line will be communicated and 

marketed to internal and external stakeholders.

Implementation of Teammate (audit management 
tool)

The internal audit function has successfully implemented 

Teammate, which is a tool where audit information is captured 

during the internal audit engagement lifecycle.  Audit working 

papers and audit evidence are stored electronically.  The tool 

enables the auditors to spend less time documenting and 

reviewing and more time providing value-added services.

ACL Audit Exchange

The Internal Audit Department is in a process of acquiring an 

appropriate technology (tool) to enable the extraction and analyses 

of large volumes of transactional data from multiple and diverse 

systems, for continuous auditing purposes  This project is run in 

partnership with Finance Department.  Project was registered 

with ICT and currently fi nalising the supply chain management 

process.

3.4.3 Focus Area 3: Risk Management

The Municipal Finance Management Act and other best 

practices on this subject, such as the King II report on Corporate 

Governance, require that an institution like Ekurhuleni conducts 

risk assessment workshops on a yearly basis so that it will be 

able to prioritise allocation of resources to the best interest of the 

organisation.  Through the risk profi le of the organisation, Internal 

Audit drafts its audit plan for the year.  This practice ensures 

that the work of internal auditors be directed by the needs of the 

organisation.

Achievements

Ekurhuleni established the Risk Management Offi ce in the offi ce 

of the City Manager and appointed an Executive Manager: Risk 
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Management in 2008.  An integrated Enterprise Risk Management 

(ERM) policy has been drafted.  The framework makes provision 

for the establishment of a number of risk management forums 

that will support effi ciency in the context of the SDBIP of the 

Ekurhuleni while ensuring good governance as per the King Code 

on Corporate Governance.

The following issues are receiving attention as part of the ERM for 

the remainder of the term:

•  strategic risk management;

•  effective fraud prevention and counter-corruption;

•  supply chain risk management;

•  corporate security  loss control;

•  occupational health  safety; and

•  legal compliance.

In order to support the Metro in meeting these and other 

challenges, a number of mechanisms will be used to manage and 

monitor the impact of strategies and interventions proposed by 

the Risk Management Offi ce.  The Chief Audit Executive will also 

ensure performance management and assurance linked to the 

Risk Management Plan.

The Risk Management Offi ce is participating in inter-governmental 

forums to ensure best practice and sharing of information and 

experiences in the area of public sector governance. To this 

extent, there is interaction with Gauteng Provincial Government.  

The offi ce also participated in the recent National Anti-Corruption 

Summit convened by the Public Service Commission.

3.4.4 Focus Area 4: Financial Viability and  
 Sustainability

The Finance Department is tasked with the provision of fi nancial 

services in an accountable, effective and transparent manner, 

through service excellence with a cohesive and motivated team.

The department has the following divisions:

•  Income;

•  Expenditure;

• Financial Control;

•  Budget and Financial Management;

•  Administration and Support Services; and

•  Revenue Management and Enhancement.

The focus for the term of offi ce, 2006 – 2011, was on the following 

strategies:

•  fi nancial sustainability:

 º  accurate meter reading;

 º  billing integrity;

 º  effective credit control;

 º  revenue management  enhancement; and

 º  implementation of the municipal property rates act and 

the establishment of an in-house valuation section.

•  funding strategy:

 º  long term fi nancial planning; and

 º  issuing of municipal bonds.

•  building good governance and state capacity:

 º  operation clean audit;

 º  improvements to supply chain management process, 

including the automation of the ordering system;

 º  improved loss control, reduced insurance claim and the 

establishment of an in-house insurance fund;

 º  fi nancial systems security; and

 º  implementation of National Treasury regulations on 

minimum competency levels.

Progress made in respect of these strategies is as follows:

Financial Sustainability

Accurate Meter Reading – achievements:

•  regular meetings with meter management consultant and 

related departments attended;

•  penalties on poor performance endorsed;

•  inter-departmental approach and no longer a silo approach 

to meter reading function;

•  project manager to co-ordinate efforts;

•  working committee on meter reading have been established 

focusing closely on meter reading, ie managing monthly 

deviations, and

•  monthly reconciliation of the deviation reports at various 

customer care areas is conducted to enhance accuracy.

Accurate Meter Reading – challenges

•  some meters not accessible (midblock meters, meters within 

security estates, and such);

•  volumes of signifi cant deviations from previous readings to 

be evaluated in very short timeframes;

•  ageing of meter infrastructure at various areas; and

•  communication and turnaround time in attending to 

customer queries especially pertaining to meter reading, 

however, customer query management register has just 

been introduced by various CCAs.

Billing Integrity – achievements

•  reconciliation between valuation roll and billing introduced – 

initially on an annual basis, as from 1 July 2010 on a monthly 

basis;

•  reconciliation between meter reading data and billing data 

being investigated for implementation;

•  billing integrity tool developed by income HQ for use by all 

CCAs; and

•  data analysis being performed from various angles (billing 

versus purchases, budget, previous cycles, and the like).

Billing Integrity – challenges

•  large volumes of data;
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•  lack on integrated meter reading/billing tool;

•  management oversight to be improved at local level; and

•  reporting to HQ currently on monthly basis – potential errors identifi ed after the fact, more pro-active approach required.

Effective Credit Control

•  Collection levels for the last three years were as follows:

Table 3.19: Collection levels for the past 3 years.

2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010

Levied Receipted % Levied Receipted % Levied Receipted %

July 589,392,444 534,176,253 90% 706,259,130 678,281,521 96% 732,881,430 600,818,000 81%

Aug 732,013,601 627,183,966 85% 719,206,677 621,437,953 86% 901,541,341 800,488,186 88%

Sep 822,529,480 556,107,833 67% 835,656,219 716,323,943 85% 1,087,853,143 854,150,271 78%

Oct 858,773,357  755,990,537 88% 1,182,238,537 1,085,356,772 91% 1,141,785,841 1,065,685,943 93%

No  719,778,596 643,991,363 89% 758,950,952 645,808,536 85% 931,840,900 820,398,995 88%

Dec  656,651,232 565,471,254 86% 711,092,275 600,269,776 84% 977,982,256 830,397,155 84%

Jan  640,623,285 593,085,746 92% 718,199,935 681,467,349 94% 950,945,078 803,894,560 84%

Feb 574,369,739 536,329,710 93% 647,849,501 557,258,053 86% 814,771,887 766,067,237 94%

Mar  623,665,212 538,654,941 86% 714,869,515 668,806,320 93% 855,408,216 874,406,634 102%

April 597,371,975 543,429,392 90% 639,003,667 559,693,058 87% 686,318,270 702,145,858 102%

Ma 592753078.5 560,342,346 94% 723,875,596 643,662,598 88% 800,933,584 800,983,019 100%

July  615,376,829 530,773,648 86% 694,415,798 664,484,530 95% 888,811,472 837,813,611 94%

8,023,298,828 6,985,536,990 87% 9,051,617,804 8,122,850,407 89% 10,771,073,46 9,757,249,469 90%

Achievements

•  improved collection levels during latter part of 2009/10 and 

early 2010/11 - highest annual collection level in the history 

of the Metro achieved for the 200/10 fi nancial year;

•  new debt collection bid awarded – new agents to be in place 

in November 2010;

•  integrated approach between RMEP/Income/Services 

departments;

• intergovernmental process established to deal with 

government deb; and

•  staff debt deducted via payroll.

Challenges

•  all indigents not yet registered – can lead to indigents being 

disconnected;

•  restructuring of section not yet approved (organisational 

structure) – new positions to be created will add capacity to 

the function once approved and implemented; and

•  impact of economic downturn – many residents lost their 

jobs/other impacts on the economy on residents.

Credit Control Implementation Programme for 
Customer Care Areas

Credit Control Campaign

•  daily disconnection of a minimum of 1 000 arrear customers;

•  dedicated program on daily disconnections have been 

established, monitored and managed by the CCA Income 

Manager;

•  businesses – all arrear businesses will be disconnected and 

a clear timeframe for effecting payment of arrears will be 

indicated;
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•  the disconnection campaign for all arrear business debtors 

and households will also be linked with the Interest Waiver 

Campaign and Debt Collection;

•  Energy assisting in promptly disconnecting maximum 

demand clients who are in arrears;

•  a steering committee lead by the Income Manager meets 

on a daily basis in managing and controlling disconnection 

programmes;

•  establish communication channel with business consumers 

utilising the mini call centre in attending to queries and 

encouraging business consumers to pay their monthly 

accounts; and

•  report weekly on all credit control actions taken; which will 

be inclusive on notices delivered to the fi nal hand over of 

arrear accounts for debt collection.

Receipting

•  ensure that all monies collected are promptly uploaded and 

updated on consumer accounts;

•  daily reconciliation of cash collected via various access 

points, such as third party, router cash and other access 

points;

•  establish daily, weekly and monthly threshold based on 

amount levied in the previous month;

•  enhance capacity and effi ciencies in the front desk;

•  develop early warning mechanism for monthly receipting per 

Customer Care Area; and

•  establish monthly income target for each Customer Care 

Area to effect monitoring.

Consumer and other debtors have increased on a year-on-year 

basis over the term, however, net consumer debtors have reduced 

as a result of intensifi ed collection activities.  As at the end of June 

2010, the outstanding debtors were as follows:

Table 3.20: Net outstanding debtors

Net Outstanding 
Debtors

Total Debtors Consumer Debtors

June 2007     1,780,924,477.02    1,617,414,999.00 

June 2008     1,520,599,303.00    1,171,340,513.00 

June 2009     1,561,336,613.18    1,168,831,431.00 

June 2010     1,804,617,840.72    1,170,279,863.72 

Consumer debtors are residential debtors in the main (85%), with 82% being historical debt outstanding for longer than 91 days. 
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When analysing consumer debtors per service, it is evident that the greatest challenge lies with the collection of water, and more so in 

the areas where Eskom is supplying electricity directly to the residents of Ekurhuleni. 

A large portion of the outstanding debtors (17.93%) is in respect of interest charged on outstanding debtors – this portion of the book is 

generally very diffi cult to collect.  The Metro has commenced with a process of considering an interest waiver scheme as an incentive 

to consumers to pay the capital amount outstanding.  It is anticipated that this scheme will result in between 10% and 20% of the long 

outstanding debt being recovered. 

Revenue Management and Enhancement

The municipality fi nds itself in a precarious position in its debt 

management. Debt is signifi cantly high which inhibits cash fl ow 

and the risks of debt write off. This high level of debt necessitates 

a strategic thinking and approach to revenue management and 

enhancement which should be remarkably different from current 

practices and should result in improved revenue levels.

As a result of the above, the Strategic Management Team (SMT) 

met and resolved that the Revenue Management Enhancement 

Committee, consisting of cross-departmental technical personnel 

be formed to facilitate Revenue Management Enhancement 

Programme (RMEP).  This team has effectively listed some 56 

critical projects which were prioritized into 16 main projects that 

will improve above situation.  Other projects will be attended to 

as the programme gains momentum.  Of the prioritized projects, 

some projects have already started and timelines to complete the 

prioritized projects range from three to 18 months.

The Revenue Management and Enhancement Programme will 

be driving projects for the fi nancial year 2010/11, that have been 

termed a non negotiable and have to be delivered with success.  

The projects cover the following six areas:

•  metering and billing value chain;

•  water and electricity losses;

•  key accounts management unit;

• indigent management;

•  telephone query management; and 

•  data quality.

The programme has identifi ed the following key business themes 

which serve as strategic objectives that should drive and support 

revenue management and enhancement programme.

•  reduction of consumer debt through appropriate credit 

control and debt collection to improve revenue;

•  improved, consistent and accurate/integrative property 

value chain;

•  improved customer services;
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•  monitoring and evaluation of consumption processes and effi ciencies; and

•  revenue collection.

The objectives of the programme include:

•  reduction of consumer debt through appropriate credit control and debt collection to improve revenue;

•  improved, consistent and accurate/integrative property value chain;

•  improved customer services;

•  monitoring and evaluation of consumption processes and effi ciencies; and

•  revenue collection.

A number of non-negotiable projects have been prioritised for implementation and these will be the focus during the 2010/2011 fi nancial 

year:

Non negotiable projects for 2010/11

The projected revenue that is targeted by the Revenue Management and Enhancement Programme together with departments is a 

cumulative amount of R5 billion.  It is projected that from current projects for the 2010/11, R500 million should be realised. 

NON 
NEGOTIABLE

Metering & 
Billing Value 

Chain

Electricity 
loss

Key Accounts 
Unit

Indigent 
Management

Telephone 
Query 

Management

Data Quality
Water loss

• Meter reading accuracy
• Billing integrity
• automated meter reading (AMR)
• Electronic Bill Presentment

• Data clean up (name, 
address, etc)

• Recon of databases
• Master Data Management

• Unmetered areas
• Maintenance and replacing of 

water mains
• Fixing of leaks

• Suprima venus integration
• Audit of large consumers
• GPS coordinates of meters
• Data mining + Venus and fi eld 

status recon

• Establish of key accounts 
management unit

• Top 500 comsumers• Update indigent register
• Automate indigent management

• CRM
• Customer 

Contact Centre
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Achievements

•  RMEP offi ce has been established and methodologies developed;

•  project director has been onboard for six months;

•  project manager for indigent improvement, reduction of debtors book came onboard 1 July 2010;

•  project manager metering  billing value chain is onboard with effect 1 October 2010;

•  project manager for customer operating model (CRM, BPM customer contact centre) on board from 13 September 2010;

•  project manager for key accounts management is on board on 1 October 2010;

•  revenue enhancement from fi ber optic, local business tax, and the like;

•  completed audit for OR Tambo International Airport and realised R14 million in back dated charges plus increased monthly levies 

four times;

•  completed data mining of project to reinstate billing (realised R58 million);

•  revenue protection in Langaville increase income from R5 000 to R400 000 per month;

•  on track with indigent management project to eradicate backlogs and the fi xing of records for audit purpose to meet OPCA 

requirements; and

•  systems updates to improve loading of new meters and to maintain existing ones and loading if GPS co-ordinates.

Challenges

•  capacity constraints – most project leaders also have a ‘day job’ to take care of;

•  involvement in billing and credit control challenges – impacts on roll-out of project;

•  lack of project management tool results in a lack of projects 

thereby compounding risks;

•  lead time to update systems given the long list of issues to 

address  must  be  reduced;

•  lack of a dedicated team of experts to continue with audits 

(looking at outsourcing for service providers to perform work 

at risk); and

•  capacity to roll out revenue protection measures (to advertise 

for a number of teams to cover more areas).

Implementation of the Municipal Property Rates Act

The implementation of the Municipal Property Rates Act was a 

further milestone achieved by the Metro.  In terms of this act, 

all municipalities have to levy property rates based on land and 

improvements value (market value) as from 1 July 2009. In the 

past, assessment rates were levied based on the Provincial 

Ordinances. In Gauteng, only land value was used for levying 

purposes. The fi rst valuation roll was prepared and handed over 

to the Municipal Manager for publishing on 2 February 2009.  The 

valuation roll was made available for public inspection from 9 

March 2009 at the customer contact centres and online on the 

municipal website.  The objection period was open up to 17 April 

2009. With the compilation of the fi rst valuation roll, there were 

only 16 556 objections against the main valuation roll, which 

comprised 2.7% of the roll. 

The new valuation roll was implemented on 1 July 2009, and the 

fi rst supplementary roll was concluded in May 2009 with objections 

period closing on 30 June 2009. As at the end of October 2010, 

fi ve supplementary valuation rolls have been concluded. 

At present, the number of properties included in the valuation roll 

is as follows:
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Table 3.21: Categories of property use

Category of Property Use Number of Properties

Government 226

Business  industrial 21,535

Residential 518,188

Farms  Small Holdings 2,218

Vacant Land 36,433

Other 96,504

Municipal 24,521

Total 699,625

Funding Strategy

Long Term Financial Planning

A long term fi nancial plan has been compiled and adopted 

by Council.  This policy document broadly states the funding 

approach to be taken.  Its objectives are:

•  to ensure the long term fi nancial sustainability of the EMM;

•  to adequately provide for both capital requirements as well 

as the servicing of debt incurred to fund capital infrastructure;

•  to adequately charge for depreciation of assets in order to 

generate suffi cient cash to renew the assets;

•  to progressively improve collections and reduce the provision 

for bad debts budget; and

•  to identify new revenue sources as funding option for future 

years. 

This policy document is now being supplemented with a 15 year 

funding plan which will take the form of a broad budget for the next 

15 years indicating all committed expenditure items, expected 

income items, project capital infrastructure spent (with an aim of 

meeting the GDS goals) and sets out projected tariff increases 

required to fund these expenditure commitments.  The plan takes 

the affordability of tariff increases into account and will assist the 

municipality in guiding the level of service that can be provided in 

the next 15 years taking fi nancial constraints into consideration. 

Issuing of Municipal Bonds

The discussions whether to participate or not to participate in the 

bond market started a number of years ago.  National Treasury 

communicated their vision for a vibrant municipal bond market 

as part of the fi nancial reforms some years ago and started 

encouraging municipalities to participate in the bond market. The 

EMM did not take up external loan funding for a number of years 

thus the decision to enter the bond market was left on the back-

burner. With the decrease in available cash, a strategic decision 

was taken to henceforth fi nance long term assets with long term 

loans to ensure an equitable taxing strategy.  The Metro went 

to the market for bank loans during the 2008 and 2009 and the 

high interest rates offered further indicated the need for a more 

diversifi ed funding strategy. 

Cties of Johannesburg and Cape Town preceded Ekurhuleni in 

issuing municipal bonds and their successes indicated that there 

is suffi cient appetite in the market for municipal bonds.  The 

opinions of the National Treasury, Provincial Treasury as well as 

other market experts were also obtained prior to the issuing of 

the bond.   

Council resolved during February 2010 to embark on the process 

of issuing municipal bonds. The City Manager and his support 

team visited potential investors directly after the 2010 Soccer 

World Cup. The book-building took place on 23 July 2010, and 

was conducted using a ‘Dutch-Auction’, in other words bidders 

were given a two-hour period to submit their bids, bids were 

evaluated according to price and the bond amount was allocated 

amongst the bidders from lowest to highest price.  The lowest 

price offered was 169 basis points and the highest was 220 basis 

points. 

An amount of R815 million was required and offers for R1 516 

billion was received, in other words, there was a 1.86 times 

oversubscription. The book fi lled at 185 basis points and the fi nal 

interest rate was therefore fi xed at 10.56%, being the R208 at 

8.71% (as at the time of fi nalising the book-build) plus 185 basis 

points. Settlement took place on 28 July 2010.  Long term debt 

increased to R3.5 billion with the uptake of the fi rst Ekurhuleni 

bond. 

Building Good Governance and State Capacity

Operation Clean Audit

Project Clean Audit Report has been embarked upon to improve 

audit outcomes.  As part of this project, the full implementation 

of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) was 

undertaken. To assist the municipality in this regard, the Gauteng 

Provincial Government has, through the South African Institute 

of Chartered Accountants and the Siyenza Manje Programme of 

the Development Bank of South Africa, seconded two chartered 

accountants to the municipality.  They have worked with the staff 

of the municipality to ensure accounting standards are correctly 

interpreted and applied.

One of the key focus areas of OPCA was asset management. EMM 

embarked on an infrastructure asset management programme.  

It is partly completed and already led to the achievement of 

an unqualifi ed audit opinion on assets. The full programme is 

envisaged to be completed within a three year period. In broad 

terms this programme will cover:

•  the development of an integrated framework for the 

management of infrastructure assets in Ekurhuleni;

•  alignment between the integrated infrastructure asset 

management framework and an electronic asset 

management system;

•  training of staff in the integrated infrastructure asset 

management framework;

•  ensuring the integrity and completeness of data in the 

municipality immovable asset register; and

•  to prepare asset management plans per service group/

category and a comprehensive municipal infrastructure 

asset plan.

During the fi rst year of the project, the municipality’s management 

information systems were investigated to identify the  
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municipality’s infrastructure assets.  These assets were verifi ed 

and componentised in accordance with the requirements of the 

Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) standards.  

Furthermore, these assets were assessed which included the 

condition grading and criticality determined in order to perform 

a depreciated replacement cost valuation of these assets, and 

recorded in the IMQS asset management system.  

Where data gaps were identifi ed, knowledgeable and suitable 

engineering assumptions had been made and confi dence grading 

was assigned where estimates were made.  The result of the 

exercise, in accordance with the GRAP standards, was adjusted 

in the fi nancial statements to account for the abovementioned 

assets during the 2008/9 fi nancial year.  The net book value of 

infrastructure assets amounted to R34 817 464 518 at 30 June 

2009, which were identifi ed through this process.  

This process has entered during the 2009/10 fi nancial year its 

second year of this process. During this year the assessment 

was extended to include all immovable properties which include, 

inter alia, operational buildings, community facilities, sport and 

recreation facilities, bridges, rail infrastructure, historic buildings 

and other heritage assets including the componentisation of these 

assets.  A verifi cation process was initiated to confi rm the assets 

recognise and the engineering estimates made during the previous 

fi nancial year. Infrastructure assets were, therefore, adjusted to 

refl ect actual assets installed and this implied a net adjustment of 

R2 272 636 472 on the opening balances for infrastructure assets 

had to be made. 

This adjustment is attributable to bridges being recognised 

and a large volume of water pipe networks identifi ed through 

a separate bureau appointment which was never recorded in 

the management information systems, and have now been 

recognised and recorded.  Net adjustment of R933 977 329 and 

R4 427 462 443 were made to community assets and other assets 

respectively to account for municipal buildings and social housing.  

A net adjustment of R75 711 819 had to be made on the opening 

balance of heritage assets to account for identifi ed assets. All 

asset adjustments were based on a depreciated replacement cost 

and were accounted for as correction of prior year errors in terms 

of the relevant GRAP standards.   

As required per the GRAP standards, the useful lives, depreciation 

methods, testing for impairments had been performed and all 

necessary adjustments and applicable disclosures had been 

made in the fi nancial statements. 

During the 2009/10 fi nancial year, the EMM Metro received its 

fi rst unqualifi ed audit opinion.  The Auditor General has, however, 

introduced the concept of a ‘Clean Audit’ which was again changed 

to a ‘Clean Administration’.  The offi cial defi nition of the Auditor 

General on what constitutes a ‘Clean Administration’ is as follows:

An Auditor’s Report with no: 

•  qualifi cation on the fi nancial statements;

•  fi ndings on predetermined objectives;

•  fi ndings on compliance with laws and regulations; and

•  internal control defi ciencies.

Even though the EMM received an unqualifi ed audit report for 

the 2008/9 fi nancial year, there were two emphases of matter 

items as well as other matters reported in the audit report and 

the management letter.  In order to ensure a clean audit report, 

or a clean administration, these items need to be suffi ciently 

addressed and rectifi ed.

For this reason a high level OPCA (Operation Clean Audit) project 

plan was developed.  It sets out the steps that need to be taken 

in the project as well as what needs to be in place to ensure a 

clean audit report.  This plan will be an ever evolving plan, which 

will be improved as the project progresses and new and/or more 

appropriate steps become apparent.

This project made very good progress and it is expected that the 

AG’s view will be that the EMM is a clean administration. 

Improvements to Supply Chain Management Process (SCM), 

including the automation of the Ordering System.

Tender Process

•  the realistic duration of the bidding process, from initiation 

until fi nal award is as follows:

 º  bids up to R10 million - 16 weeks; and

 º  bids > R10 million - 18 weeks. 

•  written approval, in principle, must be obtained from the City 

Manager to deviate from SCM policy;

•  the validity period of all bids is 120 days;

•  extension of validity of bids delegated to departmental 

heads;

•  directive issued by CFO regarding principles of unbundling 

of bids:

 º  to be determined by the Bid Specifi cation Committee 

(BSC);

 º  resultant premium should preferably not exceed 10%;

 º  only pricing schedules of acceptable bidders are 

corrected, due to high volumes involved; and

 º  the panel of consultants under the auspices of the 

Program Management Offi ce may be utilised in 

instances of emergencies.

Challenges in respect of Bid Evaluations

•  additional columns for race and gender were added to equity 

ownership form in bid documents;

•  bidders are rejected if municipal accounts are in arrears 

for more than three months.  If in arrears for more than 

one month up to three months, suitable arrangements for 

payment must be made or alternatively the set-off principle 

will apply to successful bidders;

•  appointment of consultants for professional services:

 º  standard bids – no points;

 º  highly specialised bids – points for quality criteria;

 º  BSC will approve points;

 º  appointment of chartered accountants by the City 

Manager to standardise processes regarding SCM;

 º  concerns identifi ed by chartered accountants;

 º  bid advertisements in Government Tender Bulletin;
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 º  turn-around time of bids;

 º  lack of knowledge of some project managers;

 º  delays caused by slow legal comments;

 º  non-performance by service providers; and

 º  job creation in the evaluation process. 

Automation of ordering system – achievements:

•  feasibility study conducted;

•  staff challenges identifi ed and commenced with process of 

addressing concerns of staff with regards possible migration 

to Chief Procurement Offi cer (CPO);

•  commenced with project plan for required building alterations 

at CPO; and

•  budgetary provision made for the 2011/12 fi nancial year.

Automation of ordering system – challenges:

•  staff capacity – staff will have to migrate from the current 

creditors section to CPO; and

•  system changes required – integration of Venus and 

intended procurement system required (planned for 2010/11 

fi nancial year).

Local Procurement Statistics for the past two years are as follows:

Table 3.22: Local procurement statistics for the past two years

EMM Based Companies %
Non EMM Based 

Companies
%

2008/2009 1,607,938,692 33.5% 3,192,174,140 66.5%

2009/2010 2,213,204,456 62% 1,366,532,656 38%

The MFMA stipulates that all payments must be made within 30 days of receipt.  Compliance for the year under review was as follows: 

Table 3.23: Compliance with MFMA stipulations regarding payments

Based on date submitted for payment Based on invoice date

 < 30 Days 114 656 99.05% 63 335   54.72%

 > 30 Days, < 60 Days 684 0.59% 27 516 23.77%

 > 60 Days 411 0.36% 24 900 21.51%

Total 115 751 100.00%      115 751 100.00%
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Financial Control - Insurance 

Financial Control – Insurance continuously strives to reduce the 

amount paid away annually to insurance companies to insure 

Council’s assets by optimally balancing the appetite for self 

insurance with pay away premiums whilst ensuring that Council’s 

assets remains covered against unforeseen losses.

This endeavour can only be successful if all departments work 

actively towards reducing the risks which results in insurance 

losses.

Achievements

•  Council appointed insurers through the formal bidding 

process as determined in the SCMP for the next three years, 

during October 2010; and

•  in view of the claims history of the past four years it was 

decided to self insure the fl eet and stated benefi ts sections of 

the insurance portfolio.  This resulted in reducing pay away 

premiums from an amount of R36 million for the 2009/10 

period to an amount of R26 million for the 2010/11 fi nancial 

year.  This amounts to a saving of R10 million in pay away 

premium.

The claims register year to date for the 2010/11 period was 918 

up until the end of February 2011.  This project to a total of 1 377 

claims compared with a total of 2 128 registered for the 2009/10 

period. 

Claims amount to a total of R22.7 million (claims made not 

paid) up until the end of February 2011 for the 2010/11 period, 

compared to a total of R72.2 million (claims made not paid) for the 

2009/10 period.

One claim for the 2009/10 year, amounting to R27 million instituted 

by members of the public on their way to Pretoria to participate in 

strike action, who were stopped in a road block by EMPD offi cers 

and allegedly shot at and assaulted, contributed mainly to the 

difference. 

These fi gures, should trends remain the same, are very positive 

indicators if the two periods are compared, which translates to improved loss control and risk mitigation measures across the spectrum 

in all departments.

The majority of claims relate to fl eet.  A total of 401 claims to the value of R6.9 million were registered up to the end of February 2011.  

This project to 600 claims of approximately R10.3 million, which is a slight improvement on the 691 claim to the value of R8.4 million for 

the 2009/10 period especially if the increased value of the fl eet is taken into account, but there is still substantial room for improvement 

in this category.

The departments where the majority of claims originate are as follows:

Table 3.24: The Departments where the majority of claims originate

Department Number of claims Value of claims Type of claims

Public Safety 302 R9 859 740 Fleet and Public Liability

Electricity 163 R1 675 115
Machinery and equipment breakdown, theft and power 
surge claims

Roads Transport and Civil Works 163 R3 863 391 Pothole claims

The following is a breakdown of events which most frequently resulted in claims:

•  substations and switchgear fails for a variety of reasons.  The major contributing factors are theft and vandalism, erratic and 

irregular supply from Eskom and a lack of funds to conduct regular maintenance.  These risks are being managed by means of a 

preventative maintenance programme;

•  the poor state of roads throughout Ekurhuleni results in numerous liability claims against Ekurhuleni from people driving through 

potholes;

•  the number of accidents involving EMPD and Emergency Services vehicles are improving but  remains unacceptably high; and

•  burglaries into Ekurhuleni premises remain a huge concern.  Much needs to be done to create a culture of alertness and risk 

prevention amongst the employees of Ekurhuleni. Service providers responsible for security provision should be held accountable 

for their lack of performance and even contributing to burglaries.

Only four claims above R1 million were made up until the end of February 2011 for the 2010/11 period. These are:

Table 3.25: four claims above R1 million were made up until the end of February 2011

Number Type Description Value

2 Stated Benefits Two staff members that passed away as a result of unnatural circumstances R2 053 953

1 Liability Third Party involved in accident as a result of pothole R1 150 000

1 Property Fire damage to stadium R1 304 939
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Public liability claims reduced from 734 claims at value of R13 million in 2009/10 to 343, valued of R6 million (projected) for the 2010/11 

period which is a vast improvement.

Claims compared per category for the period 2009/10 and 2010/11 (up to the end of February):

Table 3.26: Claims compared per category for the period 2009/10 and 2010/11 (up to the end of February).

2009 - 2010 2010 - 2011

Number Value Number Value

Accident Sundry 10 R239 425 1 R367 366

All Risk 66 R414 243 42 R379 994

Building Combined 143 R3 410 544 87 R3 626 077

Computer 31 R607 006 5 R81 497

Fire and Accident 139 R1 160 163 61 R561 184

Fleet 536 R7 597 893 401 R6 489 880

Glass 7 R27 901 2 R12 887

Home owners 9 R287 374 6 R266 840

Motor Liability 154 R4 004 403 67 R1 468 696

Mech Breakdown 3 R2 360 643

Public Liability 734 R40 500 663 162 R4 875 759

Stated Benefits 186 R8 893 293 38 R3 540 977

Theft/Burglary 110 R2 619 519 46 R1 028 873

Total 2128 R72 246 536 918 R22 700 029

The most claims as well as highest value occurred in the fl eet section followed by public liability claims.  There are, however, substantial 

improvements if compared with the previous period should trends remain the same.

Recoveries made, or in progress, for 2010/11 fi nancial year are summarised as follows:

Table 3.27: Recoveries made, or in progress, for 2010/2011 financial year

Amount Claimed R1 751 176

Fees to effect recoveries R313 415

Amounts successfully recovered R173 865

Recoveries abandoned R453 287

Potential recoveries outstanding R1 124 024

To successfully recover losses from third parties the legal routes 

have to be followed, which are costly.  Recoveries are abandoned 

when it becomes obvious that the cost will exceed the potential 

income.

Financial Systems Security

Achievements

•  gaps identifi ed;

•  Venus system amended to verify changes to banking detail;

•  audits done on IBM (AIX) and Windows server;

•  various recommendations of audit partly implemented;

•  Cash Focus PC (creditors) ring fenced to protect passwords;

•  Cash Focus (pay offi ce) – changed to business integrator, 

operating from laptop via 3G card; and

•  unbundling of group functions on Venus to get rid of multiple 

log on codes.

Challenges

•  human factor: inside fraud - no security vetting policy;

•  easy access to PCs by offi cials, cleaners, tea servers, 

technical personnel from ICT;

•  PCs not adequately protected against spyware, key loggers;

•  open Telnet sessions between PCs and system;

•  host to host transfer of funds from IBM platform to ABSA 

not possible as yet.  ABSA – Cash Focus = windows based 

cannot communicate with AIX based IBM platform;

•  audit recommendations for AIX on IBM not fully implemented;

•  audit on Windows Server used for Cash Focus not yet done;

•  ring fencing of critical Venus functions to pre-selected PCs 

still a challenge;

•  technical capacity to address all the gaps and risk areas 

simultaneously;
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•  gaps and risks are discussed with various role players and 

institutions to fi nd solutions; and

•  lack of capacity and skills to successfully investigate 

electronic crime.

Implementation of National Treasury Regulations on 
Minimum Competency Levels.

National Treasury has issued Regulations on the Minimum 

Competency Levels (National Treasury Regulation No. R493 - 

gazette on 15 June 2007).  In terms of the regulations, the City 

Manager of the municipality and the CEOs of the respective 

municipal entities must ensure that competencies of all fi nancial 

offi cials and supply chain management offi cials are assessed in 

order to identify and address gaps in competency levels of those 

offi cials. 

Staff will be assessed on, and must comply with, three areas by 

31 December 2012: 

•  formal qualifi cation;

•  work-based experience; and

•  unit standards prescribed for fi nancial and supply chain 

management competency areas.

A task team, comprising of the Human Resources and Finance 

departments, as well as the municipal entities, has been 

established to drive the process of implementation. 

Ongoing assessment on progress of implementation is managed 

through regular reporting to the Senior Management Team, 

Council and National Treasury. Ekurhuleni management perceive 

the intervention as being a win-win situation for staff and the 

municipality to benefi t from enhanced skills sets in fi nancial 

management and strategic leadership within the municipality. 

The second bond of R800 million was acquired for the 2010/11 

fi nancial and the settlement was on 11 March 2011.  The book 

was fi lled at 185 basis points and the interest is fi xed at 10.72% 

per annum, payable semi annually, using the ‘Dutch-Auction’ 

previously used in the fi rst bond.  The bond was oversubscribed 

2.05 times. The EMM needed R800 million and received R1 641 

billion worth of offers.  Currently the long term debt increased to 

R4.2 billion after acquiring the second Ekurhuleni bond.

3.4.5 Focus Area 5: Human Resources     
 Management and Development

Institutional transformation

Employee Wellbeing

The Employee Well-being Division is responsible for the Employee 

Assistance Programme (EAP), Occupational Health and Safety 

and Wellness centres.  

3 Wellness centres have been established in 2010/11 and the 

appointment of the occupational health nurses fi nalised.  The 

nurses are based at the following locations:

•  Kempton Park;

•  Springs; and

•  Alberton.

Each of the wellness centres is manned by an occupational health 

nurse, and provide the following services to employees:

•  primary health care;

•  occupation health services;

•  health promotions and education programme; and

•  1 458 employees underwent health assessments during the 

wellness road shows between August and September 2010.

Wellness awareness programmes

•  2006/7 HIV/AIDS play staged and a total of 3 604 employees 

attended;

•  2009/10 wellness days held and 3 668 employees attended; 

and

•  2010/11 wellness road shows held and 3 012 employees 

attended.

HIV and AIDS workplace programme

•  meetings for the HIV/AIDS support groups are held every 

month.  Counseling services for employees and their 

families, where necessary, are provided on a continuous 

basis; and

•  departmental co-ordinators assisted in the arrangement of 

candle light memorials which were attended by a total of 328 

employees in various Departments.

HIV Counselling and Testing conducted

• •2009/10 - 657 employees were tested; and

•  2010/11 - 1 287 employees tested.

Employee assistance programme

• 2006/7: individual counseling and group interventions for 2 

179 employees;

• 2007/8: individual counseling and group interventions for 2 

213 employees;

•  2008/9: individual counseling and group interventions for 2 

708 employees;

•  2009/10: individual counseling and group interventions for 2 

363 employees; and

• • 2010/11: individual counseling and group interventions 

for 2 389 employees.

Financial management programmes were introduced during 

2009/10.

•  2009/10 - 421 employees attended fi nancial management 

programmes; and

•  2010/11 - 207 employees attended fi nancial management 

programmes. This is an on-going project.
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Occupational Health and Safety

•  2006/7: construction regulations training for departments 

was conducted;

•  2007/8: fi rst aiders and health and safety representatives 

training were conducted:

 º  hazard identifi cation and risk assessment (HIRA) and 

accident investigation training were conducted for 

departments;

 º  occupational hygiene survey on exposure to hazardous 

biological agents (HBA) and hazardous chemical 

substances (HCS) was conducted; and

 º  baseline screening tests were conducted.

•  2008/9: baseline screening tests and diagnostic hearing 

tests were conducted:

 º  medical surveillance for employees exposed to HCS 

was conducted;

 º  occupational hygiene survey on Asbestos was 

conducted; and

 º  OHS structure was amended.

•  2009/10: appointment of the executive directors, corporate 

directors and CCA managers as:

 º  16 (2) appointments in terms of the OHS act;

 º  OHS compliance audits were conducted in 

Environmental Development, Community Safety, Energy 

and Infrastructure services departments;

 º  medical surveillance for employees working on elevated 

positions (heights) in Energy and Metro Parks were 

conducted.  A total of 558 employees were assessed.

•  2010/11: OHS compliance audits were conducted in Sport, 

Recreation, Arts and Culture, ICT, Corporate and Legal and 

Health Department:

 º  smoking policy was amended;

 º  OHS compliance audits will be conducted in the 

remaining departments of Ekurhuleni;

 º  noise survey will be conducted at 19 identifi ed sites; and

 º  baseline hearing screening tests will be conducted 

based on the outcomes of the noise survey.

Employment Equity (EE)

•  Employment Equity is responsible for guiding and monitoring 

the implementation of employment equity and to sensitise 

departments on the requirements of the Employment Equity 

Act, 55 of 1998;

•  2006/7: approval of the Disability Policy;

•  2008/9: Employment Equity Plan approved by Council:

 º  commence with the process of consulting with 

departments and organised labour on the development 

of the Metro’s Employment Equity Plan; and

 º  approval of Employment Equity Policy.

Transformation Issues:

•  2007/8: development of the Diversity Management Strategy;

•  2009/10: establishment of the Ekurhuleni Men’s Forum 

approved by Council, disability audit for Ekurhuleni 

undertaken; and

•  2010/11: organisational culture survey to be concluded.

Annual Achievements

•  the Employment Equity reports for 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 

and 2010 were submitted in terms of Section 21 of the 

Employment Equity Act;

•  special programmes: the following awareness campaigns 

are held annually:

 º  take a girl child to work day on the last Thursday of May.  

The programme is conducted in partnership with Cell C, 

which is the initiator of the programme nationally.  The 

purpose of the programme is to expose the girl child 

to different career opportunities offered by Ekurhuleni, 

which were previously deemed as male careers;

 º  women’s banquet, which started in August 2006 is 

an event where women councillors and employees of 

Council get together to celebrate women’s month.  It 

is an empowerment session in the sense that women 

share their life experiences and also get educated on 

various aspects of development as an employee of 

Ekurhuleni. To date approximately 4 000 women have 

attended the event;

 º  since 2008 the Men’s Forum hosts the Men’s Dialogue in 

November every year in support of 16 Days of Activism 

on no violence against women and children programme;

 º  in 2009 the forum hosted another dialogue termed 

‘Father and Son: Bridging the Gap’ where male 

employees brought their sons or neighbor’s son to 

tackle issues affecting the boy child.  Approximately 150 

people attended; and

 º  consultation meetings with Labour and departments 

are held monthly regarding the implementation of the 

Employment Equity Act.

Table 3.28: MANAGEMENT POSITIONS:   2007 – 2010 
Comparative analysis.

LEVEL

MALES

AFRICAN COLOURED INDIAN WHITE

2007 2010 2007 2010 2007 2010 2007 2010

X01 1 1

X02 1

X03 6 7 3 3 1

X04 26 34 2 1 1 10 11

X05 16 26 1 4 1 4 37 36

X06 71 102 4 4 5 9 106 104

TOTAL 119 170 8 8 10 14 156 153
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LEVEL FEMALES TOTAL

AFRICAN COLOURED INDIAN WHITE

2007 2010 2007 2010 2007 2010 2007 2010 2007 2010

X01 1 1

X02 0 1

X03 4 5 16 13

X04 6 16 3 4 48 66

X05 10 15 5 76 90

X06 53 63 3 27 32 266 317

TOTAL 73 99 0 0 0 3 30 41 396 488

Observations:

•  African males increased by 42.9%;

•  No overall movement in Coloured males;

•  Indian males increased by 40%; and

•  White males decreased by 1.9%.

•  African females increased by 35.6%;

•  Coloured females not represented at all;

•  Indian females increased from 0 – 3; and

•  White females increased by 30%.

Challenges

•  organised labour does not support the implementation of the EE plan and subsequently the EE targets which are informed by the 

departments, emanating from previous Institutional Review process;

•  items are not effectively deliberated upon and not supported at the EESD Forum because organised labour tends to cloud EE 

issues with overall transformation issues, such as institutional review;

•  delayed implementation of transformation initiatives due to non-approval of items submitted to Local Labour Forum (LLF) which 

presently is non-functional;

•  most departments are struggling to achieve gender targets at lower and middle level where positions are high labour intensive;

•  the Departments of Energy and Infrastructure Services are unable to achieve EE targets by race and gender as very few African 

males and females are trained as artisans and engineers in the country; and

•  careers in the Health Department are historically female 

dominated and as such the department is battling to attract 

males from all races.

Provisioning and Maintenance

The Provisioning and Maintenance Division is responsible for the 

following key performance areas:

•  research, develop and implement appropriate human capital 

management policies;

•  implementation of collective agreement on conditions of 

service;

•  implement and continuously improve human resource 

information systems;

•  implement a credible human resource archival infrastructure; 

and

•  implement a professional and integrated recruitment and 

selection process.
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Achievements and challenges

Table 3.29: Achievements and Challenges in Human Resources

Key Performance Area Achievements Way forward / Challenges

Research, develop and implement appropriate human capital 
management policies

• 2005/06:  7 policies finalised; • Non functionality of LLF since 2008/09, and
• consultation with all role players ie LLF, councillors.

• 2006/07:  4 policies finalised;

• 2007/08:  2 policies finalised;

• 2008/09:  5 policies finalised;

• 2009/10:  9 pending, and
• rationalisation and standardization of 220 policies, resolutions, circulars, directives, into 

45 consolidated HR policies – currently consulting.

Implementation of Collective Agreement on Conditions of 
Service

• 2005/06 and 2006/07: implementation of the old collective agreement & annual salary 
increases implemented.

• 2007/08, 2008/09, 2009/10, 2010/11: new main collective agreement (2007) and 
annual salary increase collective agreements implemented continuously.

Implement and continuously improve Human Resource 
Information Systems (HRIS)

• 2005/06:  hris system launched and went live and started implementation. • implementation of the ff modules:
o leave management;
o  self service;
o  daily business intelligence;

• upgrade of the database from 9 to11 g, and
• enhancement of LR module.

• 2006/07:  implementation of the ff modules:
o people management (OHS, labour relations, recruitment, EE, EWB);
o  position management;
o  training & development;

• training, capacity building and support of users and super users.

•2007/08:  
•training and support of users;

•system enhancement:
o report writing tools

•2008/09:  
• training and support of users
• system enhancement: 

o bursary management

• 2009/10:
• training and support of users
• system enhancement:

o acting allowances;
o accident and incident management, and
o automation of recruitment process.
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Key Performance Area Achievements Way forward / Challenges

Implement a credible Human Resource Archival Infrastructure •2009/10: 
•created a database reflecting individuals and their place of work.

• physical implementation in phases, and
• finalise the updating and standardisation of 

personnel files.
•2010/11: 
• Agreement (buy-in) with Finance to also move pay office files accordingly.

Integration of staff from disestablished towns •2006/07:  
• finalised the placement process.

Implement a professional and integrated recruitment and 
selection process

•2006/07:  
• 1 929 appointments effected

• currently investigating the potential index batteries 
to utilise;

•consultation with Labour on retention strategy;
•draft retention policy in place – part of HR  policy 

project, and
•standardisation of requirements of post categories 

for recruitment purposes – draft in place currently 
consulting.

•2007/08:  
•1 940 appointments effected

•2008/09:  
•1 164 appointments effected

•2009/10:  
•1 684 appointments effected;
•standardisation of recruitment process finalised;
•policy also reviewed to address integration, and
•650 2010 World Cup volunteers appointed.

•2010/11:  
•883 appointments effected, and
•retention strategy finalised and approved by Council.

Implementation of Job Description and Job Evaluation results 
administrative process

•2005/06:  
•seconded 3 officials to PJEC to assist SALGBC with job evaluation process.

Final Outcome Results (FOR) resulted in 86% of 
employees on the CTI.

No SALGBC exists on dealing with appeals and 
maintenance phase of the project.

•2009/10:  
•job evaluation results, categorisation and wage curve agreement finalised, and
•final outcome results aligned to the current structure and incumbents.

•2010/11:  
•currently implementing the FOR as per the wage curve collective agreement.

Implementation of the bursary policy for internal employees •2006/07: 896 bursaries
•2007/08: 1011 bursaries
•2008/09: 524 bursaries
•2009/10: 840 bursaries
•2010/11: 755

• late or non submission of results, and
• exit of qualified employees for greener pastures.
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Organisation Management 

The Organisation Management Division exists to provide 

management with the necessary information in order to make 

optimum decisions that will ensure the optimal utilisation of 

resources, resulting in productivity enhancement. 

Institutional Review

Achievements

•  Phase II of the institutional review, approved in August 

2007: alignment of the top structure of Ekurhuleni to the 

service delivery model as approved during Phase I of the 

institutional review August 2005; and

•  Phase III of the institutional review was approved on May 

2008: alignment of departmental top structures to the top 

structure of Ekurhuleni.

Way forward

•  alignment of divisional structures within departments to the 

approved top structures of departments (phase III);

•  the organisation is currently using a combination of two 

structures, which are not fully implemented.  The non 

completion of the entire process has a huge impact to service 

delivery.  A change in the terms of reference necessitated 

a different approach towards completing the institutional 

review; and

•  approval of the proposed macro organisational structure and 

the development of the micro structure.

Productivity Awareness Programme 

Achievements

•  productivity awareness programme was embarked upon 

within the Solid Waste Division;

•  2007/8: 62 employees trained;

•  2008/9: 114 employees trained;

•  2009/10: 80 employees trained; and

•  2010/11: 248 employees trained.

Way forward

•  roll-out of the productivity awareness throughout Ekurhuleni; 

and

•  development of the norms and standards database.

Performance Management 

Achievements

•  approval and review of performance management system, 

2007/8; and

•  licences for the Success Factors electronic tool were 

purchased and the tool was customised to assist with the roll-

out of performance management to permanent employees.

Way forward

•  education and organisational culture change towards 

performance management; and

•  review of the performance management policy and 

indicators.

Job descriptions and evaluation

Achievements 

•  job evaluation results were published for implementation, 

September 2009.

Way forward

•  review of job descriptions: relevance and as per the changes 

resulting from the institutional review; and

•  establishment of an in-house job evaluation unit.

Change management

Way forward

•  to develop and create commitment to an overall change 

strategy;

•  to defi ne  build a culture which supports productive business 

outcomes;

•  to build general organisation readiness for change; and

•  to develop communication plan.

Education, Training and Development

Achievements

•  the Workplace Skills Plan (WSP) and the training reports for, 

2005/6, 2006/7, 2007/8, 2008/9, 2009/10 and 2010/11 were 

submitted.

Challenge

•  consultation with labour does take place but does not yield 

results.

Skills Development for Employees

Achievements

The following interventions were conducted for the stated period:

•  2006/7: 4 590 was trained in different programmes;
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•  2007/8: 7 024 was trained in different programmers;

•  2008/9: 3 019 was trained in different programmers; and

•  2009/10: 5 219 was trained in different programmes.

•  successfully appointed a panel of service providers for 

2008/9 - 2011/12 in terms of Supply Chain Management 

process to support the skills development process

Recognition of Prior Learning 2010/11

•  14 employees assessed in pipe and curb laying; and

•  12 employees assessed in storm water.

Challenge

•  return on investment of the implemented training 

interventions.

Bursaries for Communities

•  2005/6: 104 bursaries awarded;

•  2006/7: 100 bursaries awarded;

•  2007/8: 130 bursaries awarded;

•  2008/9:  126 bursaries awarded;

•  2009/10: 55 bursaries awarded; and

•  2010/11: 55 bursaries awarded.

Achievements

•  97 learners completed their qualifi cations (eg Information 

Technology, Finance, Electrical Engineering) and have been 

absorbed by the labour market.

Experiential Training

•  2006/7: 23 students appointed;

•  2007/8:  29 students appointed; and

•  2009/10:108 students placed on the programme.

Learnerships

•  2005/6: 36 learners (employees) placed on learnership 

program;

•  2006/7: 79 learners (community) placed on learnership 

program;

•  2006/7: 9 learners (employees) placed on learnership 

program;

•  2007/8: 234 learners (community) placed on learnership 

program; and

•  2010/11: 114 learners (100 of whom are women) placed on 

learnership program.

Challenge

•  some learners not able to complete the programme;

•  number of learners going down due to attrition rate;

•  technical service providers not easily accessible; and

•  absorption of learners by the labour market.

Labour Relations 

The Labour Relations Division renders an advisory service, and to 

build capacity for all stakeholders on labour related matters.

Achievements

Year 2006/7

•  LR policy manual fi nalised and distributed to political 

leadership, senior management and organised labour;

•  placement dispute resolution: concluded 96 placement 

disputes;

•  LR capacity building: trained 118 presiding and presenting 

offi cers;

•  collective bargaining: 21 items resolved by the local labour 

forum;

•  intergovernmental relations: electricity distribution industry 

reform processes (TLRS and human capital  working 

groups), single public service and provincialisation of 

services (health and emergency services);

•  held a labour indaba with political leadership, senior 

management and organised labour; and

•  dispute resolution: 50 disputes declared against Council.

Year 2007/8

•  LR capacity building: trained in excess of 250 managers/

supervisors in grievance and disciplinary processes;

•  trained 20 managers on CCMA procedures;

•  placement dispute resolution: concluded 59 disputes;

•  confl ict management: strike in May/June 2008 and strike 

settlement agreement;

•  collective bargaining: LLF functional;

•  implementation of strike agreement; and

•  dispute resolution: 35 disputes declared against Council.

Year 2008/9

•  placement dispute resolution: 26 placement disputes 

concluded;

•  collective bargaining: institutional review workshops and 

consultations; and

•  dispute resolution: 92 disputes declared against Council.

Year 2009/10

•  confl ict management: interventions in respect of various 

work stoppages in depots inclusive of Council disruption in 

March 2010;

•  labour court processes: obtained fi ve labour court interdicts 

against organized labour;

•  private mediation: agreement reached to subject fi ve items 

to mediation. process not yet embarked upon;
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•  dispute resolution: 70 disputes declared against Council;

•  collective bargaining: no meetings held in the Labour Local 

Forum plenary due to relationship challenges between 

employer and organized labour. Labour Local Forum task 

team held and sub-committees but no progress (challenge);

•  LR capacity building: trained shop stewards on advanced 

labour law;

•  intergovernmental relations: wage negotiations and wage 

curve/disciplinary dispute; and

•  LR policies: rationalisation resulted in four LR policies.

Year 2010/11

•  LR capacity building: 329 employees trained on new 

disciplinary procedure collective agreement;

•  LR policies: management guidelines on handling of 

grievance procedures and implementation of new disciplinary 

procedure collective agreement;

•  collective bargaining: relationship by objectives workshop 

intended to resuscitated the Labour Local Forum; and

•  strike management: national wage curve and disciplinary 

procedures strike.

Challenges

•  Suspensions:

 º  the following challenges have been experienced with 

the management of suspensions in the period under 

review;

 º  the reasons for suspensions by departments such as 

suspending an employee for insubordination;

 º  suspensions instead of utilisation in another capacity 

as provided for in the Disciplinary Procedure Collective 

Agreement; and

 º  the length of the suspensions that go far beyond the 

prescriptive three months provided for in the Disciplinary 

Procedure Collective Agreement.

•  Local Labour Forum:

 º  relationship challenges that have resulted in the 

breakdown of the LLF;

 º  the status of the LLF: is it a committee of Council or a 

committee of the SALGBC;

 º  the handling of items submitted by organized labour 

to the meeting of 20 May 2009 resulted in organised 

Labour declaring dispute and seeking to embark on 

strike action which EMM interdict; and

 º  labour unrest in the municipality by organised labour.

•  Disciplinary processes:

 º  lack of capacity within to implement the new Disciplinary 

Procedure Collective Agreement;

 º  unavailability of trained presiding and presenting offi cers 

to serve in disciplinary tribunals; and

 º  Lengthy disciplinary processes due to incessant 

postponements.

Way Forward

•  Suspensions and Disciplinary Procedures:

 º  a project implementation plan will be submitted to the 

City Manager for approval;

 º  delegations of authority as envisaged in the Disciplinary 

Procedure Collective Agreement to be streamlined;

 º  checklists for entire disciplinary process to be developed 

and implemented; and

 º  Guidelines for the suspensions procedures to be 

developed and implemented.

•  Local Labour Forum:

 º  a relationship by objectives workshop was held in 

November 2010; and

 º  Status and functionality of the LLF to be restored through 

the relationship building processes.

3.4.6 Focus Area 6: Information and     
 Communication Technology principles

The following principles will guide the deployment of technology 

within the EMM: 

•  the Master System Plan will be aligned with the GDS and the 

IDP; 

•  sharing of technology will be encouraged; 

•  alignment with national policies will be ensured; 

•  citizens access to services via technology must be fostered; 

•  access to Information Act will be supported; 

•  information security and governance will be motivated at all 

times; 

•  quick return on investment for ICT expenditure will be 

ensured; 

•  relationships with Shared Service Centres around Gauteng 

and other government entities will be fostered; and 

•  changing technology will be incorporated while ensuring no 

fruitless expenditure. 

Technology Principles 

•  technology investments should improve service delivery 

and/or staff effectiveness; 

•  information technology purchases will conform to EMM 

technology standards; 

•  technology should be shared to the greatest extent possible; 

•  the technology products acquired should err on the side 

of usefulness to workers or customers rather than their 

attractiveness to technical specialists; and 

•  the technology products acquired should err on the side of 

simplicity for employees and customers to use, and for ICT 

staff to support. 
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Data Principles 

•  the corporate and local governmental data must be current, 

accurate, easily accessible, and secure from unauthorised 

access and accidental loss; 

•  enterprise data will be accurately captured one time and 

as close to its source as possible. It should be printed only 

when necessary; 

•  enterprise or local governmental data will be catalogued, 

named and defi ned, and linked/shared so that data from 

any function, unit, or individual will be available, subject 

to the restrictions of confi dentiality, to any user who can 

demonstrate a need for it; 

•  all data which is stored in a machine-readable form within 

departments shall be classifi ed into one of the following 

categories for management purposes; 

•  Enterprise Data (data that multiple departments within EMM 

may need to conduct business), Departmental Data (data 

that multiple individuals or groups within a department may 

need to conduct their business), and Personal Data (data of 

interest only to that individual). 

Application Principles 

•  sharing: there are certain business applications and 

technologies that are common across divisions-inventory, 

budgeting, accounting, billing systems and so on.  These 

should be commonly developed and shared among 

departments.  Access to these systems will be provided on 

a ‘local’ level so as to avoid redundant effort by our staff and 

our customers; 

•  buy versus build: where possible, the EMM will purchase 

pre-packaged, ‘off the-shelf’ software applications rather 

than building systems from scratch;

•  customisation of pre-packaged software should, to the 

greatest extent possible, be minimised in order to reduce 

costs; 

•  minimise complexity and leverage the profi ciency of 

our people by selecting, promoting, and supporting a 

limited number of (translatable/convertible) products for 

common commercial applications (like word processing, 

spreadsheets, databases, e-mail); and 

•  encourage and invest in applications that reduce the cost to 

corporate citizens and individuals doing business with the 

EMM. 

People Principles 

•  EMM to design information and communication systems 

that provide customers with a single point of entry into our 

organisation so they can deal with us simply and predictably;

•  employees are such an important asset that they will receive 

the training necessary to achieve profi ciency in the use of 

technology or information systems.  No investment will be 

made in technology without a parallel investment in training 

so staff can use that technology effectively; and

•  recruitment and retention: the EMM recognises the value 

of ICT support staff. EMM will recruit and retain qualifi ed 

information technology professionals by offering competitive 

compensation, appropriate classifi cations, continuous 

technical education programmes and project management 

training. 

3.4.7 Focus Area 7: Customer Care Centres

The Batho Pele principles remain the cornerstone of the Customer 

Care Centres.  Through the creation of 20 Customer Care 

Centres (CCCs), government will provide integrated services and 

information to communities thereby creating a (one-stop-shop).

The concept also improves service delivery co-ordination at the 

local area level, thereby ensuring that at all times the principles of 

Batho Pele will be adhered to. 

Ward councillors and line departments are also placed in a much 

better position to deal with service deliver challenges.

Benefits:

• bringing government closer to the people (particularly the 

previously disadvantaged communities).

Achievements:

•  the EMM has adopted the CCCs concept as a model to 

improve service delivery;

•  the aim is to bring services closer to communities of 

Ekurhuleni;

•  monitor and ensure capital projects meet the community 

needs;

•  to adhere to the Batho Pele principles; and

•  to improve communication and interaction with communities.

The CCCs provide both the walk-in and online services to the 

customers of Ekurhuleni.  Services provided at each CCC are 

payment of accounts, bookings facilities, issuing of trading 

licences, provision of Thusong Centre services (intergovernmental 

relations and liaison with ward councillors and communities, 

general queries logging of complaints provision of information).

The role of the CCC is to provide a frontline service on behalf of 

the Metro and is supported by the service delivery departments 

(back offi ces).  The Customer Care Centre is able to track the 

status of all outstanding complaints or queries through the 

customer relations agents in all of the 20 CCCs.

For this purpose, the EMM adopted a business plan that serves 

as a guide on the relationship between the CCCs and the line 

departments.

There are fi ve new Greenfi elds sites under construction:

•  Tsakane;

•  Thokoza;

•  Etwatwa;

•  Kwathema; and

•  Katlehong 2.
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Thirteen existing CCCs are being upgraded:

•  Boksburg

•  Germiston; 

•  Alberton;

•  Kempton Park;

•  Katlehong;

•  Vosloorus;

•  Daveyton;

•  Brakpan;

•  Nigel;

•  Benoni; 

•  Springs;

•  Tembisa; and

•  Edenvale.

Twenty CCCs are in operation throughout EMM.  The CCC’s are 

managed by customer care area managers who ensure that the 

principles of Batho Pele are adhered to, interface with service 

departments and attend to complaints of customers, interact with 

ward councillors, community development workers and other 

stakeholders, facilitates IDP and community-based planning.

Achievements

•  opened new Duduza CCC on 25 April 2008;

•  the construction of fi ve Greenfi elds (Tsakane, Kwa-Thema, 

Etwatwa, Thokoza and Katlehong 2) is underway with 

possible completion in June 2011;

•  four existing CCCs are being upgraded (Nigel, Daveyton, 

Edenvale and Alberton);

•  adoption of the service standards;

•  fi nalised the informal trader’s demarcated areas in Springs, 

Nigel and Tsakane;

•  fi nalisation of the City Improvements Districts (CID) in 

Edenvale;

•  symbolic launch of the Kwa-Thema CCC on 15 April 2011;

•  adoption of the Services Catalogue by July 2011;

•  appointment of 40 urban marshals by June 2011 who will 

proactively identify service delivery challenges on the 

ground; and

•  issued 10 000 proof of residence to residence in the informal 

settlements.

Transformation Issues:

Deployment of senior management (CCA managers) to the 

previously disadvantaged areas.  

The Batho Pele principles remain the cornerstone of the Customer 

Care Centres.  

3.4.8 Focus Area 8: Communications and       
 Marketing

The Directorate Communications and Marketing has a central role 

to direct, manage and deliver the Council’s internal and external 

communications. It works to support and promote the Metro’s 

corporate plan, policies and business plans using media relations, 

electronic communications, print publications, and interactive 

as well as internal communications in a strategic way to meet 

people’s communication needs.

The past term has seen the EMM undergo a number of 

changes including it being in existence for a decade. This is a 

milestone that no other metropolitan municipality can add to its 

list of achievements. The formation of the EMM is found in the 

amalgamation of nine former local administrations along with 

the Khayalami Metropolitan Council and the Eastern Gauteng 

Services Council. No other metropolitan municipality has had to 

deal with the administrative challenges, among others, of creating 

one administration, from the former nine, placing of staff and 

creating uniform bylaws and policies.

In the past fi ve years the EMM has also seen three mayors 

and three city managers take the reins of this local authority. It 

required constant communication with the public and businesses 

in the region which was carried out effectively and effi ciently, to 

ensure that service delivery continues and the lives of the people 

of Ekurhuleni are bettered.

Projects

While there are projects that are initiated and carried out by the 

Department of Communications and Marketing, it also offers 

a support function to departments in executing their projects. 

Projects that were handled by this directorate over the past fi ve 

years include the hosting of three mayoral golf days, where funds 

raised were distributed to underprivileged children in the region to 

promote sport development.

The safety of motorists and pedestrians is taken seriously by 

Ekurhuleni and assistance has been given to successful road 

safety campaigns with EMPD over the Easter and festive seasons. 

This comes in the form of billboards and pamphlets highlighting 

the importance of road safety as well as awareness campaigns in 

taking the message to the people and motorists.

Business Weeks, each with a different theme, were held with the 

2010 one highlighting business opportunities during the World 

Cup. Keeping with the 2010 soccer World Cup fever, Ekurhuleni 

played a major role in this event despite not being a host city. 

Exhibition stands were set up at Birchwood Hotel and Conference 

Centre to promote the region as an investment and tourism 

destination amongst international visitors. It also saw branding 

and event support at the Dries Niemandt Welcome Village, which 

is part of the 2010 legacy projects.

In addition, a newspaper was produced during the world cup that 

was handed out to visitors at the public viewing sections. This 

newspaper, while focusing on the soccer, publicised what was 

happening within Ekurhuleni during this time keeping readers 

abreast on the tournament with fi xture reports and predictions.

The revenue enhancement programme (Siyakhokha Siyathuthuka) 

was initiated by the department in association with Finance in 
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2010. It was, and continues to be, a full out communications and 

marketing campaign that has road shows as well as radio and 

outdoor advertising. The aim is two-fold – to motivate customers 

to pay for services, if they are able to do so, and to showcase 

what the municipality does with the money received. Secondly, it 

is to educate people not able to pay on how the municipality can 

assist them through the indigent support policy and rebates for 

those who qualify.

While always involved in assisting with the IDP/Budget public 

participation processes, through the Budget Tips Campaign, 2010 

saw a turn of events when one event was held for the whole of the 

Ekurhuleni region.  Previously a number of meetings were held 

at the different customer care areas, but on 1 March 2010 more 

than 3 500 members from the various communities across the 

region participated in the process.  The one main event was held 

over a weekend which ensured that participation was possible by 

people from all walks of life in which the public was afforded the 

opportunity to comment on the IDP and Budget.

Communication on the budgets for the fi nancial years was done in 

a wide variety of mediums, such as radio, print and electronic. Live 

broadcasts were done and post budget information provided to 

residents and businesses on the budget allocations, tariff changes 

and various service delivery achievements. Summarised versions 

of the budgets were produced in English, isiZulu, seSotho as 

well as Afrikaans were produced for the past three fi nancial year 

budgets. 

A unifi ed city identity saw welcome signage boards going up at the 

entrances of towns and townships, and visible branding signage 

at municipal buildings.

In keeping in touch with businesses mayoral breakfasts were held, 

under different themes including payment of services, budget 

plans and doing business with Ekurhuleni and the introduction of 

the One Company One Job campaign during the 2008/9 fi nancial 

year. This campaign is to encourage industries and business 

to offer employment to the unemployed in an effort to cut the 

unemployment rate in the region and uplift community members. 

Assistance was provided at the South African Emergency 

Services Institute conference which was held in Ekurhuleni for 

the fi rst time, protocol services at numerous mayoral functions 

including the delegation from international visitors from Breda 

in the Netherlands and Harbin, China, with whom Ekurhuleni 

has twinning agreements. In educating protocol procedures 

workshops were organised by this department for staff.

Dolomite is found in most parts of Ekurhuleni and an extensive 

and continuous dolomite awareness campaign was introduced 

and continues to run. Not only was reading material supplied for 

all target groups, including children, but a DVD produced and 

numerous articles published in publications produced by the EMM 

and sent and used by various newspapers.

In an effort to curb fraud the anti-fraud and corruption project was 

relaunched in association with the Department of Internal Audit. 

Extensive communication in this project was initiated and is being 

maintained. It included awareness posters for internal staff as well 

as the public making them aware of the independent call taking 

centre when reporting fraud and corruption within the EMM. All 

publications as well as in the electronic mediums include the anti-

fraud hotline number.

As custodian of the corporate identity of the EMM, the corporate 

identity manual was updated and implemented. It included 

numerous workshops internally to bring staff up to date with the 

corporate identity and the do’s and don’ts.

In recognising staff who go the extra mile in service delivery the 

Excellence Awards for staff was introduced in 2006, a project run 

with the human resources department. Over the past fi ve years, 

three such competitions were held and managed by the internal 

communications division of this department.

Communications forms a big part of any organisation’s success, 

the EMM is no different. Internal communication as boosted with 

the introduction of weekly electronic as well as daily bulletins, 

where needed in an effort to communicate important issues with 

staff. A bi-monthly staff news magazine was started in 2009 and 

is distributed to the over 16 000 staff members. On the internal 

communications front the look and feel of all departmental 

newsletters was made uniform in an effort to promote the 

corporate identity of the EMM.

An induction pack for new workers has been produced, in 

association with HR. This fi le, which contains all information on 

the EMM that new workers should be aware of, is handed out at 

the induction of all new members.

With the introduction of the new Property Rates Act extensive 

communication and marketing was carried out explaining 

the process and procedures of the property evaluations and 

subsequent application of the act. It included electronic as well 

as print media with updated information being supplied as the 

process moved along. The valuation roll and supplementary rolls 

were available on the electronic media together with a link to 

viewing property valuations and being afforded the opportunity to 

ask questions and send in an objection to the value. On 1 July 

2009 the new property rates were successfully applied with all 

parties concerned kept abreast of the process all the way.

The Media unit worked closely with various media in both electronic 

and print fi elds. Information was sent out daily highlighing 

upcoming events, reporting on events past as well as handling 

media enquiries and sending out information pertaining to the 

organisation as a while. In the region of 3 000 press releases and 

media enquiries are handled and sent out annually, thus making 

it over 15 000 in the past fi ve years. Information sent out included 

continuous updates on the power stations in Kempton Park and 

Boksburg when they blew up, the xenophobia attacks, the new 

mayors who were elected and their members of the mayoral 

committee, budget information, events and the like.

A number of press conferences were held, including with the 

announcement when province sent a team of experts to provide 

institutional support on request of the then mayor Ntombi Mekgwe 

in 2009, the appointment of the city managers Patrick Flusk and 

Khaya Ngema as well as other prominent events that took place 

within the organization. 

www.ekurhuleni.com turned into www.ekurhuleni.gov.za and with 

it a brand new, state-of-the-art fi rst world offi cial website for the 

EMM. In 2008 the offi cial website of the Metro crashed. Within 10 

days a new temporary site was up and running. This temporary 

stop had a limited life span and capabilities, thus paving the way 

for the design of a new site that had to be built and populated 

from scratch. In October 2010 the new site went live. The website 
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is being marketed as a marketing and communications tool to 

promote the organization as well as its services, eg tourism, 

facilities, infrastructure and the like.

All residents who receive a service account also get an offi cial 

newsletter from the Metro, Ekurhuleni Talks to the community. The 

print run on this monthly newsletter increased from 600 000 to 800 

000 in 2008. To ensure even those who do not receive a service 

account are also communicated with the Lentswe la Ekurhuleni 

newspaper was started in June 2009 and is produced quarterly. 

The initial print run of 200 000 was soon increased by 60 000.

In celebration of 10 years of existence the aim is to have 

Ekurhuleni conform into a progressive and leading metro. A 

number of projects were handled by this department in celebration 

of this milestone. The year 2011 started with an event of note at 

the Germiston Stadium, open to the public. In addition it saw four 

books being produced. The fi rst, a synoptic overview of Ekurhuleni 

that dates back to the late 1800s and was researched and written 

in association with the Wits history department.

This was followed by a book on Ekurhuleni’s decade in existence, 

a summarized version of this as well as a book on the speeches 

of the mayors since 5 December 2000. All publications are of 

historical interest and are available in libraries and schools for 

easy reference.

This campaign highlighted achievements through awareness 

campaigns – via the radio and outdoor advertising and 

television. It also saw billboards at strategic points of urban 

areas and townships and the airport. Messages were placed in 

areas of community development, industrial hub, infrastructure 

development and eco-tourism.

The department was also involved in major events such as the 

Chris Hani memorial events each April and OR Tambo each 

October. News articles were published in the different newspapers, 

billboards and information publications on the stalwarts.

Assistance was offered to the departments for invitations, 

programmes, posters, leafl ets, information booklets, billboards, 

advertisements, events management and the like for numerous 

events from arbour day through to youth day, heritage month and 

transport awareness month, budget speeches, signing of the fi rst 

municipal bond. Corporate publications were produced the likes 

of annual reports and budget documents over the past fi ve years. 

Thousands of events and products were managed, and produced, 

by the department in an effort to do as it names implies – 

communicate and market the EMM both internally and externally.

3.4.9 Focus Area 9: Intergovernmental   
 Relations

To ensure that there is good Intergovernmental Relations within 

the Metro at all times, Ekurhuleni has to continuously align itself 

with different spheres of government.

Although alignment, interaction and cooperation between 

municipalities may take on various forms including exchange of 

learning experiences, sharing of technology and equipment and 

joint investments projects it is imperative, as it gives effect to the 

principles of cooperative governance contained in section 41 of 

the constitution

SALGA is another means of interaction as its key role is the 

effective representation of local government in the legislative 

processes of all spheres of Government and in intergovernmental 

executive processes

•  Participation in the Gauteng Premier’s Co-ordinating Forum 

(GPCF).

•  SALGA Programmes

 º  Participation In working groups and all Salga related 

programmes.

•  Inter-Municipal Co-operation

 º  Eastern Cape (OR Tambo and Chris Hani District 

municipalities); and

 º  Emfuleni/Sedibeng.

•  Interdepartmental Co-operation

 º  A framework has been drafted between Ekurhuleni and 

Gauteng Department of Agriculture, conservation and 

environment (GDACE) as per Chapter 3 of the IGR Act 

which provides for organs to enter into agreements, thus 

an implementation protocol will be signed.

International relations

The municipal international relations policy clearly states that all 

its initiatives should be based on one the following: Promoting 

economic growth and development, fostering and supporting the 

African Renaissance (NEPAD), linking with strategic cities and 

enhancing good governance which gives support to the attainment 

of the Council’s long term strategy and strategic priorities as 

refl ected in the IDP.

MIR travelling challenge: feedback 

The Ekurhuleni MIR policy clearly states that the comprehensive 

feedback report should have specifi c reference to the following:

•  experience gained and outcome of visit;

•  recommendations regarding the proposed implementation of 

programmes, initiatives and related action plans, endorsed 

and supported by the relevant executive director; and

•  the fi nancial implications and budget requirements for the 

implementation of proposed initiatives.

Impact: it is apparent from the above that there is a problem with 

the current report back system in place as such Ekurhuleni is losing 

a lot of money and time, as we invest in the trips and conferences 

that are not necessarily benefi cial to all as the information tends 

to stay with individuals.

Milestones 

•  LOGO SOUTH country programme:

 º  assistance in the fi eld of spatial planning;

 º  assistance in the fi eld of municipal housing policy; and

 º  assistance in the fi eld of the working relation between 

municipalities and social housing institutions.

•  Partnership with Breda Municipality (Netherlands).
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4. CONCLUSION

Five years ago, in 2006 after the municipal elections, we mapped out a fi ve-year strategic plan for the transformation of Ekurhuleni. We 

took up the daunting task of re-engineering this metro in pursuance of our overall objective of building a better life for all.      

We adopted four strategic focus areas as our framework which underpinned the work of the past term of offi ce. These are the four pillars:

•  Infrastructure development;

•  Social transformation;

•  Institutional transformation; and

•  Economic transformation. 

We have made signifi cant inroads in respect of the above objectives.

On 1 and 2 September 2006 we hosted a historic GDS where our social partners like business, labour, residents, NGOs and government 

departments converged to craft a shared vision for Ekurhuleni.  

A Growth and Development Strategy 2025 has been adopted, which guides our growth and strategic path. The strategy points to 

the linkages between infrastructure development and the environment needed to build social cohesion and sustainable economic 

development.

We are confi dent that the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality is on the correct path and will continue to consolidate the achievements of 

the past 10 years in local government.  We remain committed to implementing our shared vision in Ekurhuleni – the GDS 2025.

That the Metro has developed a credible IDP we can confi dently say.  We have made signifi cant progress in the alignment of our budget 

to the IDP in the past fi ve years.

The City is forging ahead with plans that will result in an Ekurhuleni that has one city identity, a vibrant community that enjoys living and 

working in Ekurhuleni. 

The GDS 2025 will remain a focal point that will guide our work as we create a united, integrated and well developed City.  

Working together we can do more in building a prosperous City.          
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